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MAY DAY BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 

Historically May 1 has been the day of the oppressed. 
May 1 demonstrations have touched off major changes from 
reform to revolution and this year should be no exception. 

On May 1 people in Eurc^e, Asia, Latin America and Africa 
will be expressing their solidarity with the Vietnamese peo¬ 
ple. We should join in that struggle. On May 1 people 
should mass in Washington and present the government with 
the peace treaty, demanding that Nixon respond within two 
days by calling an immediate end to the war. If the govern¬ 
ment refuses to heed the will of the majority for peace after 
years and years of patience the penile should begin to imple¬ 
ment the treaty themselves. Beginning on May 3 and continu¬ 
ing for tho roet of the week people who proeontod tho treaty 
and the thousands that will join them should close down the 
functioning of the federal government through massive civil 
disobedience. The demonstrations should be non-violent but 
disruptive—blocking streets, marches, strikes at schools and 
other places of work. To be effective—i. e.: to provide the 
spark that can coalesce the people who oppose the war into 
activity—we must be willing to do more than march. At the 
same time our tactics should not be seen as provocative even 
though those sorts of tactics may well be just. Civil dis¬ 

obedience is disruptive but it doesn't force the people involved 
to make a choice between revolution and the system. Revolu¬ 
tion is a necessity, but many people who oppose that war 
don’t yet believe this and they shouldn't be excluded from the 
movement. Civil disobedience will allow groups as diverse 
as church and youth groups to take part. It also means that 
people will be taking some risks, opening themselves to ar¬ 
rest. But mass arrest penalties for white people are still 
relatively light and the demonstration will n<* be Gandhi-like- 
People can and should defend themselves from attack. 

MAYDAY-MAYDAY-MAYDAY 

The presentation of the peace treaty May 1 in Washing¬ 
ton should be linked with simultaneous demonstrations in all 
major cities and on all campuses. Washington is the most 

important focus, but May 1 should be a nation-wide move¬ 
ment. On May 3 and 4 when disruption begins in Washington 
young people will have to make a choice as to whether to 
come to D. C. or stay in their areas. Hopefully, most cities 
can contribute to both efforts with an initial focus on Washing¬ 
ton during the first week of May and gradually moving that 
emphasis through strikes and demonstrations back to regions. 
This means that young people will be called upon for several 
weeks of sustained activity, something which will require a 
great deal of hard work and sacrifice. Thus we must begin 
now to inform peq»le from everywhere erf our plans, explain¬ 
ing our views cn Nixon's new strategy. Talking with people 
from dormitory to unemployment office will be helpful. Wom¬ 
en’s groups, which will hopefully play a leading role in May 

Day, are critical. The anti-war movement must realize that 
its past chauvinist practices have hurt women and weakened 
our chances for peace. 



BEYOND MAY 1 

The demonstration in Washington, although critical to 
the success of the peace treaty, cannot be an end in itself. 
People should not drcp ongoing projects but should relate 

them to the war. One of the weaknesses of the peace move¬ 

ment has been its inability to relate imperialism to the lives 
of non-student non-hip communities. Actually, great num¬ 
bers of people in factories, offices as well as unemployment 
and welfare lines have begun to become aware that Vietnam 
affects their lives and that until the war is ended the job of 
reconstruction of this country is impossible. But if this kind 
of awareness is to grow, if this kind of unity can develop, it 
will be necessary for the movement to change. Elitist atti¬ 
tudes will have to change. We will have to talk to and learn 
from people we normally ignore. In fact, the movement 
should no longer be an ',it”--a thing separate from the peo¬ 
ple but part of them. 



In Washington 

Has Terror 
Merely Begun 

By Ralph deToledano 

The stepped-up rate nf bombings nationwide and the 
discovery in New York last week of detailed plans lor a 
systematic tenor campaign against 53 buildings arc be¬ 
ginning to convince law enforcement agencies that the 
guerrilla warfare" long threatened by anarehosyndi- 
calists and their Maoist allies in this country is on its 
way to becoming reality. The tip-off: Extremist groups 
and individuals, each going their own way In the past, 
have consolidated and are now co ordinating their ter¬ 

rorist activities. 
This consolidation took place at a strategy meeting 

of representatives of 17 Now Left organivaitnm in Mil¬ 
waukee last June. At the time, the new coalition mildly 
announced to the underground and far left press that k 
would "Initiate year-round daily protest and resistance 
activity at the local and regional level" and launch 
"major national actions.” Present at the meeting were 
leaders of hard core extremists groups as well as a 
scattering of academic figures and members of several 
"respectable" organisation no-- in the process of being 
"radicalized." 

A highly secret memorandum being circulated 
among the top echelons o' the terrorist movement in the 
United States discloses that the coalition is moving inw 
high gear. It now has a high command headquartered in 
Washington. DC., and field staffs in the major cities— 
with New York. Chicago. Detroit. San Francisco, and 
Seattle serving as divisional command posts. 

The memorandum Is, in effect, the order of battle 
for an assault on the people and government of the 
United States. It Is explicit enough to list targets.-cities. 
corporations, government buildings. Phase One of these 
plans, which calls for an acceleration of the pace and a 
broadening of the scope of what or.ee seemed like hap¬ 
hazard and unmotivated bombing, is already being car- 
nod out ac Mpsrla from Now VnrV d»mnn*!rnte 

Phase Two calk for the start of a conceited terror 
campaign against such industrial giants ns General Elec¬ 
tric. Honeywell, and the Standard Oil companies Tnc 

rnrpnrations arc specifically singled out. tlMlgh 
no reason is given for this selection. GE has. of course, 
been the focus of steady terrorist attention for some time, 
as a major manufacturer of defense hardware. 

Phase One and Two. however, are considered but 
curtain raisers for two all out assaults. The first of thete. 
the memo states, will be a massive attack on Wall Street 
which, tho coalition is confident, will shut down the na 
tion's financial nerve center and lead to a bloody con¬ 
frontation with the police. It should be noted here that 
the Wall Street section of New York, with its narrow 
streets and heavy traffic. Is ideal for guerrilla activity. 

Experience gained in this operation will be employed 
In the coalition's most ambitious and dangerous project: 
To paralyze Washington and the Federal government 
For this attempt, the coalition plans to send In 5.000 
"collectives' '—action units- to infiltrate the capital, 
posting themselves in strategic areas. Tho date: May 
Day. 1971. Targets will t« the Department of Health. 
Education & Welfare, the Justice Department (which 
also houses the FBI), and Central Intelligence Agency 
installations. These buildings will be surrounded by 
"demonstrators" white other activists block ingress 
bridges from Virginia and prevent government workers 
Trom getting to their jobs. 

There is one uncertainty in the minds of conliti.m 
leaders. They are aware that government counterplans 
have been drawn up for a giant crackdown, with sys¬ 
tematic arrests and hardrosed prosecution. This was 
clearly indicated by President Nixon in the speech on 
violence which climaxed his campaign swing. But the 
coalition does not really care, even though its leaders 
know that Federal authorities arc aware of their plan3. 

They have carefully studies the "Catechism of a 
Revolutionist"—a brief manifesto, drawn up by two Nine 
tec nth Century nihilists, which deeply influenced Unin. 
They see the rank-and-file members of the movement, 
in the words of the Catechism, as "instruments for 
stirring up disturbances In the Slate (who) much be con¬ 
tinually pushed into dangerous actions, the result cf 
which would be the destruction of the majority (of the 
conspirators) and the real revolutionary training o! a 
few." 

"Radicalizing." they call it now. 
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MAY DAY TACTICAL MANUAL 

INTRODUCTION 

This manual is a first for a national action. The 
Ann Arbor Student and Youth Conference on a People's Peace 
decided to organize Mayday on a regional decentralized bas¬ 
ic. Thie means no "National Organizers. " You do the or¬ 
ganizing. This means no "movement generals" making tac¬ 
tical decisions you have to carry out. Your region makes 
the tactical decisions within the discipline of nonviolent civil 
disobedience laid down by the Ann Arbor Conference. That 

is why this manual was produced. 

This manual is a supplement to the Mayday Orienta¬ 
tion Sessions, which will be held April 3, 10, 17. If it is 

impossible for your region to send representatives to one of 
the sessions this manual will give you the basic information 
you need. 

Coordination is being handled by the Tactics and Lo¬ 
gistics section of the Mayday Collective, in D. C. The last 
page of this manual lias a form you should send in as soon 
as you can answer the listed questions about your region. If 
you fail to mail or call in the answers to the questions there 
will be no D.C. logistical support for your region. 

The words and target photographs in this manual were 
done by the Tactics and Logistics section of the Mayday Col¬ 
lective. The Mayday Collective is politically responsible to 
the Student and Youth Coordinating Committee which grew out 
of the Ann Arbor Conference. The Ann Arbor Conference is 
responsible for Mayday. 

All graphics, layout, and production on this manual 
were done by brothers and sisters from WIN magazine, lo¬ 
cated at 339 Lafayette 51., N. Y.C. 10012. We were lucky 
they thought enough of Mayday to do this manual. WIN is 
published every two weeks and relates to what's happening-- 
the anti-war movement, counter-culture, ecology, etc.-- 
from a nonviolent perspective. Subscribe if you can. It on¬ 
ly costs $5.00 a year. 



I. ON NONVIOLENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

This is not a polemic. It is not designed to convince 

you to become a pacifist or argue against the theory of 
armed revolutionary struggle or people's war. It is an ex¬ 
planation of the tactic we will be using during the Mayday ac¬ 
tions. The tactic is nonviolent civil disobedience. It was 
decided by the Ann Arbor Student and Youth Conference cn a 
People's Peace which issued the call for the Mayday actions 
that this was the most valid tactic for this period. 

In brief, the aim of the Mayday action is to raise the 

social cost of the war to a level unacceptable to America's 
rulers. To do this we seek to create the spectre of social 
chaos while maintaining the support or at least toleration of 
the broad masses of American people. It is felt that given 

the current political climate in this country, it is suicidal 
to isolate ourselves from the 73% of the American people 

who wish an immediate end to the war. 

The strategy that was developed at the Ann Arbor Con¬ 
ference sought to build support among the American people 
through the mass distribution and ratification of the People’s 
Peace Treaty. With that basic "base building" well under 
way we would engage then in disruptive actions in major gov¬ 
ernment centers, primarily Washington, D. C. (creating the 
spectre of social chaos) that would be supported by the 

"base." The tactic of nonviolent civil disobedience was chos¬ 
en because it could be used effectively to disrupt government 
functions and yet still be interpreted favorably to the broad 

non-demonstrating masses of Americans. Also by engaging 
in nonviolent disruptions we severely limit the containment 
and dispersal options of the government and lessen the like¬ 
lihood of coming into violent conflict with the G. I. s who will 
be ordered to disperse us and who we wish to win to our 
side. 

America is a violent country. We are raised on a 
diet of violence, and therefore we feel we understand it. 
Nonviolent civil disobedience cn the other hand is widely mis¬ 
understood and the extent of most people's knowledge is inac¬ 
curate characterizations. We need to be clear that we are 
not talking about an exercise in martyrdom; we are not talk¬ 
ing about negotiated arrests; we are talking about using a ^aC 
tic to attain an objective. The tactic is nonviolent civil dis¬ 
obedience. The objective is to close down the Federal 80V“ 



ernment sections of Washington, D. C., by blocking traffic 
arteries during the early morning rush hours of May 3 and 

4. 

A working definition of nonviolent civil disobedience 
in this context would be: A) the actions we engage in are 
nonviolent which means we don't trash or street fight; B) 

we are "civil” which means we will try to express our soli¬ 
darity and friendship with G.I. 's and attempt to see the rank 
and file policeman as a member of the working class who's 
simply on the wrong side; C) we will be disobedient which 
means no matter what anyone says, no matter what laws we 
break—we are going to reach our action target—the roads, 
bridges, and traffic circles leading into the Federal areas of 
Washington--and we will not leave our action targets until we 

have succeeded in our target objective or until we are ar¬ 
rested. 

In earlier days the small pacifist groups developed 

out of necessity and preference a type of nonviolent civil dis¬ 
obedience that we could call the traditional school. Crudely 
put, this involved a very small group of people engaging in 
a "moral witness" of action that involved them breaking a 
specific law, almost always with advance notice to authori¬ 
ties. Much of the early civil rights actions—such as lunch 
counter sit-ins--followed this model. Recently another form 
of nonviolent civil disobedience has developed. This con¬ 
forms more with our new life style. It is free, joyous, ex¬ 
citing, fun. It's yippies throwing money on the floor of the 
N. Y. Stock Exchange, draft card burnings in Central Park, 
the invasion and takeover of the N. Y. Tass offices during the 

invasion of Czechoslovakia and Sgt. Sunshine of the S. F. Po¬ 
lice dept, lighting up a joint in front of the S. F. Police 
Building. 

At the same time this new mode of action was devel¬ 

oping among the white youth movement, nonviolent civil dis¬ 
obedience was being used in new ways by third world groups. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. pioneered the use of mass nonvio¬ 
lent civil disobedience in this country to challenge govern¬ 
ment racist policies. The Birmingham movement is perhaps 
the best example of these actions. Cesar Chavez and the 
Uiited Farmworkers Organizing Committee consistently broke 
injunctions and picketing laws as they organized California 
farm workers and used nonviolent civil disobedience includ¬ 
es sit-ins and shop-ins to enforce the grape and now the 
lettuce boycott. We're talking of combining this experience 



with our life culture to create Mayday in Washington. 

Flash on Gandhi. —An organic food vegetarian, a 

strong Indian culture freak who met the English Viceroy of 

India in a loincloth and organized civil disobedience cam¬ 
paigns which paralyzed entire sections of India--what comes 

to mind is thousands of us with bamboo flutes, tamborines, 
flowers and balloons moving out in the early light of morn¬ 

ing to paralyze the traffic arteries of the American military 
repression government nerve center. Creativeness, joy, and 

life against bureaucracy and grim death. That's nonviolent 
civil disobedience; That's Mayday. 

Finally, if for philosophical, political, or emotional 

reasons any people feel they cannot adhere to the tactic 

adopted by the Ann Arbor Conference we strongly urge them 

to stay home or engage in actions they organize at other 
times or other places. We feel it is reprehensible and ma¬ 

nipulative to expose people who respond to the Mayday call 

for nonviolent civil disobedience to be exposed to forms of 
actions for which they are not prepared. In addition we ex¬ 

pect large numbers of agent provocateurs to be present dur¬ 
ing Mayday. We think it would be unfortunate for brothers 
and sisters who are unable to adopt the style, discipline and 
tactics decided on through a long collective process to be 
mislabeled and dealt with as agent provocateurs. 

II. THE SPRING PERIOD 

The Mayday actions are to occur in the May 1-7 per¬ 

iod. Mayday, however, should be seen in the context of an 
entire spring offensive that will begin the first week of Ap¬ 

ril, reach a high point in May and continue on into the sum¬ 
mer. 

The schedule for the Spring Offensive is: 

APRIL 25: "Tribute in Action to Martin Luther King." 
These actions are organized by the Southern Christian Lead¬ 
ership Conference, the National Welfare Rights Organization 

and the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice. There is 
a special emphasis on New York with a march on Wall Street 

on Monday, April 5, led by the SCLC Mule Train. 

APRIL 10: Women's March on the Pentagon. 



APRIL 18-23: Operation Dewey Canyon III organized by the 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War will take place in Wash¬ 
ington, D.C. Vietnam vets, their families and the families 

of POW's and GI's killed in Vietnam will engage in intensive 
lobbying, vigils and guerrilla theater depicting search and 

destroy missions, torture and other activities of US forces 
in Indochina. 

APRIL 24: "Algonquin Peace City," the encampment area 
for Mayday, opens in Rock Creek Park in Washington, D.C. 

APRIL 24: Mass, legal, peaceful anti-war demonstration in 
Washington, D.C. by National Peace Action Coalition and 

PCPJ. 

APRIL 26-30: Peoples Lobby in Washington, D.C. organized 
by People's Coalition for Peace & Justice. Will include civ¬ 

il disobedience at selected government buildings and congres¬ 
sional offices. 

MAY 1-7: Mayday International—Major demonstrations will 
take place in large cities around the world. These actions 

will express solidarity with our Mayday and will focus on 
U. S. foreign policy. In South Vietnam the people of the 

large cities will rise up in massive street demonstrations 

challenging the U.S. presence. 

MAY 16: Armed Forces Day. Support for anti-war GI ac¬ 

tions at bases across the country. 

MAY 25-28: NATO International Conference on Cities in Indi¬ 
anapolis. Nixon and other heads of state will be greeted 

with massive demonstrations. 

THE MAYDAY SCENARIO 

Saturday, April 24: Algonquin Peace City Opens 

The first national implementation of the peace treaty 

is planned in Rock Creek Park, an Indian woodlawn area of 
1,754 acres about 4 miles long and one mile wide in Wash¬ 

ington, D.C. Algonquin Indians were the first inhabitants in 
the ancient mountain range. In late April, we'll settle again, 
along the drier ridges with the pignut and mocker nut, white 
ash, black cherry, the yellow poplar and beech, being care¬ 

ful and loving of nature. Regions and constituent groups 



can set up living communities or villages in one of the 70 
odd picnic groves where there are tables, benches, sanitary 

facilities and usually a fireplace. People should bring their 
own tents, blankets, flashlights, transistor radio, rice and 

other foods, along with a cooking pot. 

To cut down on confusion and ecological injury to our 
peace city, cars should not be driven into Rock Creek Park. 

Some people may want to park on the edge of Washington and 
walk into the city. Others may want to drive into the down¬ 

town Washington area and take buses to their villages. Bus 
transportation between Washington Monument Grounds and Al¬ 
gonquin Peace City will be provided at 11:00 A. M. and 6:00 

P.M. every day by Mayday Motors. Detailed maps showing 

the village of every region in Algonquin Peace City will be 
available from information centers on the Monument Grounds. 
Any large group wanting to be listed on the map should call 
Mike Maslow (202) 347-7613. 

It is in the interest of the government to provide us 
this park, for training in nonviolence and to keep us out of 
the streets at night. Should police clear the park at any 
time during the two weeks, however, it will be necessary 
that we know the various exits from our area of encampment. 
There are 15 miles of trails through Algonquin Peace City. 
Maps will be provided. 

Algonquin Peace City is opening early in order to pro¬ 
vide housing areas for the thousands of people staying after 

the demonstrations of April 24. Many of these people, as 
well as early Mayday arrivals will participate in the P.C.P.J. 

People’s Lobby. Others will act as construction battalions 
to prepare the park for the massive May 1 influx of people. 

Map number one in this manual shows you the layout 
of Rock Creek Park. Two weeks prior to May 1st, maps 
will be available from the Mayday Washington office giving 
the location of regional campoitco. 

If bloodroot, fawnlily, toothwort and spring beauty 
bloom doesn't turn you on, Mayday has secured housing for 
twenty-two thousand people in churches, universities and pri¬ 
vate homes. 



SATURDAY, MAY 1: 

CELEBRATION OF THE PEOPLE'S PEACE 

Most Mayday participants will arrive on May 1st. 
People will be coming in by chartered bus, car caravans, 

and long walks. The morning will be devoted to the May 1st 
arrivals setting up camp in their regional area villages and 
getting to know the land. 

In the early afternoon the celebration will begin. The 
Mayday Collective is currently assembling a list of well- 
known rock groups that will play. The list of groups play¬ 
ing in the Peace Treaty Celebration Rock Show will be re¬ 

leased as soon as possible. 

The Celebration, with rock bands, and dancing, sing¬ 
ing, and smoking in the fields will last late into the night. 
Bring along bamboo flutes, drums, guitars and tamborines, 

and the woods will be filled with people's music. 

Sometime during the day of May 1st the SCLC Mule 
Train and hundreds of people who marched with them from 

Wall Street to Washington will arrive in Algonquin Peace 
City. They'll set up camp and join us in the Celebration of 
the People's Peace. 

SUNDAY, MAY 2 

We'll sleep late. In the late morning, the population 
will follow the SCLC mule train out of the park to the Sylvan 

Theatre near the Washington Monument grounds. We will 
march down Rock Creek Parkway. 

At the Sylvan Theatre we'll join SCLC, National Wel¬ 
fare Rights Organization and the United Farmworkers Organ¬ 
izing Committee in a rally calling for an end to the war 
against American Poor People. This will be the last oppor¬ 
tunity for Nixon to announce an end to the war before we ful¬ 
fill our promise: If the government won't stop the war, 
we'll stop the government. 

In the evening we march back to Algonquin Peace City 

for food, cultural activities and turning in early for a good 
sleep. 



MONDAY & TUESDAY, MAY 3 and 4, at 6 A. M. : 
NONVIOLENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

The population of Algonquin Peace City will disperse 
in regional groups to their target areas for Nonviolent Civil 

Disobedience (see sections III, IV, VI, for details). PCPJ 

joins with us along with religious forces, such as Clergy 
and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, SCLC, NWRO, and 

pacifist organizations, such as the War Resisters League, 
and the American Friends Service Committee. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 5-7 

All across the country, on May 5, people respond to 
the call for "No Business as Usual" in a massive people's 

strike Against the War. At Algonquin Peace City the people 

not arrested on Monday and Tuesday take camping gear and 
food and move camp to the Capitol Building where we lay a 
nonviolent siege demanding that congress ratify the Peoples 

Peace Treaty (See Section VI for details). 

We will be joined by masses of people from the 

PCPJ, SCLC, NWRO, AFSC, WRL, CALCAV, Women's 
Strike for Peace, and other groups. We'll stay at our siege 
encampment until the treaty is ratified or all are arrested. 

ID. ORGANIZATION FORM 

The decision of the Ann Arbor Student & Youth Con¬ 
ference on a Peoples Peace was that the organization for 

Mayday be decentralized with organizational forms being de¬ 

cided on a regional basis. Because of this the entire Tac¬ 
tics and Logistics section of the Mayday Collective in Wash¬ 

ington is oriented toward providing information, support, and 
coordination onl^. There are no movement "generals" sitting 

in closed rooms making decisions binding on any participant. 

All organizing and preparation for the action must be 
done at the regional level. No "National Office Organizers" 
will do it for you (or to you). What the Tactics and Logis¬ 
tics section has done is number the targets, prepare this 
manual, prepare intensive orientation sessions for regional 
representatives, and act as a coordination center for various 

regions which have selected targets. 

Once you have established a regional structure and 



begun organizing for Mayday, contact the Tactics and Logis¬ 

tics Section of the Mayday Collective at (202) 347-7613 (ask 
for Jerry Coffin, Lynne Shatzkin, Nancy Fowler, or Rick 

Lubin). 

Arrange to send two or three regional representatives 

to Washington on Saturday April 3, Saturday April 10 or Sat¬ 
urday April 17 to attend a Mayday orientation session. The 

subjects covered will include an overview of the Mayday ac¬ 
tions, discussions of specific targets, Algonquin Peace City 
information, medical and legal information. In addition 
there will be tours of Washington and Rock Creek Park. 
Following the orientation sessions the regional representa¬ 

tives will be asked to select a target for their region and, 
on the basis of projected numbers of people from their re¬ 

gion, select a campsite in Rock Creek Park. 

Every phase of the Mayday actions is organized on 
a regional basis. Individuals coming into Washington will 

be asked to join with whatever apparatus represents their 
region in Washington. Prior to Mayday, maps and leaflets 

will be published listing the target areas and campsite loca¬ 
tions of every region the Mayday Collective is in touch with. 

This May we will see the culmination of an exciting 
and important experiment. Can national actions dependent 
on self motivated regional organization succeed? Our poli¬ 
tics, our style and our instincts say it will work. Mayday 
will be the test. 

Note: There are several constituency groups (Gays, Women, 
Third World) planning to function as distinct groups outside 

erf the regional structure. These groups will function much 
the same as the regions with their own targets and camp¬ 
site areas. 

IV. MAYDAY NONVIOLENT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE: 
THE TACTICAL OVERVIEW 

OUR APPROACH 

Washington, D.C., is a colony. It is ruled by a 
committee of Congress made up of racist white southerners. 
The overwhelming number of people living in Washington are 
black. Virtually the only industry in Washington is the Fed¬ 

eral Government, with the overwhelming majority of the em- 



ployees being white, and, with a few exceptions, all upper 
echelon employees being white. This means that most em¬ 
ployees of the Federal government commute to work each day 

from the suburbs of Virginia and Maryland. 

Because of the racist nature of the Federal govern¬ 

ment, closing down the apparatus that controls the War 

against Indochina and America's oppressed is a relatively 
easy operation if it is coordinated. 

Tu/pnty-nnp targpts havp hppn spIpcIpH for thp Mayday 

nonviolent civil disobedience. The targets (see Map no. 2) 
are broken into two general categories: (1) traffic circles 

and (2) bridges. These targets if blocked during the early 
morning rush hour will seal off the Federal Triangle area of 

Washington and the Pentagon. All of the targets selected 

deal directly with the Federal Government and blocking these 
targets will have a minimum impact on the surrounding black 

community. These targets were specifically chosen to mini¬ 
mize disruption of the black community. No disruptive ac¬ 

tions will take place North of Massachusetts Avenue NW or 
East of 6th Street SE and NE, which are the boundaries of 

the black community. 

Actually sealing off a section of an American city 
through nonviolent direct action has never been attempted be¬ 
fore in an organized fashion. The experience of May, 1970, 
however, shows that it can be done. During the Cambodian 

crisis many cities had main thoroughfares blocked by non¬ 
violent action, including sit-downs and street parties. In 
several instances the thoroughfares were six and eight lane 

expressways. It can be done! 

From a propaganda point of view, and to minimize the 
number of enemies we will produce, the style and method of 

our actions are crucial. Our disruption of Washington must 
be seen as an attack on the Federal Government, specifically 

those sections dealing with the war against the people of Indo¬ 
china and America. It must not be seen as an attack on the 
employees of the Federal Government. We wish to win them 
as allies and so we need to minimize their antagonism to¬ 

wards us. 

To divert our attention from institutions to persons 

employed in those institutions would be a serious political er¬ 
ror. 



Therefore, the days of May 3 and 4 are being pro¬ 
jected as a government employees strike against the war. 
Our nonviolent civil disobedience actions are enforcing a two- 

day strike of government employees. If this is successful 
any employees caught in traffic jams will blame themselves 

for attempting to get to work and therefore, not us. In the 
happy event that the government orders all federal employees 
to be cn the job, those caught in traffic jams will blame the 
government, and not us. One benefit of this will be an un¬ 
conscious gratitude towards the anti-war movement for get¬ 

ting government employees a two-day holiday. 

Our tactical approach to stopping the government is 
decentralization and concentration. By this we mean that the 
targets are decentralized and our demonstrators are concen¬ 

trated. No target will have less than a thousand demonstra¬ 

tors and no major target (see map no. 2, targets bearing 
asterisks) will have less than three thousand demonstrators. 
Our targets are decentralized to a) insure the total halt of 

traffic and b) to increase the difficulty of Federal forces con¬ 
taining our demonstrations. 

Government Response 

On the basis of a careful reading of public and confi¬ 

dential government plans for containment of Mayday type ac¬ 
tions and information secured from our sources inside the 
Federal bureaucracy and the military, the following is a gen¬ 

eral overview of the Federal Government's efforts to deal 
with Mayday. Specific late intelligence will be supplied by 

the Mayday Tactics and Logistics sections on May 1st. 

General 

The current plans call for a cooperative force of US 
Military (National Guard & Federal troops) and the DC police 
force. There will be no outside civilian police called in for 
Mayday. Agent provocateurs will say that Virginia and Mary¬ 
land State Police have been called in to D. C. This is a lie 
designed to spread panic about the supposed brutality of Vir¬ 
ginia and Maryland State Police. 

Because of the limited number of D. C. police (5100 
total, including clerks and 1000 headquarters personnel) the 
bulk of the defensive activities will be handled by the military. 



The central tactic of the defensive forces will be psy¬ 
chological warfare. There will be a maximum display of 

military hardware; agent provocateurs will seek to spread 

panic and exacerbate normal tensions in Algonquin Peace 

City (Rock Creek Park) in order to break our morale. 

There will be extensive use of helicopters to attempt to in¬ 
timidate us and rumors will be spread that a helicopter with 

gas spraying devices (M 5 disperser) are about to attack Al¬ 

gonquin Peace City and/or target areas. 

GI's, meanwhile, will be subjected to intensive "Psy- 
cliulugical preparation" and indoc Irina l ion. They will be told 

we are armed, we intend to verbally harass troops, we in¬ 

tend to throw shit and bags of urine at them, that we will 
throw bottles, rocks, and we will all be carrying clubs. 

Prior to moving into defensive positions, GI's will be 

told that Mayday forces have beaten several GI's. This is 
designed to create fear and resultant hostility among GI’s 

and overcome the natural feelings of solidarity with us. 

While temporary detention facilities are being pre¬ 
pared, the general defensive tactic will be dispersal and con¬ 

tainment. Through the use of troop movement (wedges, 
etc.) there will be an attempt to break our concentration in¬ 
to easily contained small units and gas may be used at low 

levels and selectively (large amounts of gas will block the 
roads more efficiently than we could). 

The primary removal tactic will be short term de¬ 

tention. This means people will be "arrested" and then re¬ 

leased on the promise that they leave town. Threats of se¬ 

vere punishment for those breaking the promise will be 
made. The threats will be phony since they cannot be legal¬ 

ly supported. In a last resort people will be arrested, 

booked and jailed in temporary detention facilities. Because 
of limited detention facilities an intense effort will be made 

by the Federal gov't to get everyone to bail out within twelve 
hours and leave town under "bail conditions," threatening se¬ 
vere punishment. Once "bail conditions" are set, the severe 

punishment can be carried out. 

Because of the volatile condition of the Washington 

Black community and the active participation of SCLC and 

NWRO forces, physical brutality against demonstrators will 
be avoided unless defensive forces feel themselves physical¬ 

ly threatened. Small scale selective brutality may be used 



to panic and disperse demonstrators. Weapons of troops 

will be plainly displayed as well as jeep mounted machine 
guns (up to .30 calibre) and other armor, but because of the 

experience with the Kent-Jackson reaction, ammunition will 
not be issued. Rumors to the contrary will be encouraged 

by agent provocateurs. 

Command 

The main command for the Washington defense will be 
located in the Pentagon in a special "Washington Situation 
Room." There additional command centers are projected but 

the number may be expanded. An effort will be made to 

maintain "Unit Integrity" with certain military units being re¬ 

sponsible for the defense of certain Mayday targets. These 

units will be under a "decentralized command" with the high¬ 
est ranking officer on the scene being responsible, within 

defined limits, for the defense of the Mayday target using 

his own discretion. 

Issuance of ammunition will be tightly controlled by 

the command centers. 

Overall command will rest with the military, though 
our intelligence reports Chief Jerry Wilson and Mayor Walter 

Washington will be given the "illusion of control." 

Intelligence 

Many Mayday regions have already been infiltrated. 

An intensive Army intelligence operation is underway. In 

addition, there is close cooperation with the Justice Depart¬ 
ment and the FBI. The intelligence objectives are to identi¬ 
fy leaders, numbers of participants, unstable elements, tar¬ 

get areas, etc. 

Agent, provocateurs are assigned to project the image 
of Mayday as an undisciplined violent action. Mayday radio 

communications will be monitored and in some instances 

jammed with static or police information. 

Logistics 

Helicopters will be used extensively. Chinook heli- 



copters are projected for use in the event of Mayday "stall- 

ins" to airlift cars off roads. Helicopters and small spotter 
planes will be used to track our movement. Jeeps will be 

equipped with barbed wire fences mounted on the front and 

machine guns for psychological purposes. Tanks will be 
highly visible. 

There will be extensive use of fencing and barricades 

including, but not limited to, chain link, concertina, and 
barbed wire. 

Troops will be housed in government buildings and on 

selected billet sites in and around Washington. There will 
be hot food for troops in most cases. 

Bridge Defense 

Troops will be used in large concentrations to line 

roads and prevent entry to bridges by pedestrians where 

practicable. In most cases troops will be behind barricades. 
Efforts will be made to prevent communication between 

troops and demonstrators. 

Traffic Circle Defense 

Defense of circles will be left mostly to D. C. police 

though military reinforcements will be used. Attempts will 

be made to prevent concentrations of demonstrations with gas 

and arrests used as a last resort. 

OUR RESPONSE 

In essence, our response is to maintain communica¬ 
tions, prevent panic, and not allow ourselves to be chased 

out of town. We cannot prevent infiltration so efforts at 
keeping information "eccrct" will only ccrvc to confucc par¬ 
ticipants. It is important that we consistently project that 

Mayday is a nonviolent action. Any fuzzing of that point will 

lend legitimacy to the rumors spread by provocateurs and 
cause people to stay away from Washington. The worst thing 
that can happen is a small, politically isolated action. 

We need to work actively with GI's prior and during 

the action. At this time we can't expect a mutiny but we 



can expect the overwhelming majority of GI's to be sympa¬ 

thetic though some will be outright hostile, but we should 

recognize that these will be isolated. 

For communications, we suggest regions secure bull 
horns and short range talkies. The walkie talkie operators 

need to be familiar with the equipment and establish codes 
to prevent interception and false information from being 

beamed in on their frequencies. The radios can be easily 

jammed or be made useless by false messages being beamed 

in, so you should establish an alternate system such as run¬ 
ners. The Mayday tactics and logistics section will main¬ 
tain several coordination centers and is setting up several 

alternative means of communication. We will monitor all po¬ 

lice and military frequencies to provide up to date informa¬ 

tion for all participants. The information will be sent out 

over AM radio frequencies from special mobile transmitters. 

These transmitters will broadcast May 3 and 4 over clear 
channels and cover all twenty-one target areas. Every par¬ 

ticipant should bring a transistor radio. 

Our own logistic preparation should be oriented to¬ 

wards individual self contained units. People should bring 
wire cutters for fences, squeeze bottles of water for gas, 
bamboo flutes, tamborines for people's music, balloons and 

flowers for joy, dope and food to share with the GI's and fel¬ 
low demonstrators. And a transistor radio so we are all in¬ 

formed of what is happening. 

V. TACTICAL APPROACHES TO TARGET AREAS 

WAVES. The regional groups will be broken into units of 10- 
25 people. Monday morning the units will move in waves, 

cne unit in each wave, onto the road. They will sit down in 
a circle, and pass the pipe and play music until arrested. 
The next wave will then move to the road. This will last un¬ 

til noon when the remaining people will return to Algonquin 

Peace City. The same thing will happen Tuesday. Any peo¬ 
ple remaining will move on Wednesday to the Capitol and 

stay until everyone is arrested. This tactic is particularly 

useful at traffic circles where there are many roads leading 

into the circle. 



STREET PARTY. The regional group will move in mass to 

their circle target playing music and dancing, getting as 

close as they can to the target. They will disperse if 

gassed or charged with batons but always regroup. They 
stay put if threatened with arrest. 

TROOP TEACH-IN. The region will encircle troops guard¬ 
ing a circle or line up several deep along troop lines pro¬ 

tecting bridges. They will establish a one to one relation¬ 

ship to GI's and demonstrate solidarity. Food and dope will 
be passed. If a large group of GI's come over to our side 
the breech will be filled with demonstrators moving through 

and sitting in on the target road. The Mayday legal facili¬ 
ties will have special sections to serve troops who join us 

and a special GI counseling center will be located in Algon¬ 

quin Peace City. These regions are bringing wire cutters 

to get through fences to the GI's. Wedges and other forma¬ 

tions sent to break up the concentration of demonstrators 
will be absorbed amoeba-like and given intensive arguments 

about why they should join us. 

SIT-IN. The region will march up a street towards a circle 

or bridge and when confronted by police or troops will sit 
down. They will maintain their ground until arrested. 

VI. TACTICAL DESCRIPTIONS 

Lay of the Land 

The District of Columbia is most likely one of the 
easiest cities to understand and travel within, for it was one 

of the few which was laid out by a city planner. 

The district is sectioned off into four areas, desig¬ 

nated North West, North East, South West, and South East. 
Base lines for these sections are North, East, and South 

Capitol Streets and an imaginary line extending West from 
Uie Capitol Building. 

Numbered streets run north to south; the lettered 

streets travel east to west. House and building numbers for 

each section start at each base line. For example, the 900 
block on "C" Street, NW, is between 9th and 10th Streets, 

NW. The 300 block on 7th Street, SW is between "C" and 

"D” Streets, SW. 



As one travels North, and the single lettered paths 
and trails in D.C. end, a new sequence appears, of one-syl¬ 

lable words, starting with "A’’ and continuing in alphabetical 

order. Once this order is finished, two-syllable words, 

starting again with "A” begin. For instance, in one part of 

NW Washington, Benton, Calvert, Davis, Edmunds, Fulton, 
Garfield, etc. appear, following "W" Street. 

Pennsylvania Avenue is numbered the same as let¬ 
tered trails. Connecticut Avenue is the same as a numbered 

path. Most other diagonal paths and trails have no standard 
pattern. 

The plans of D.C. were made, based upon the lessons 

and experiences of the French Revolution of 1789. The ar¬ 

chitect for the city, an aristocratic Frenchman, designed the 

District so that it could be easily defended against a general 
insurrection of the populace. 

All the main avenues were purposely built wide, with 

all the original streets being fed into a series of circles. 

The Paris experience showed that the avenues needed to be 
wide so trees felled from both sides would not meet and 

block the street. 

For the defenders of the city, this enabled cavalry 
charges, one of the fiercest tactics of the period, to be used 

to clear the avenues of insurrectionists and maintain com¬ 

munications. The circles joining every street were designed 

for the purpose of mounting cannon. 

With cannon in the circles, every street of the Capi¬ 

tal could be swept with grape and chain shot, in the event of 

street demonstrations or insurrections. 

Washington was the most militarily secure capital of 

the Nineteenth Century. That security, however, is now its 

insecurity, as the following tactical descriptions will reveal. 

1. Site One 

Site one, Rosslyn Plaza, is on the Virginia side of 

the Francis Scott Key Bridge, which connects George Wash¬ 

ington Parkway, Lee Highway, Route 66 and Fort Myer Drive. 
It is probably one of the most heavily traveled single areas 

in the entire Metropolitan area. 



Site one affords excellent, low, flat, open areas which 
are adjacent to nearly all the aforementioned major highways 

from Northern Virginia. 

North of Rosslyn Plaza is the Marriot Hotel, where 

it was found, the "High Command" of the Pentagon regularly 
dine. As one leaves Key Bridge, traveling West, the Mar- 

riot Hotel is clearly visible on the right and it provides an 
excellent staging area and superb parking facilities. 

Traffic, during rush hour, is normally stalled and it 
is believed that it would present extreme problems for the 
defense forces of the Federal Government to prevent any dis¬ 
ruption from occurring. Massive defense of Rosslyn Plaza 
would normally disrupt traffic, one-third of which travels to 

the Pentagon, and the defense forces would thus be doing our 
job. 

Also, use of gas in Rosslyn Plaza may be impossible 

since it is directly adjacent to the business section of Arling¬ 
ton and the "prestigious" Marriot Hotel. Their reluctance of 
using gas, however, is naturally not certain; we are merely 

speculating on probability. 

2. Site Two 

Site two, the D.C. side of Key Bridge, is restrictive 

in area and severely limited in mobility. "M" Street can be 
easily secured by defense forces. 

Thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth streets are extremely 

steep, and can be easily blocked by police without affecting 
the flow of traffic at all. 

The traffic both to and from Key Bridge is intense; 

congested traffic is normally a problem during rush hour. 
Whitehurst Highway, which travels under Key Bridge, is a 

major thorofare and can be relatively easily disrupted from 
a flat, open area which ie directly adjacent to Key Bridge, 

"A" Street and Whitehurst. One word of caution: this open 

area is extremely small, perhaps supporting only several 
hundred people. 

3. Site Three 

This area is a comparatively isolated region, leading 
to the Theodore Roosevelt Bridge from the Virginia side. 



There is a very great expanse of open grassy plains which 

lies next to the George Washington Parkway, Arlington Blvd., 
which leads, directly to the Pentagon, and Route 66, which 

directs traffic onto the TR Bridge. 

This area, normally, carries relatively little traffic. 
However, if Rosslyn Plaza is disrupted, there is the possi¬ 

bility that traffic could be diverted to TR Bridge via Route 
66. 

4. Site Four 

The D.C. entrance to the TR Bridge has one open 

land area which can accommodate large numbers of people. 
This area is the grounds for the Kennedy Performing Arts 

Center, presently under construction. 

The Kennedy Arts Center lies adjacent to Rock Creek 
Parkway, a major interchange. 

5. Site Five 

The Virginia side of the Arlington Bridge contains 
acres upon acres of open space leading to the bridge. In the 
event that Fort Myer Drive is disrupted at Rosslyn Plaza 
(see Site one), Memorial Drive may be used as an auxiliary 

road to Fort Myer by Federal authorities. 

Also, in the event all points South are effectively dis¬ 

rupted, Arlington Ridge Road, which changes into Route 110, 
may be utilized as one of the prime access roads, from 

Northern Virginia to the Pentagon. 

6. Site Six 

There is much land which can sever the Arlington 

Bridge entrance from the Lincoln Memorial grounds and the 
entrance to Rock Creek Parkway, and Ohio Drive South. 
There are very large grassy areas west of Lincoln Memorial 
facing the Potomac adjacent to Ohio Drive. 

7. Site Seven 

Washington Blvd., containing the only direct access 

roads to the Pentagon from northern points, contains large 
expanses of flat open areas. 



Specifically, the first access route fed from Arling¬ 
ton Blvd. leads to the Pentagon North Parking Area, where 
tens of thousands of cars arrive daily. The terrain is flat 

and open and is bounded from :he north by the Boundary 
Channel. 

The second access route, Highway 110, leads from 
the area near Rosslyn Plaza directly to the Pentagon grounds 
itself. It travels under Washington Blvd. and splits off into 
a small operational access road which leads onto the Penta¬ 
gon grounds itself. 

There exist, in and around the Pentagon grounds, very 
large flat open spaces, particularly the area just north of the 
Pentagon. 

Resistance from authorities is expected to be very 
rough, although it will be difficult to execute without a gen¬ 
eral disruption of traffic, which achieves our potential goal. 

8. Site Eight 

The loop just west of the Pentagon serves the Naval 
Annex, the US Marine Corps, and the Pentagon personnel via 

Washington Blvd., north to south, from the Arlington Bridge, 
Columbia Pike, and Shirley Highway, East and West. 

Just south of the loop, massive road construction is 
underway. There are acres upon acres of flat open space 
at the loop on Washington Blvd. and the access ramp from 
Shirley Highway "West" are vulnerable to disruption particu¬ 

larly. 

The Loop, specifically, is the main feedin to the Pen¬ 
tagon South Parking Area, and disruption of this general area 
could have demonstrable effects. 

9. Site Nine 

Shirley Highway, just south of the Pentagon South 
Parking Area boasts large flat open areas of land. Border¬ 
ing the Pentagon Parking Area are large bushes which tend 

to obscure visibility of the Pentagon Parking Area consider¬ 
ably. 

Shirley Highway is probably the key road to the Penta¬ 
gon, the US Naval Annex and Henderson Hall, headquarters 



for the US Marines, the latter two both off Washington Blvd. 
west of the Pentagon South Parking Area. 

Expect, however, to find tight restriction on mobility, 
as Federal, local and military authorities will attempt to 

keep these areas, particularly Shirley Highway, open. 

10/11. Sites Ten and Eleven 

The Rochambeau Bridge and George Mason Bridge are 
possibly the two most heavily travelled bridges loading to and 

from Washington, D.C. The Rochambeau Bridge directs 
traffic into D. C. and the Mason Bridge directs traffic into 

Virginia. Both bridges, for simplicity, are known as the 
14th Street Bridge complex. 

In addition, the 14th Street Bridge is added greater 

importance because over 70% of the traffic flows to and 

from the Pentagon. 

The two main arteries are the George Washington 

Parkway and Shirley Highway. There is a large open area 
of several acres between both the Rochambeau and Nixon 
Bridges, which also shares its borders with the George 
Washington Parkway and the Potomac River. 

Just north of the 14th Street Bridge is the Marriot 
Hotel which offers a large parking lot. East of the Marriot 
Hotel and south of Shirley Highway, an additional several 
acres of open flat land exists. 

There appears little likelihood that gas would be util¬ 
ized here, because of the proximity to the Pentagon and the 

Marriot Hotel. 

12. Site Twelve 

The D.C. side of the 14th Street Bridge is one of the 
more heavily travelled thoroughfares in D.C. Approximately 
70% of the traffic here will be Pentagon personnel. 

The Jefferson Memorial grounds provide low level 
open spaces for massive gatherings. The area, however, 
will provide many logistical problems as the dispersal and 
containment tactic the federal authorities can employ can be 
ideally implemented at the Jefferscn Memorial grounds. 



The importance of this juncture is the fact that an 
enormous rate of traffic flow will be travelling to the Feder¬ 

al Triangle, where most of the government operates. 

Specifically, the most vulnerable area is the exit of 
the 14th Street Bridge leading to the Case Memorial Bridge 
and 14th Street. There is one intersection which joins both 

immediately following the exit of the Bridge. 

13. Site Thirteen 

Washington Circle itself is massive and can accommo¬ 

date large numbers of people. However, other than the Cir¬ 
cle, there is little room for gathering. Adjacent to the cir¬ 
cle is the George Washington University Hospital, with its 

emergency entrance facing Washington Circle. 

There are several prestigious luxury apartments north 
of the circle which occupy most of the immediate land. K 

Street, in addition to intersecting with the circle, travels un¬ 
der the circle which might provide other complications. 

It is, however, a major site, intersecting Pennsyl¬ 
vania, six blocks from the White House, with main artery, 
New Hampshire Avenue. 

14. Site Fourteen 

Dupont Circle, a crucial intersection where much traf¬ 
fic flows from the downtown "Federal Triangle" to the afflu¬ 
ent, predominantly white NW section and Maryland suburbs. 

The circle itself is open and provides easy accessibil¬ 
ity to any of the particular arteries joined at Dupont. 

Some of the more notable landmarks at Dupont are the 
Iraq Embassy, Riggs National 3ank, the Washington Club and 
a Peoples Drug Store. 

Some caution must be exercised at Dupont for Connect!' 
cut Avenue travels under the circle, from north to south. 

15. Site Fifteen 

Scott Circle, three blocks from Dupont Circle, sports 
much open land not only on the Circle green itself, but also 
in front of the Gramercy Hotel, which is south of the Circle 



on Rhode Island Avenue. Also, there is a small lot adjacent 
to Scott Circle where the abandoned Philippines Embassy 
stands. 

The main arteries, Massachusetts, Rhode Island Ave¬ 
nues, and 16th Street are often heavily travelled. 

There is also much open space in front of the Austral¬ 
ian Embassy and the infamous National Rifle Association, 
which are at opposite ends of Scott Circle on 16th Street. 

16. Site Sixteen 

Thomas Circle is a key junction for Massachusetts 
and Vermont Avenues. Massachusetts Avenue runs beneath 
Thomas Circle, yet there is a large open area, capable of 
sustaining several hundred people, directly south and adja¬ 

cent to the Western end of the Massachusetts underpass. 

Thomas Circle green is long and thin, divided into 

three separate areas by the circle access roads. 

The Sonesta Hotel provides some area for mobility, 
which lies directly north of Thomas Circle. 

Between 14th Street and Massachusetts Avenues, just 
east of the Circle green is a large parking lot which is un¬ 
restricted. 

17. Site Seventeen 

Mt. Vernon Square, joining Massachusetts and New 
York Avenues with K Street, provides a large area for ma- 
nueverability in the green itself, where the D.C. Public Li¬ 
brary is located. Directly west of the Library there is much 
land, which is increased by a church on K and Massachu¬ 
setts Avenues, overlooking the Library. 

18. Site Eighteen 

The Commodore intersection, near Union Station has 
a large open area directly across from the US Post Office 
and National Guard Headquarters. 

The two main arteries at Commodore, Massachusetts 
Avenue and North Capitol Street, lie adjacent in this open 
area, where perhaps 1/2 acre of land is available. The 
area is also several blocks from the Senate Office Bldg. 



19. Site Nineteen 

Stanton Park, a lower-middle class residential area, 

two blocks east of the Senate Office Bldg, is a small open 
area, measuring approximately 75 yards in length and 20 
yards in width. 

With the exception of Massachusetts and Maryland 
Avenues, which intersect at Stanton Park, there is little of 
importance. A gas station, a small church and a laundro¬ 
mat fill its borders. 

20. Site Twenty 

Seward Square, two blocks away from the 5th pre¬ 
cinct of the D. C. Police Department, and three blocks away 
from the House of Representatives Office Building, has a 
small area of open land, where North Carolina and Pennsyl¬ 

vania Avenues intersect. 

It is one of the major crossroads into the Federal 
Triangle from points east and southeast of D.C. 

One disadvantage is that Seward is divided into four 
sections, thus forcing any large group to be vulnerable to 
the dispersal and containment strategy of the defense forces. 

21. Site Twenty-one 

Folger Park, although seemingly insignificant, does 
serve a vital purpose. Should the Seward Square disruption 

succeed, all eastbound traffic would be detoured to Folger. 
A tie-up at Folger would prevent much traffic arriving from 
eastern points to the Federal Triangle from reaching their 
destination. 

Folger is a small park in a semi-residential, semi¬ 
commercial area. It is relatively isolated and is two blocks 
south of the House Office Buildings. 

CAPITOL BUILDING 

On May 5, Algonquin Peace City will shift its camp¬ 
ing grounds from Rock Creek Park to the U. S. Capitol Build¬ 
ing. 

There, it is expected that we will lay a nonviolent 



siege of the Congress, forcing it to remain in session until 
it ratifies the People's Peace Treaty or until we are all ar¬ 
rested. 

At the present time, it seems very unlikely that the 
defensive forces of the Federal Government can do anything 
substantial in deterring us. The Capitol Building is endowed 
with massive areas of low, flat open space which logistically 
is difficult to defend. 

If the Federal defense forces attempt to lay a 360 de¬ 
gree ring around the Capitol Building, we can merely ring 
them. If however, such a dubious plan is implemented by 
the Federal Government, they will have accomplished our 
task. 

Come prepared to stay, bringing tents, blankets, etc. 
so that we can exist together and be as self-sufficient as 
possible. 

Vn. ARREST AND JAIL 

It is said that the level of civilization of a society is 
measured by the quality of its prisons. It is certainly true 
in America that you cannot appreciate what repression and 
oppression are about until you have done a bit of time in jail. 

The mere threat of jail has traditionally been an ef¬ 
fective weapon against movements for social change. So long 
as our actions are limited to easily controlled "legal dis¬ 
sent" they are easily dealt with. Mayday is nonviolent civil 
disobedience. We expect most of the participants to be ar¬ 
rested and all participants to be prepared for possible arrest. 
It greatly enhances our tactical position if the jails and de¬ 
tention facilities are filled with demonstrators. The spectre 
of thousands of pecple jailed in the government's unsuccess¬ 
ful attempt to control Mayday will graphically demonstrate the 
political isolation of the war making government. The stop¬ 
ping of Washington will slow our power. Tens of thousands 
of us risking jail-going to jail—will make the choices pain¬ 
fully clear to America's rulers. End the War or face social 
chaos. On the other hand if we allow brief detention and/or 
the threat of arrest to chase us out of town Mayday may be 
contained. 

Given our numbers, arrest, booking, detention, and 



court procedures will be run on an assembly line basis. 
Upon arrest demonstrators will be photographed with their 

"arresting officers." When arrests occur in areas defended 
by the military, U.S. Marshals will be the "arresting offi¬ 

cers." The photographs will be for identification purposes 
in the event of court action. After arrests people will be 
put in buses and transported to a booking area, usually ad¬ 
jacent to the detention area. Prior to busing men and wom¬ 
en will be segregated. All arrest and booking procedure will 
be observed by the Mayday legal cadres. There will be, 
with rare exception, the same misdemeanor charge laid 
against all people arrested. Any people booked with a 
trumped-up charge (such as someone beaten by police and 
then charged with assaulting an officer) will immediately have 

his or her case assigned to a Mayday lawyer. 

Detention facilities will be of a barracks variety. 
Upwards of 250 people will be housed in the same dormitory. 

This presents the opportunity for high energy non stop raps, 
political education, singing, etc. At this point it is impor¬ 
tant that group solidarity be developed and maintained. The 
food and facilities will be shitty. Extreme pressure will be 
placed on individuals to bail out immediately. Recognizance 
bail (meaning free) will be offered to those who will leave 
immediately. If solidarity is maintained and only those who 
absolutely must bail out leave everyone will be released to¬ 

gether when Mayday is over. In jail, organization and soli¬ 
darity can defeat efforts to divide and control us. 

Experienced cadre will be present in all detention fa¬ 
cilities to interpret the actions of the special courts that will 

be convened to deal with us. All Mayday lawyers will have 
special identification cards. Be wary of lawyers not holding 
these cards since they will not be aware of the politics and 
purposes of Mayday. 

Finally, rumors of extreme fines and jail terms will 
be rampant. Ignore them. The maximum fine levied in 
Washington in mass arrest situations has been $25. In most 

cases the fine and bail has been $10. If we maintain our 
solidarity we should all be released with no charges. 

Note: As with everything in this manual this section will be 
updated and copies available in Algonquin Peace City on May 
1. 



Conclusion 

You've read the Manual. Now a list of things that 
need to be done. 

1. If you don't have a regional organization, organize 

one. When it's done, let us know. Call 202-347-7613. 
2. Send regional representatives to an orientation ses¬ 

sion. Call 202-347-7613 to set it up. 
3. Fill out the following form and get it into the Mayday 

Collective, Tactics and Logistics Section. 

Logistics Preparation Form 

1. Area your region covers__ 

2. Name of region_ 

3. How many from your region will be in D.C. Mayday 
(best estimate)_ 

4. What is your target_ _ 

5. Who's your regional contact person? 

Name_ ___ _ 

Address_ 

Phone _ 

Mayday Collective 
Tactics and Logistics 

1029 Vermont Ave., N.W. Rm. 906 

Washington, D.C. 

or call: 202 347-7613 (Coffin, Lubin, Fowler, or Shatzkin) 

(Received from the Mayday Collective on March 22, 1971.) 



Manual on Militant Tactics 
Wins Admiration of Military 

WASHINGTON, May 2 (DPD- 1y" the work of one or more 
Career milllary officers view former officers, rather than 
with admiration (he profes- just enlisted men. 

sionnlism of a “tactical man¬ 
ual" antiwar militant* p"t to¬ 
gether for the attempt to halt 
government business here this 

week. 
And they suspect more than 

a little that the 21-page booklet 
Is the product of one of their 

own, probably an ex-officer 
who got his training in troop 
movements and deployment 
from the Army. 

Copies of Manual Studied 

Complete with photographs of 
the 21 key locations where pro¬ 
testers plan to block traffic 
during morning rush hours, the ! 
manual describes how to create 
"the specter of social chaos” 
In the capital and estimates the 
strength ami nature of police 
activity to opopsc this. 

Copies of the manual were 
circulated thru the Pentagon 
lato last wcck-usually thru un¬ 
official channols-os officers 
tried to judge for themselves 
the potential for disruption. 
Many were surprised by what 
they saw. 

“This was done by someone 
who had the best training uvall- 
ablc—the United States Army," 
sold one infantry colonel. 

Ho said it wns a miniature 
version of the type of opera¬ 
tions plan and intelligence esti¬ 
mate that might be prepared 
for a real military operation. 
Tho primary (inference, he 
sold, was that tlw manual 
lacked fine details in the plan¬ 
ning of how to cany oat tho 
operation. 

But he said it was "obvious- 

Someone Learned Well 

"We taught eomoono root 
well," said another Army of¬ 
ficer. "A lot of thought has 
obviously gone Into this, and 
they’ve devised some beauti¬ 
ful tactics. Of course, there's | 
a lot of difference between 
making good plans and actu¬ 
ally Implementing them." 

The manual wns issued by 

the so-called Mayday Tribe, a 
militant offshoot of the Peo¬ 
ple’s Coalition for Peace and 
Justice which has been demon¬ 
strating hero for a week. The 
Mayday group’s aim is to tie 
up traffic here tomorrow and 
Tuesday so that federal em¬ 
ployes cannot get to work and 
government business is halted. 

The manual calls for a min¬ 
imum of 35,000 demonstrators 
to turn out ut dawn—3,000 at 
each of seven major traffic 
circles and bridge entrances 
to be blocked, and at least 
1,000 at each of 14 less impor¬ 
tant locations. 

Pentagon Stands Aside 
Unllko preparations for past 

demonstrations, the Pentagon 
has remained almost entirely 
out of the planning on how to 
deal with tho Mayday Tribe 
disruptions. Instead, tho plan¬ 
ning has been curried out by 
tho Justice Department and 
Washington police. 

"Wo hope wo don’t have to 
use federal troops to do any¬ 
thing except guard the Penta¬ 
gon," one defense official said. 

"Unlil the Justice Depart¬ 
ment or Lite President nsks 
for us, wc’ro slaying out of it." 
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Civil Disobedience ana the Vietnam Antiwar Movement 

CEORGE W. HOPKINS 

Lei your life be a counter friction to stop the machine. 

—Henry David There,iu, 1849 

There is a time when the opeiaiion of the machine 

becomes so odious, makes you so sick at heart that y ou 

can't take part; you can't even tacitly take part, and 

you’ve got to put your bodies ii[>on the gears and upon 

the wheels, upon the levers, upon all the apparatus and 

voti ve got to make it stop. 

—Mario Savio, 1964 

To dislocate the functioning of a city without destroying 

it can be more effective than a riot because it can be 

longer-fcisting, costly to the society but not wantonly 

destructive. 

—Martin J.uther King. Jr. 1967 

If the government won't stop the war. we'll stop the 

government. 

—May Day Tribe. 1971 

On 3 May 1971. more than 15.000 

an ti-Vie tnam War act!vists—inany 

identifying themselves as members of the May Day Tribe—attempted to 

shut down the operation of the federal government ai Washington to 

protest the continuation of the war. While previous antiwar demonscra- 
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cions had often included civil disobedience as a component, this unprec¬ 

edented protest differed in intensity, size, and purpose: mass civil disobe¬ 

dience was iisgoal. It would not be merely an offshoot of a larger march. 

The use of mass, nonviolent civil disobedience against what many per¬ 

ceived to be the illegitimate policy of an unresponsive government 

resulted in (he largest mass arrest in American history: more than 7,200 

people were incarcerated that day. More than 5,000 arrests followed at 

May Day actions during the next two days. Although the activists failed in 

their ultimate goal, controversy over the nature of the protests and the 

government’s response (illegal dragnet arrests and preventive deten¬ 

tion) polarized public opinion. Questions of citizens’ rights, government 

repression, and civil liberties for radical demonstrators intensified the 

ongoing dehate over American involvement in Indochina.' 

Controversy over nonelectoral strategy and tactics continually agi¬ 

tated die multilcadcr, multiorganization antiwar movement. From J9(j7 

through 1970, the National Mobilization to End the War in Vietnam 

(Mobc) struggled to present a united front against the Indochina poli¬ 

cies of the Johnson and Nixon administrations. Within the Mobe, those 

who advocated mass, legal demonstrations as the only appropriate tactic 

argued with proponents of civil disobedience; others debated whether a 

*inglr-i.c»ue focus on the war had more effect than a multi-issue campaign 

that included racism, repression, and poverty. Ideological perspectives 

also fueled dissension, as liberals, radicals, socialists, communists, anar¬ 

chists, pacifists, and others wrangled over issues.2 

By the summer of 1970, many anawar activists had become frus¬ 

trated. After continual clashes over strategy and tactics, the antiwar 

movement's united front coalition was defunct. The Mobe dissolved in 

the wake of its 9 May Washington demonstration that it had called to 

protest the invasion of Cambodia and the Kent Stale killings. According 

to radical pacifist and demonstration co-marshal Bradford Lyltle, “about 

120,000 morally outraged people were assembled at the Ellipse, at least 

20,000 of whom were prepared tor the risks of a determined civil disobe¬ 

dience action." Bui no call for such action came because of lack of 

consensus a mong the Mobe Steering Committee and disagreement among 

civil disobedience advocates about the type of action to undertake. The 

aniiclimactic demonstration disillusioned many activists who criticized 

ihe Mobe’s "spring picnic" as an insufficient response to further aggres¬ 

sion abroad and deadly repression at home.5 

As the Mobe dissolved, two new organizations emerged that re¬ 

flected the divisions over strategy and tactics within the antiwar move- 
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menl. On 21 June more than 1,500 activists committed to the single¬ 

issue. single-lactic approach met in Cleveland and established the Na¬ 

tional Peac e Action Coalition (NPAC). A week later more than eight 

hundred advocates of the multi-issue, multi-tactic perspective met in 

Milwaukee to form what would become the National Coalition Against 

War, Racism, and Repression (NCAWRR). Partisans of both coalitions 

began immediately to snipe at each other. Many NCAWRR activists con¬ 

sidered NPAC Trotskyist-dominated, and many NPAC members satirized 

NCAWRR as the “new coalition against everything." * 

While the antiwar movement restructured itself, veteran pacifist, 

anarchist, and Chicago Eight defendant Dave Dellinger articulated the 

concerns of many activists dissatisfied with the limited choices of “end¬ 

lessly repeated marches and ral.ies, on die one hand, or mindless, 

counter-productive violence.on ihe other." Dellinger argued that “there 

is a third non-electoral alternative—open, disciplined, carefully focused 

non-violent resistance." While “periodic inarches and rallies" remained 

useful mass mobilizations, Dellinger believed that “such activities as work 

stoppages, draft-board disruptions, and other organized attempts to 

paraH/.e the war machine. . .[would] add power and variety to the 

movement's assortment of tactics."5 

What Dellinger advocated went beyond traditional concepts of civil 

disobedience. Proponents of Gaudhian and Quaker methods wauled to 

bear witness to injustice, hoping u> ipeak truth to power, confront the 

conscienceof their opponents, and spark a conversion experience within 

the oppressor through deliberately unlawful, public acts of protest— 

performed conscientiously and nonviolenlly—including submission to 

arrest.0 Dellinger argued lor a more active, militant form of civil disobe¬ 

dience. He had less interest in converting opponents than in pressuring 

them to change or stop their unjust actions through the power of 

nonviolent mass disruption.’ 

Dellinger and others also found support for their advocacy of 

nontraditional civil disobedience from Dr. Martin blither King. Jr. By 

1967. King had come a long way from his 1963 "Letter from a Birming¬ 

ham Jail." When he encountered persistent white opposition to his civil 

rights crusade in northern cities. King had threatened the use of mass 

civil Hisoherlience in pressure (not convert) those communities as well as 

to provide an alternative to v'iolence and rioting. King observed that “to 

dislocate the functioning of a city without destroying it can be more 

effective than a riot because it can be longer-lasting, costly to the society 

but not wantonly destructive."* 
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Veteran activist and Chicago Eight defendant Rennie Davis became 

convinced that this tactic had to be the antiwar movement's next step: "I 

decided we needed to do what Martin Luther King had done—take a 

mass mobili^at on to the civil disobedience level. The concept of shutting 

down the government was a more electrifying idea. I thought that mass 

civil disobedience was needed for its impact on this country and also on 

North Vietnam."0 At the Milwaukee conference in June, Davis and Arthur 

Waskow had presented "A Proposal for the Format on of Liberation 

Collectives and Brigades and for the Disruption/Liberation of Washing¬ 

ton,” a prototype scenario of May Day actions that would be used to 

pressure the government to end the war or face massive civil disobedi¬ 

ence. The conference deferred action on the proposal. In July, Davis and 

Waskow presented the idea to the pacifist National Action Group (NAG). 

Although Brad Lyttle and several others backed the plan, the majority 

opposed it.1* 

Davis also explored other avenues of support for the scenario. In 

August he presented a plan—which called for mass, nonviolent, disrup¬ 

tive actions in Washington if the government had not ended the war by I 

May—to the National Student Association (NSA) annual convention. In 

a close vote, 150-134. delegates defeated the proposal. However. NSA did 

approve another Daviv proposal to Send delegations to Saigon and Hanoi 

to negotiate a symbolic treaty of peace with Vietnamese student associa- 

i ons, a People's Peace Treaty. NSA would then sponsor a Student and 

Youth Conference on a People’s Peace to ratify the treaty.11 In Septem¬ 

ber. NCAWRR’s formal founding conference indicated strong support 

for the May Day proposal in principle, recommending the plan to its 

constituent groups1* 

Armed with NSA’s endorsement of the People's Peace Treaty idea 

and NCAWRR's sanction of ihe May Day actions, Davis went to colleges 

and universities in the fall of 1970 to build support for both projects. 

Many students responded favorably to his proposals. These politically 

and often culturally radical constituencies, quickly dubbed the “May Day 

Tribe," challenged the Student Mobilizat on Committees that domi¬ 

nated campus antiwar organizing. These student organizations mirrored 

the divisions between NPAC and NCAWRR within the larger antiwar 

movement. At the same lime, the development of the May Day Tribe as 

"an independent youth force" provided Davis, Michael Lerner of the 

Seatde Eight, and others with an orgauizabonal base separate from, but 

related to, NCAWRR Should coalition support waver, militant civil dis¬ 

obedience advocates now had an alternative network of support for May 

Day.1' 
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The May actions soon became embroiled in internecine conflict 

between NPAC and NCAWRR. At an NPAC conference in Chicago on 4 

December, NPAC arid NCAWRR leaders quarreled over the dales for the 

spring actions. NCAWRR had already scheduled its own conference for 

cai lyjanuary to finalize plans for its April and May actions, includingthc 

well publicized May Day scenario. NCAWRR leaders asked NPAC 10 

postpone setting a date for its mass marches in Washington and San 

Francisco until after NCAWRR's January meeting. Then unified spring 

actions could be planned that would be linked to international protests 

expected in May. But NPAC delegates rejected the proposal and voted to 

hold their mass marches on 24 Apr il. Each group saw the other in the 

worst possible light. To NPAC, NCAWRR appeared elitist and 

antidemocratic; to NCAWRR. NPAC appeared manipulative by know¬ 

ingly setting the date for its mass action one week before the May action. 

To May Day organizer Michael Lerncr, NPAC’s action seemed to be a 

deliberate effort to undermine their plans: 'The Trotskyists knew that it 

would be extremely difficult to convince people to slay in Washington for 

two consecutive weekends."14 

The 8 January NCAWRR meeting was also contentious. After exten¬ 

sive discussion the conference took no position on NI'AC’s 24 April 

march. Furthermore, several hundred delegates argued over the nature 

of Mav Day. Davis and Dellinger spoke for the disruptive direct action 

proposal, while Ron Young of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and 

Cleveland activist Sid Peck advocated more traditional civil disobedi¬ 

ence. The result was an ambiguous endorsement of a variety of "nonvio¬ 

lent and militant" antiwar protests during 1-8 May, "going beyond rallies 

and demonstrations, but also including them, into active struggle." For 

May Day organizers, the conference proved disappointing. It also con¬ 

firmed their earlier decision to develop "an independent youth force 

committed to the May action.” ,s 

The People’s Peace Treaty represented that youth force. Negoti¬ 

ated in late 1970 by a NSA delegation, the treaty called for an immediate 

ceasc-firc as soon as die U.S. announced “immediate and total with¬ 

drawal from Viet Nam, and publicly set the dale by which all L\S. forces 

will be removed,” as well as other provisions. Numerous peace and 

pacifist groups had endorsed the treaty concept, linking i no the Hatfield- 

McGovern proposal to set a date for U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam. Of 

particular importance to May Day. the document concluded: “As Ameri¬ 

cans ratifying this agreement, w? pledge to take whatever actions are 

appropriate to implement the terms of this joint treaty of peace, and to 

ensure its acceptance by the government of the United States." By 
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February 1971 more than two hundred college and university student 

governments had endorsed the treaty.10 

Formal ratification of the People's Peace Treaty occurred when two 

thousand delegates approved the document at the NSA’s Student and 

Youth Conference on a People’s Peace held 5-7 February at the Univer¬ 

sity of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Debate then began over implementation 

of the treaty. As news reports of South Vietnamese and American troop 

buildups on the Laotian border heightened concern about an expanded 

wai, Rennie Davis, Mike Leiiici, ami utlieis feniiiing (lie May Day Collec¬ 

tive proposed givingthe government until 1 May to ratify’ the treaty, lfthe 

government did n<»t endorse the treaty, mass civil disobedience would 

disrupt tiie operation of the government until ratification occurred or all 

demonstrators were arrested. The conference adopted die May Day plan 

as an enforcement measure to implement the treaty. Socialist Workers 

party stalwart Fred Halstead, opposed to the May Day action, noted 

that “Rennie Davis finally had the vehicle he sought, dedicated to carry¬ 

ing out his tactic, and hacked by the authority of a sizable national 

conference. 

Meanwhile, the National Coalition Against War, Racism, and Re¬ 

pression reconstituted itself as the People's Coalition for Peace and 

Justice (PCPJ). Its organizational membership, leadership, and perspec¬ 

tive remained essentially unchanged, except for die inclusion of Stu¬ 

dents and Youth for a People’s Peace—more commonly known as the 

May Day Tribe. At a joint press conference the day after the Ann Arbor 

conference, PCPJ spokesperson Da\c Dellinger told reporters about die 

week of activities it would sponsor in Washington beginning 1 May: "We 

must move from expression cf opinion to action. We have to move to the 

stage of force without violence." Rennie Davis, speaking for Students and 

Youth for a People’s Peace, explained the May Day scenario: Unless 

Nixon commits himself to withdrawal by May 1—that is. if he won’t stop 

the war—we intend to stop the government.’ Davis was also one of 

several PCPJ national coordinators With PCPJ endorsement, May Day 

gained additional momentum.1* 

The * ery day of the PCPJ-May Day Tribe press conference. South 

Vietnamese troops, supported by U.S. air power, invaded Look This 

widening of the war convinced many activists to join May Day. The poor 

performance and abrupt retreat of South Vietnamese troops increased 

antiwar opinion in the United States. By April a Gallup Poll showed that 

73 percent of the American people wanted all U.S. troops withdrawn 
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from Indochina by 31 December 1971. Yel the Nixon administration's 

refusal to set the date for such action, let alone order immediate with¬ 

drawal, fueled May Day militancy.w 

PCPJ and NPAC continued to quarrel over antiwar activities How¬ 

ever, PCPJ asked NPAC to join it on Saturday, 1 May, to hold workshops 

and other legal activities followed by a legal, peaceful mass rally on 2 May, 

which PCPJ hoped would also build support for mass civil disobedience 

on 3 May. NPAC, while glad "that (PCPJ] now expressed] a recognition 

of the need for mass ac tion against the war. as distinc t from c ivil disobedi¬ 

ence." noted the confusion over 1 May and 3 May as dates for civil 

disobedience action, rejected the 2 May proposal, and urged PCPJ to join 

with them on 24 April. Reluctantly, PCPJ agreed to cosponsor die 24 

April NPAC march and canceled its 2 May rally. PCPJ would also, on its 

own, project the demands ol its civil- and welfare-rights groups on 24 

April and publicize the May action. The two coalitions also agreed “to 

stay out of each other's way—no May Day civil disobedience on 24 April 

and no attempt by NPAC to interfere with it on the May Days."** 

Feeling politically isolated ar.d organizationally weak, PCPJ had 

arrived at this decision after David Me Reynolds of the War Resisted 

League and several other pacifists proposed that PCPJ teach nonviolent 

civil disobedience techniques to all May Day demonstrators between 25 

Apiil and 3 May. During the same week. PCPJ would also conduct a 

People's Lobby with Congress and federal employees about the war, 

publicize the People’s Peace Treaty, and explain the 3 May actions. This 

plan wisely focused activists' energies on outreach and communication 

while also stressing self-discipline on the streets. In addition, die May Day 

Tribe’s acceptance of the plan reassured many traditional pacifists within 

PCPJ who feared that the Tribe’s nontradilional. confrontational, disrup¬ 

tive approach to civil disobedience might quickly degenerate into \io 

lence. Some May Day organisers, however, greatly resented PCP|’s 

cosponsorship of the 24 April march as bowing to Trotskyist pressure and 

viewed cancellation of ti»e 2 May rally as "a severe blow to May Day."*1 

Meanwhile, in March, the Nixon administration began “extensive 

interdepartmental meetings" with federal and district agencies to plan its 

response to the upcoming demonstrations, especially May Day President 

Nixon pul Attorney General Jol«n Mitrhrll in rharge o( the project, 

reportedly telling him dial the “demonstrators were to be allowed no 

semblance of a victory in tying up the government-'' According to one 

administralionsourcc, "Shortof killing people, Nixon had given Mitchell 

a blank check." Mitchell in turn named Deputy Attorney General Rich- 
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ard Kleindienst lo head die task force, i he administration's new Intelli¬ 

gence Evaluation Committee considered preventive detention measures 

among its options.17 

Even while the government made its plans, May Day organising 

continued unabated. The Ann Arbor conference had decided that plans 

for May Day would be developed on a decentralized basis. This unprec¬ 

edented strategy developed in reaction to the perceived top-down, hier¬ 

archical organization of other antiwar groups. The May Day Collective in 

Washington limited itseirto "pioviding infoiillation, suppoi I, and 1001- 

dination on/y'The collective published and distributed the Mayday Tacti¬ 

cal Manual, which told activists to make their own plans and decisions 

"within the discipline of nonviolent civil disobedience." The Manual did 

identity and number twenty-one targets, traffic circles and bridges, and 

assigned them to different regional groups. Several constituency groups 

(women, gay. and Third World activists) requested and received their 

own targets, but organization and tactics remained their own responsibil¬ 

ity; “No ‘National Office Organizer' will do it fbryou (or to you).* The only 

other caveat was to avoid disruptive actions near the District's black 

community.1’ 

Organizers stressed their serious purpose: The aim of the Mayday 

action is to raise the social cost of the war to a level unacceptable to 

America’s rulers.’’ The use of nonviolent civil disobedience would be 

combined ‘with our life culture to create Mayday in Washington." Fusing 

New Left activism with the counterculture projected the image of “Gandhi 

with a raised fist." The scenario envisioned "thousands of us with bamboo 

flutes, lamborincs fsicj, flowers and balloons moving out in the early 

light of morning to paralyze the traffic arteries of the American military 

repression government nerve center. Creativeness, joy, and life against 

bureaucracy and grim death. That's nonviolent civil disobedience; that’s 

Mayday."7* 

More pragmatically, the Manual suggested tactics such as waves of 

ten to twenty-five people sitting down at a target until arrested, followed 

by additional waves of demonstrators. Street parties with music and 

dancing would disperse if gassed or charged but otherwise submit to 

anfil Troop iMfh-in» would talk with Gl* guarding largM. and eiirnui- 

age them to join the demonstrators. The Manual?Aso briefed demonstra¬ 

tors on likely police and military’ responses lo planned traffic disruptions. 

Participants were told to expect to be arrested and jailed. Rumors of 

police brutality, extreme fines, or lengthy jail terms were to be ignored as 

disinformation designed to intimidate activists. The jailing of thousands 
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of demonstiators Vill make the choices painfully clear to America’s 

rulers. End ihe war or face social chaos.” n 

The \fav Day Collective also produced Time Is Running Out, an 

emotionally powerful, thirty-minute film about “the Vietnamese people’s 

centuries of struggle for independence.” Folk singer Joni Mitchell nar¬ 

rated the film, which was shown on many campuses. Often Rennie Da\is 

or Mike Lerner spoke afterward about how federal employees were 

"good Germans" just doing their jobs while the slaughter went on. May 

Day incam 10 disrupt and slop that hii<inr**-as-ooistl atiimd**. while 

pressing for ratification of the People’s Peace Treaty and an end to the 

war. The film and speakers, as well as distribution of copies of the 

People's Peace Treaty and literature al*>ut May Day, spai ked widespread 

interest. But how mail) people would actually coine to the capital re¬ 

mained problematic.20 

The antiwar movement's Spiing Offensive began on 19 April when 

more than one thousand members of Vietnam Veterans Against the War 

(VVAW) launched a five-day "limited incursion into the country of Con¬ 

gress" known as Operation Dewey Canyon III, a parody of the code name 

of the invasion of Laos. Dressed in fatigues, the veterans—many with 

long hair, some disabled—held memorial services for fallen comrades, 

conducted guerrilla theater search and destroy missions, and testified 

against the war’ before Congress. On 23 April, more than “700 WAWs 

threw their medals over a fence in front of the Capitol as a final gesture. 

Tlie next day, the NPACPCPJ March on Washington attracted between 

200.000 and 500.000 participants, with ail additional 150.000 marchers 

in San Francisco. Despite press reports of a generic antiwar march, it was 

an impressive mass mobilization drawn from a cross-section of the Ameri¬ 

can public—by far the largest ever. Some May Day people viewed the 

march as "nothing hut hors d’oeuvres for what’s to conic this week and 

next.”-1 

During the week before May Day, Rennie Davis continued to pre¬ 

dict that 50,000 demonstrators would lake part. Pacifists and peace 

groups began training demonstrators in nonviolent civil disobedience in 

West Potomac Park.'* PCPJ's People's I.obfiy urged Congress to end the 

war, while others staged traditional civil disobedience actions at the 

Selective Service headquarters, ihe Dcparrrr.cnt of Justice, and ihe De¬ 

partment of Health, Education and Welfare These actions resulted in 

almost eight hundred peaceful arrests ” Meanwhile, on 28 April, five 

members of the May Day Collective testified before the Senate Foreign 

Rclatons Committee to present the People’s Peace Treaty and to urge 

committee members to sign it. They charged the Senate with abdicating 
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its constinuional responsibility 10 declare war and challenged the com¬ 

mittee to filibuster until the administration stopped the war. Much of the 

publicity value of this dialogue became overshadowed, however, by front¬ 

page news reports that May Day Collective member I-eslie Bacon had 

been arrested as a material witness, alleged to have personal knowledge 

ot the 1 March bombing of the Capitol. May Day organizers asserted that 

the timing of the arrest constituted ’an attempt by the government to 

discredit" their planned protest. They also denounced FBI surveillance 

and phone taps.30 

Government monitoring of May Day led to drastic action. When 

more than 50,000 people attended a “people's peace rock concert" on 

Saturday, 1 May, in West Potomac Park, federal officialslrecame alarmed. 

Having predicted that only 20.000 would attend the concert and fearful 

that May Day organizers might recruit many new demonstrators. Deputy 

Attorney General Richard Kleindienst decided, contrary to the specifics 

of the permit agreement, to revoke the permit for the encampment 

without consulting May Day leaders. Eviction of the demonstrators from 

the park was a preemptive tactical move designed to eliminate the 

act vists’ staging ground for Monday’s planned disruptions. At 6:30 on 

Sunday morning, 2 May, Chief Jerry Wilson and 750 police announced 

revocation of the permit to the 45,000 people still in the park and 

ordered them to leave by noon or face arrest. Caught off guard and 

resentful but nonviolent, all but 200 left by noon. The rest submitted 

peacefully to arrest.51 

Many concertgoers and potential demonstrators left town, as gov¬ 

ernment officials had hoped, but thousands of others regrouped at 

nearby universities, churches, and private residences. At a midafternoon 

press conference, Davis denounced the park eviction as ‘Virtual mart al 

law," while PCPJ spokesperson Sid Peck termed the police action 

“Viecnamizacion come home. The city has become Saigon West." May 

Day organisers reduced the number of targets from twenty-one to twelve 

as regional and const tuency groups met hurriedly to revise their plans in 

light of the smaller contingent expected. Despite the confusion, the 

activists* determination was evident. One protester noted that the park 

eviction served at least one useful purpose: “We got rid of those who 

came just for the fun of >t. The red of us mean business." ” 

So did the government. Federal and district authorities had coordi¬ 

nated their resources. To contain the planned disruptions, Chief Wilson 

mobilized his entire police force of 5,100 as well as 500 park police and 

1,500 District of Columbia National Guard personnel. An additional 

10,000 army and marine troops stood on alert nearby—(he largest num- 
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ber since the April 1968 civil disorders following the King assassination. 

Over the weekend, Commander-m-Chief Nixon phoned Wilson from 

San Clemente, commended him and his force, and told him to continue 

to deal “fairly but firmly with violators of the law."54 

Each side began preparations early Monday morning, 3 May. At 

1:38 A.M., “busloads of riot police" had parked, ready for action. An hour 

later, a large National Guard convoy arrived in the northwest sector of 

the cits'. By 4:30 A.M., Chief Wilson was patrolling the street.' in Cruiser 

One. Bridge traffic grew heavy when 1,500 top ranking officials and 

other key personnel reported to work early, as ordered. William 1). 

Ruckelshaus, head of the Environmental Protection Agency, explained: 

'AVe were told to be in onr offices at a quarter to five this morning so that 

no one could say that lthe demonstrators] had stopped the executive 

process." Thus. May Day had already had a significant impact; as one 

employee on his way to the Pentagon observed, “If this isn't disruption, 

what is?" At police roll call shortly before 5 A.M.. Chief Wilson radioed die 

president’s commendation to the force, including Nixon’s "desire that 

this city be open for business this week. Our responsibility is to insure 

that goal." Meanwhile, armed marine and army units were deployed at 

key bridges with police tow trucks positioned nearby.'* 

Before dawn more than 15,000 May Day demonstrators met in 

small groups across the northwest part of the city and on the Virginia side 

of several bridges. Many removed contact lenses and earrings, wrote 

lawyers' phone numbers in pen on their wrists, and tucked bail money 

inside their shoes. Many also put slickers saying "Practice Nonviolence" 

on their shirts. But when they hit the streets before 6 a.m., they found dial 

the government would not allow them to perform mass, disciplined, 

nonviolent civil disobedience. As demonstrators sat down in rows or 

circles at intersections or near bridge entrances police began spraying 

mace or lobbing tear gas cannistcrs to force them to disperse. Flying 

squads of officers on motor scooters roared through lines of demonstra¬ 

tors blocking streets. Other police began clubbing demonstrators. In¬ 

stead of using the feld arrest forms developed alter the 1968 civil 

disorder* to note the individual's name, address, chatgc, and circum¬ 

stances of arrest, along with a Polaroid photo of the suspect, many police 

met nonviolence with violence.® 

Forced to scatter because of the tear gas and clubs. May Day 

protesters quickly improvised with “mobile tactics," dashing into the 

streetto halt cars and then running away when police charged. Some did 

not escape unscathed, as police continued to club protesters. At 6.19 A.M., 

an officer told a reporter that "it’s the only way you're going to keep 
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[traffic lanes] open." Occasional ane.sts were made, and some officers 

filled out field arrest forms. But at 6:25 a m., as the numberof demonstra¬ 

tors on the streets increased. Chief Wilson ordered normal field arrest 

procedures suspended. The police radio dispatcher was succinct: "Just 

load 'em on the bus and lock 'em up." Wilson essentially ordered 

indiscriminate dragnet arrests and illegal mass preventive detention to 

“sweep the streets” of demonstrators.30 

For the next several hours, the streets of the capital in its northwest 

vriinn rM^mhleH. a« nnc rnmmHnlitnr observed, “an PVlenHi'H. earn(*tl 

game of hares and hounds." Protesters blocked traffic with their bodies, 

trash cans, cement blocks, tree limbs, and debris. Most fled when police 

approached. Some demonstrators lobbied with motorists to stall their 

cars, other activists apologized for inconveniencing drivers but told them 

the war had to end now. Demonstrators pulled small cars from parking 

spaces into the street, and even overturned a tew. A small number of 

activists pulled distributor caps from vehicles or let air out of tires in an 

effort to cause a bigger traffic jam. Even fewer slashed tires or scattered 

nailsin the street; only a handful threw rocks or bottles cr swung sticks at 

the police. Press and police agreed that these were atypical incidents and 

that no looting or window-smashing had occurred.” 

Many law enforcement personnel, however, did not restrain them¬ 

selves as well as the demonstrators. Indiana acuvistjoseph ’Jot” Kendall 

reported that "carloads of federal marshals in Civil Defense cars were 

jumping out with clubs and heating people. I didn’t see them arrest 

anyone, just beat them. A Washington cop told me they were Maryland 

county sheriffs deputies, appointed as federal marshals for the occa¬ 

sion." Many police removed their badges to avoid idenulicauon as they 

joined in the fray. Journalists repeatedly witnessed police “swinging their 

long nightsticks freely at the milling demonstrators, young men and 

women alike.” Tear gas also waftrd through the streets as police dis¬ 

persed groups, grabbed as many individuals as they could, and loaded 

them in vans or buses. Few had been informed of the charges against 

them. By 8 a.m., with the normal rush hour traffic increasing, more than 

2,000 people were already in custody.** 

The police dragnet swept up numerous bystanders, including six 

psychiatric patients and their attendants. Many clearly identifiable medi¬ 

cal personnel called in to aid protesters were seized; police impounded 

two marked ambulances and destroyed medical supplies. Anyone ques¬ 

tioning police about their tactics invited detainment. For many, 

matters quickly worsened; reporters noted that “the sight of District 

policemen jamming the butts of their sticks into the ribs and backs of 
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prisoners, often shouting obscenities ai the same time, has become 

commonplace 
By 9:30 a.m., with the streets clear, Wilson claimed victory . Thirty 

minutes later. Attorney General John Mitchell declared, ‘The city is 

open. The traffic is flowing. The government is functioning." However, 

regular arrest procedures were not reinstituted until 2:10 >»ai. Mean¬ 

while. a spot-chcck of federal agencies revealed normal attendance levels 

of 90 to 95 percent. Presidential counsel John Dean updated the com- 

tnander-in-rhief every few home on the “military" situation; Dean hnd 

also drafted an emergency declaration for die president should condi¬ 

tions require formal suspension of civil liberties. However, the 

administration's "military attack" ot 11 he protesters had won. The victori¬ 

ous government also had 7,200 "prisoners of war." *u 

While publicly delighted with the morning’s results, the attorney 

general anti other federal and district officials privately worried about 

the legality of their actions. Fearf ul ofTake-arrest snits, they summoned 

May Day attorney Philip J. Hirschkop to a meeting that af ternoon. 

Speaking for the city, the police department’s general counsel, Gerald M. 

(.apian, offered Hirschkop a deal: if May Day leaders cancelled further 

demonstrations, urged their followers to leave town, and helped provide 

buses f<* those leas ing, the city would immediately drop all charges 

against those arrested without the standard field arrest forms and photo 

graphs, free those arrested properly on SlO collateral, not search detain¬ 

ees for drugs, and waive felony indictments of May Day leaders Caplan 

gave Hirschkop a few hours to talk with May Day and PCPJ leaders and 

receive a response to the off er. 41 

Meanwhile, at a 3:30 p.xl press conf erence. Rennie Davis declared. 

"We want to make clear that we failed this morning to stop die U.S. 

government. Our biggest problem was not appreciating the extent to 

which the government would go to put people on the skids." He con¬ 

ceded that “we were taken bysur prise at the closing of the [West Potomac] 

Park." He also noted that on Monday morning “many people arrived too 

earl) or forcer, themselves into situations, rather than letting things take 

their natural course." Undeterred, he announced a reduced schedule of 

targets for Tuesday morning’s disruptive actions and a march to the 

JiKtiff rW-purttneni Vwginning -j» nrutn « 

After the press conference, Hirschkop presented the government 

offer to Davis and several other May Day and PCPJ leaders. They rejected 

the deal. Davi's recalled, as preposterous. If they accepted it, their cred¬ 

ibility with militant antiwar people would be destroyed. Mor eover, the 

idea was impractical. Neither Davis nor any of the other leaders could 
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"order" any of die demonstrators to leave. Despite prodigious intelli¬ 

gence efforts, the administrau’on still did not understand the decent! al- 

ized, autonomous nature of the May Day Tribe. Several moments later, 

before the government learned of the rejection. FBI agents arrested 

Davis on charges of conspiring to violate the civil lights of others and 

conspiring to interfere with federal workers.” 

Meanwhile, thousands of demonstrators jammed District jail cells, 

the jail exercise yard, and the hastily commandeered, fenced-in practice 

field of the Washington Redskins across from RFK Stadium. The govern 

ment was determined not to let May Day succeed, but, despite advance 

warning that thousands of protesters would be in town, it had not 

arranged adequate detention facilities. Overcrowded and unsanitary 

conditions, as well as lack of food and water, caused severe problems fer 

the inmates of "WoodstockadesA judge later declared the conditions 

"cruel and unusual punishment.” However, the mutual concern, shar¬ 

ing, and solidarity among those detained received widespread 

acknowledgement, especially by journalists caught up in the dragnet 

arrests and ’Jailed With the Mayday Tribe,” as one reporter titled his 

memoir.** 

Undeterred by ma.ss preventive detention. 700 demonstrators were 

legally arrested on Tuesday men ning, 4 May, while trying to block traffic. 

Approximately 2,000 people were legally arrested that afternoon while 

practicing traditional civil disobedience at the Justi ce Department. On 

Wednesday afternoon, 1,200 people were peacefully arrested at the 

Capitol for unlawf ul assembly as four House members addressed them. 

On Thursday afternoon, Rennie Davis announced the end of May Day 

demonstrations as a "tactical retreat."45 

The May Day actions provoked a storm of controversy. Columnist Mary 

McGrory summarized the general press reaction: "May Day, living up to 

all expectations, got the worst reviews of any demonst-alion in history, h 

was universally panned as the worst planned, worst executed, most slov¬ 

enly, strident and obnoxious peace action ever committed." Mainstream 

pundits and politicians praised the respectable demonstrators of 24 April 

and bemoaned the “fooEsli ami useless acts" ul the alienated and egocen¬ 

tric May Day Tribe, “Leaderless Rabble" who “diverted public attention 

from the war issue to the issue of their own conduct." Worse still, critics 

charged that May Day had hurt, not helped, the antiwar effort.46 

But others disagreed. A week after the protests, a Capitol Hill 

correspondent noted that "contrary to the fears at many Senate doves. 
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however, who were quick to issue statements deploiing die Mayday 

tactics, the demonstrations did not appear to have besmirched the anti¬ 

war movement in Congress ’ Public opinion had already shifted deci¬ 

sively against the war; the alleged excesses of May Day would not cha nge 

that. Black columnist William Raspberry’, ambivalent about May Day, 

noted that much of the criticism sounded embarrassingly familiar to civil 

rights advocates; "What it says is that I agree with your objectives but I 

believe your tactics are hurting the cause. I’ve heard that one too many 

limes, and from loo many wrong sources, to feet comfortable repeating il 

now."47 

Nevertheless, the administration celebrated iis victory. Attorney 

General Mitchell encouraged police throughout the country to emulate 

the tactics used in the capital: “I hope Washington’s decisive opposition 

to mob rule will set an example fee other communities.” Mitchell de¬ 

clared (hat President Nixon shared tins view.” in contrast, the American 

Civil Liberties Union deeded the ‘Vietnami/ation of America (with] 

free-arrest zones (similar to) free-fire zones" in Vietnam.” When Nixon 

reiterated his support of the police actions, die ACLU expressed “shock 

that tile President, sworn to uphold the Constitution, believes he can 

turn it on and off like a traffic light on the corner to keep die cars 

moving." Senator Edward Kennedy pm it succinctly. “Lawlessness by the 

lawless does not justify lawlessness 1^ the lawmen." *n 

The administration had at least three other opu ons on 3 May. first, 

police could have permitted the nonviolent civil disobedience origi nally 

planned. Legal arrests; could have been made, even at the cost of a traffic 

jam. In fact, that is what the government did on 4 May at the Justice 

Department, with resultant two-hour delays erf traffic. Second, af ter using 

mace, gas, and clubs, police probably did not need to make 7.200 arrests 

on 3 May to keep traffic moving. Had they indeed found so many arrests 

necessary, they could have utilized military’ pcrsoimel to help with paper¬ 

work. Third, if police had been outnumbered, as Chief Wilson appar¬ 

ently lielievcd. more personnel (such as nearby military on alert) could 

have been brought in to assist in legal arrests.41 

Instead, the self-proclaimed lawand-order administration chose 

order, expediency, and punitive action over law-. As Charles DeBcnedeui 

concluded, the N uon administration won the day, “but al a financial and 

constitutional cost."4* Some demonstrators belatedly obtained a measure 

of justice in January 1975, when a Washington federal court awarded 

1,200 victims of illegal arrest—those arrested Wednesday, 5 May, at the 

Capitol—approximately 810,000 each. That $12 million judgment repre¬ 

sented the biggest civil rights monetary award in American legal history 
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up to that dale. The case also established a precedent lor ordering 

damage payments paid directly to citizens whose constitutional rights 

had been violated.53 

But May Day did more than precipitate legal and political crises 

within the system. May LXiv was an experiment in decentralized, autono¬ 

mous anu war organizing, focused on mass nonviolent civil disobedience 

in the nation’s capital. More than .15,000 people did organize themselves 

for such an action. Under extreme provocation, and with few exceptions, 

they remained nonviolent. And they did perform civil disobedience, 

forced into mobile tactics on 3 May and allowed more traditional forms 

on 4 and 5 May. These actions showed discipline and commitment. May 

Day did not degenerate into gratuitous trashing, street fighting, or 

Weather-style Days of Rage. Even one of May Day’s hacshest critics within 

the antiwar movement. Trotskyist Fred Halstead, conceded that the 

"Mayday actions did ... involve significant numbers, especially consider¬ 

ing that they' were civil disobedience demonstrati ons ... and cannot lie 

dismissed as isolated actions of a handful of ultralef ts. “M 

May Day did disrupt Washington, but did not shut it down or slop 

the government. Nonetheless, Mike I.eincr argued. “In terms ot shaking 

people from their npathy.and stopping btwincss-as-nsu.il in the Capitol, 

the Mav demonstrationswere clearly a success.’ Rennie Davis and others 

have noted that May Day, while irritating and angering many people, 

attracted support from a number of federal employees especially civt I 

service workers, National Guardsmen, and federal troops, as well as a 

surprising number of police, especially hlack officers. Support from the 

black community was also significant. David McReynolds commented 

that “it was the first time the Blacks had ever seen masses of whites get 

arrested and it changed a lot of attitudes.” Brad Lyttle agreed, noting 

that “many members of Washington’s black population were astonished 

by the militancy of the protest, and expressed exceptional friendliness 

toward antiwar artists for some weeks afterwards.’” 

May Day also had its downside. One participant noted that the May 

action “has been accused, with some justice, of being more like theatre 

than politics’ because its goal was unrealistic. Moreover. “Mayday, like 

other spectacles on the lelt, relied heavily on the behavior of our uni¬ 

formed adversaries and on ihe images whirh a predominately hostile 

media would convey. (Thus] Mayday made a lot of silly claims [about 

slopping the government) and set itself up for the media blitz which 

followed” In addition, with the focus on the capital, Fa" fewer disruptive 

actions in other cities occurred in tandem with 3 May than originally 

envisioned. Structurally, May Day’s decentralization someu’mes led to 
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disorganization and confusion. Most of its regional organizations and 

man)' of its local collectives did nor survive long after May Day, although 

there were important exceptions. A network c/ protesters continueti to 

organize new actions, although none came close to the scale of 3 Mav.w 

But May Day also needed to lx* evaluated within the larger context 

of the antiwar movement and the debate on tactics. Paraphrasing John 

Reed, Dave Dellinger melodramatically declared that "from 24 April to 

Mayday (May 3) 1971. the antiwar movement produced ten days that 
shook Washington and were heard arouml the world."*1 Between t*4 
April and 3 May. the People's Lobby agitated. With the live-day "incur¬ 

sion" of the WAW (19-23 April) and the two traditional civil disobedi¬ 

ence actions following 3 May, added, die antiwar movement’s Spring 

Offensive captivated the capital and the country lor almost three weeks. 

This sustained activity also revealed the sterility of the debate over 

tactics within the movement. May Day organizer Mike Lerner thought 
the 2-1 April man h was “passive ami meaningless." Many NPAC support¬ 

ers claimed May Day would be a small “ultraleft" confrontation that 

would hurt the antiwar movement. Both views proved to be mistaken. 
Had either the 24 April mass legal march or the 3 May mass civil 

disohedience action occurred in isolation from other acti vities, the im¬ 

pact of each would have been lessened. Instead, in the context of the 

Spring Offensive, as independent! adicaljaines Weinstein observed, "the 

two were complementary means of applying pressure to end the war."5* 
Noam Chomsky also understood this interrelationship: ‘The [24 

April) march provided evidence of tuajority opposition to the war; the 

Mayday action provided an implied threat that if the liberals in Congress 

do not act to end the war, future laige-stale demonstrations may follow 

the path of Mayday, rather than 24 April." Chomsky noted that the Jirst 

antiwar march in 1965 had attracted only fifteen to twenty thousand 

people, but that seven years later, hundreds of thousands attended the 24 
April march ‘while more than 15,000 tried to disrupt the normal func¬ 

tioning of the government in protest against the continuing war." Chomsky 

wondered, "But is it impossible to imagine that in 197? hundreds of 
thousands will march on Washington prepared Int some form of civil 

disobedience if the war still continues or is followed by some new 

horror?"” 
The .'firing 1971 demonstrations, however, represented the last 

major sustained activities of the antiwar movement. Government repres¬ 

sion ol May Day intimidated or demoralized some protesters, while 

burnout and exhaustion took their toll on Olliers. NPAC and PCPJ still 
quarreled; several May Day veterans planned a civil disobedience action 
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for fall 197), bin it attracted only a few participants. Meanwhile, 

Vielnamization policies lowered US. casualties and draft calls, and the 

McGovern campaign siphoned off much activism into electoral politics. 

Protestors responded to the spring 1972 bombing and mining of North 

Vietnam, but antiwar militancy generally declined as peace seemed to be 

imminent. President Nixon won reelection in a landslide, increasing the 

antiwar movement’s sense of isolation. Although the 1972 Christmas 

bombing of North Vietnam sparked outrage and renewed demonstra¬ 

tions, nothing on the scale of spring 1971 occurred. By January 1973, the 

peace ireaty was signed and U.S. forces completed their withdrawal, 

although the war dragged on for more than two years.®’ May Day 1971 

proved to be the peak of antiwar activity. 

May Day drew inspiration from the civil rights movement. In follow¬ 

ing the later tactics of Martin Luther King Jr- who eventually endorsed 

more disruptive and confrontational forms (/ civil disobedience. May 

Day played the role within the antiwar movement that Malcolm X had 

played within the civil rights movement. In both cases, the radical alter¬ 

native and the specter of social chaos made liberals and their policies 

seem more moderate and acceptable to mainstream America. And the 

impact of May Day, like that of Malcolm X, remains controversial. 



6,000 arrests set record 

Mayday strategy folds in capital 
By Trudy Rubin, Robert F. Hey, 

■nd Peter C. Stuert 

Suf c'.rfc ipondristi c( 
The CWIlWn Setmef Monitor 

Washington 

Mayday—'.he most ambitious dcmOnslrn- 

lion undertaken yet In the capital uith an 

avowed aim ol "shutting down the govern¬ 

ment"—has aliot iu main bolt, and the gov¬ 

ernment continue! to (unction. 

At I his writing more than «.!>» people 

have been arrested. the largest number ar. 

retted in a single day In Washington's his¬ 
tory. according to police officials. 

'Pie demonitralion plant were enticired 

(or wcelu,by many In the antiwar move, 
/nett as being too ambitious and unrealistic. 

'In the short run, Mayday certamly cannot 

be accounted a success: 

• While the city's traffic was disabled 

noticeably for about ? to 3 hour), most 
workers still made it into the office on Mon¬ 

day. And many were visibly annoyed or 

frightened at having to confront demon¬ 

strators or walk through tear gas, oven 

thiugh aome expressed sympathy for their 
antiwar aims 

• Liberals and dove legislators did not 

Bock to back Mayday, although Mayday 

never aimed at winning their support. 

Sens. George McGovern and J. W. Pul- 

bright disavowed civil disobedience as a 

protest tactic la«t week (The President, 

still at San Clemente on May 3, publicly 

wanted demonstrators not to partake in 

illegal activities ) 

• Mayday, which put a premium on dc- 

centralised structure, in the end was so do- 

centralized that Its strategy folded. In addi¬ 

tion, it underestimated the tactics of the 

Washington, D.C.. police, who managed — 

without a cccsfrenUtion — to clear out the 

Mayday encampment where several thou¬ 

sand demonstrators were gathered early 

Sunday morning, thus making it more diffi¬ 

cult for the demonstrators to assemble on 
Meeds v. 

But in the long tun there is ilgnificane* in 

the fact that this disorganized group could 

interfere with government workings. And the 

tactics used — labelid norvviolcnt disrup¬ 

tion by some, creative civil disobedience 

by others — arc likely to be seen frequently 

from now on at militant antiwar demonstra¬ 

tions. And demonstrators say they will be 

better Oreanbpd next time 
The Mayday demonstration was aimed at 

preventing government employees from 

reaching work by bticking bridges and in¬ 

tersections at mormag rush hours. 

mass arrests 

While Mayday organizers expressed hope 

that employees could be given leaBel) and 

made to understand these activities, many 

demonstrator! orgued that government 

workers had no right to be "good Ger- 
ixeiu," |inllvl|wiU in (vinuaisnt oellvl 

tics which the 'demroal tutors (eel lend sup¬ 

port to the war effort. 



Comic Trek Ends Mayday Activities 
ny William L. Claiborne 

w»iBtm(on Pu'.auK wntsi 

The turmoil of civil dis¬ 

obedience that had beset 

Washington for three days 

ended innocuously yesterday 

with an aimless, circuitous 

march by a small band of 

demonstrators that nearly 

got lost on a horse trail in 

Rook Crook Park. 

Two hours -later, protest 

leaders declared a suspen¬ 
sion of the current demon¬ 
strations here, calling the 
decision "a tactical retreat.” 

Chicago Seven defendant 
Rennie Davis, a Mayday 
leader, said there would be 
new mass civil disobedience 
action in Washington six to 
eight weeks from now and 
declared: "They are going to 
have to jail every young per¬ 
son in America before we 
arc stopped." 

Meanwhile. yesterday’s 
small rear guard of the May- 
day Bpring offensive, ob 
served from above by an 
Army helicopter and fol¬ 
lowed from behind by an en¬ 
tourage of policemen and 
newsmen, wandered without 
direction for two hours with¬ 
out reaching its objective of 
the Federal Triangle. 

At times, the newsmen 
outnumbered the protesters. 

At one point, the footsore 
contingent was led by an 18- 
year-old Columbus, Ohio, 
youth who said he had 
thought the demonstrations 
were over until he heard a 
radio newscast. 

He said he hastily hitch¬ 
hiked downtown and soon 
afterward found himself in 
charge. 

“I don’t know where we 
ore," said Mark Satclivvoll, 

poring over an Esso road 
map on California Street 
several blocks east of Massa¬ 
chusetts Avenue. 

The group’s objective was 
the South Vietnamese Em¬ 
bassy, well to the south and 
precisely where the march 
had begun. 

Striding vigorously along¬ 
side Satchwell was an 8- 
year-old boy, who, when 

asked where he was going, 
responded, “to a demonstra¬ 
tion.” Asked where, he said. 
“I don’t know " 

The assembly point for 
the march, which was an- 
nounded Wednesday night 
by Mayday Tribe cooordina- 
lors, was Sheridan Circle. 

The protestors began 
drifting Into tho circle about 

11 a.m., many* of them ap¬ 
parently unaware of the ex¬ 
istence of the South Viet¬ 
namese Embassy across the 
street. At one point, there 
were 200 in tho circle, but 
many wandered off In small 
groups toward the Kalorama 
Triangle area, where many 
other embassies are located. 

Even after the main con¬ 
tingent stepped off north on 
Massachusetts Avenue and 
away from the embassy, sev¬ 
eral protestois said, “We’re 
going to the Saigon em¬ 
bassy." 

At its largest, the parade 
northward numbered 75 per- 
sons, many of them high 
school age or younger. None 
of the Mayday Collective 
leaders was present. 

Cordons of police kept the 
parade well away from em¬ 
bassies, and cruising squad 
cars frequently reminded 
the group that if it stopped, 
demonstrators would be ar¬ 
rested for unlawful assem¬ 
bly. (Demonstrations within 
500 feet of embassies arc 
prohibited) 

Several times, the march¬ 
ers made complete circles of 
residential blocks east of 
Massachusetts Avenue, and 
several times they abruptly 
turned around and headed 
in the direction from which 
they had come. 

“Let’s not change direc¬ 
tions again,” pleaded a 
young girl when the parade 
made one about-face. 

“We’re going to Connecti¬ 
cut Avenue and to the D.C. 
Jail,” Satchwell told a re¬ 
porter at one point. Then, 
unfolding his road map, lie 
asked, “Can you get to the 
Jail on Connecticut Ave-, 
nue?" 

A few minutes later, 
Satchwell dropped out of 
the parade, and the remain¬ 
ing 30 demonstrators wore 
called together on Califor¬ 
nia Street by a youth who 
identified himself only as 
Abalone (“no first name”) of 

the Mayday Collective. 

“We’ve really got a long 
day ahead of us, and this 

just won’t do.. .you’re going 
around in circles and you 
don’t know where you’re 

going,” Abalone said. 

As most of the following 
newsmen began to drop out 
of the march, the parade 
again headed north on Mas¬ 

sachusetts Avenue, toward 
Rock Creek Park. A few 

more peeled off at the Is¬ 

lamic Mosque at Belmont 
Street and went inside, ap¬ 

parently for a tour. 

The 20 remaining march¬ 
ers—followed at. that point 
by one reporter and one 
cruising police car—crossed 

the bridge over the park, 
turned west and entered a 

horse trail, where an im¬ 
promptu meeting was held. 

“Well, we’re not getting 
anywhere this way,” said 
Abalone. “If we stop, we’re 

going to get busted, so let’s 
go through the pork and 
head downtown." 

The objective. Abalone ex¬ 
plained, was to reach fed¬ 

eral buildings downtown 
and distribute copies of the 

“people's peace treaty." 
The group headed off 

again on the horse trail, its 

memhers occasionally look¬ 
ing at maps, as a squad of 10 

foot policemen followed be¬ 
hind. 

“Sgt. Mahoney to Wise 
Owl." the police squad 
leader barked into a walkie- 

talkie. “Our people are 
headed west on the horse 
trail and they're apparently 

headed down to the Mall." 

About 100 feet farther. 



Comedy of Error Ends Final March 
MARCH, From A! 

several members of the pur¬ 

suit squad spoke privately 
with the sergeant, and then 
nine metropolitan police of¬ 

ficers walked to the edge of 
the trail and relieved them¬ 

selves. 

As the sergeant finally 
abandoned the pursuit and 
turned his men around to 

return to their cars on Mas¬ 
sachusetts Avenue, a few of 

the tiny band of protesters 

sat down to rest. 

The others slowly began 
to split up into small clus¬ 
ters, heading westward in 
the general direction of Wis¬ 

consin Avenue. 

The official suspension of 
the current demonstrations 
was announced by William 
Douthard, formerly of the 
Southern Christian Leader¬ 
ship Conference and now a 
coordinator of the Peoples 

Coalition for Peace and Jus¬ 

tice. 

Davis then spoke for 
about 10 minutes. When 
Douthard asked for other 
speakers, he was shouted 

down by reporters, who 

wanted to question Davis. 

Some demonstration lead¬ 
ers have claimed that press 
coverage has focused on 
Davis to the exclusion of 
other protesters. 

Davis said a national con¬ 
ference would be held in 
about two weeks to plan a 
“second national campaign" 
in Washington, probably in 
six to eight weeks. 

"Tills is only a warmup of 
what is to come. Our actions 
will be aimed at literally 
creating an intolerable situ¬ 
ation for the U.S. govern¬ 
ment as long as il maintains 
Us war policy in Indochina 
Davis declared. 



Washington, D.C* 

MAYDAY: A STALE STORY May n, 1971 

The predictable parade of stuffed shirts and stuffed skirts moves ob- ' 

liviously do-vn Connecticut ‘Avenue-• Construction workers view with 

taxi drivers to obstruct the street. Smoke is provided by auto ex¬ 

hausts, melody by office Musak floating out o' inpassive monoliths. 

People appear fat, hurried, unconcern*--' i, neat, repulsive. 

Business as usual has returned to the capital city of the roost power¬ 

ful nation on earth with a hearty welcome. Business is so usual that 

it appears to bo trying t.o’condensate for the few days last week 

when, /or once in a dead decade, it did not go on quite so much as 

usual.' 

The soothirg ripples of aftermath news waft gently toward the sunny 

shore. Mitchell hails the DC police for their efficiency in hauling 

away hippies. A few more liberal congressmen denounce the events 

of mayday as counter-productive to the peace movement. The p;pers 

carry ever, decreasing features on the unjustly arrested. 

The tribe has tripped out to uore receptive Innds. A few linger in 

the city like.lost refugees. Their revolutionary brothers and sisters 

have gone home, whore bitterness and pain aelt tiaelessly into snap¬ 

shot reroisceaces ('"Show Mildred the slide of Johnhy getting arrested.") 

It was unseemly for everybody,.. The chagrined motorists had to put 

ip with longer rush hours, long-halls in the streets, and federal 

troops shooting gas all over the place -- for- a day or two. Com- 

fortcaroe from the endless retelling of eyewitness e?q>eriences-» jan 

added spice in the morning coffee. The secreta y became political 

analyst for day. 

Kids had to bother with getting together in groups and planning 

strategies for confrontation. Obviously sucli mundancundertakings 

were only for the organization types. The rest were content to:mitl 

and chant as they pleased, shout down news reporters, and prance in 

revolutionary gear. 

Even the cops knew it was a lark. But they spoiled the show by tum- 

j ing serious ?bout it.VRennie Davis was appalled by the very effective 

tactic of arresting everyone in sight. "It's not fair to take us 

that seriously," you can alaost hear him rave. 

The trouble with mayday was that everyone did take it seriously except 

the tribe. Sufe, they put on a good show for the media, but intiai- 

dation by rhetoric -is «o longer a match for the man. Revolution xc-, 

quires action thqt had-a chance of being effective, not just confronta¬ 

tion for the nal^o of a show.' 

Even if the tribe's goals could be celled valid (and what good would 

it really have been if-they had stopped government workers from 

reaching their jobs'for one day?), their tactics betrayed their laCk 

of a real purpose. ‘‘What .guerilla struggle succeeds oy giving the ' 

opposition extensive advance, information about plans? The map.of 

targets was published on the front page of the Star the weekend be¬ 

fore the planned disruptions. Could the tribe expect anything other 

than hordes of troops waiting to meet then on >*>nday morning? If 

the mayday organizers were really serious about Shutting down the 

city, they might have done it: by deviating from set plans, by 

creative disruption, by unexpected tactics. Instead, the morning 

of May 3 XulluweU a sc lip', uvexyum: Knew. No tiling liappuin.il llial tin? 

• government was not more than adequately prepared for. 

Perhaps the mayday organizers thought their intentions, looking so 

firm and formidable on papefi would scare the opposition into submis- 1 

sion. A slight miscalculation: it did send paranoia pulsing through 

the sensitive national security jugulars, leading to a determination 

to protect its own interests no matter what the costs. Importing 

10,000 troops into a city is a serious measure. Those who axe 

threatened, especially the powerful, defend.themselves. 

<£»*1 A-'- 

Forced to translate 'headyuwords into dangerous action, the paper 

revolutionaries once again came up soft and whimpering about their 

violated rights. By this point in titoe, what can you expect? The . , 

value of showing for the umpteenth time that , police can be proved . ■ ..<!.* 

brutal is limited. Everyone that cares knpws the score by now. ", -..jl 





other special ccdective Mints. I icccgrnted it By 

a 'em Gay Liberation flag. that were really not 

l»9* eroojh to be srcri abmr the lie* o* tents. 

I wondered how iom* ot coi mat dotiwl 

Knon -'ll brothiri could «•* li"d it in that 

mece o' SeuBwin «ki it the condt. i 

rerxqninid same o' th« hroshm <eom 

Washington. Philadelphia. jrd New Yoek At 

Ini i: wm fjit • 11.1h lu old fain. ntn» U:i. 

emb>ocn. hindihtkai end mod> happinew to to 

Met among people o* "Wimth ard feeling. 

Sum* o' the propit Beet it the 'camp' as we 

eHMii it hod Own the'. HI week. Ihey woo 

comfo^sbic these among themse'res. dtessing «i 

the common half of lull drop or nudity that 

was 0K»t con'oi ulil* la than. After a few 

hours. I uwJ to be quite 10 fleeced out by the 

whole thr.pi I hid met brot-ers from Texas. 

Alieka, Mississippi. places and people that 

freaked me By the cor Bast o' pcnp’c n<l 

conieicosnesse*. Dot keying the camp was an 

orewene m gi-nlli theooe. walklrvj over to the 

rock center! hcl&rq hards brought us tuck to 
«ares c' disbrfktf an1 nhnt".. 

The high point o' to. afternoon mi then the 

•»neii ifcii.ndnJ Ihit men lh.it confront ther 

***>*«". stop the pigorn min songs tott hed 
been going at '01 hour*. step harming evt'y 

~iui trying to git •rcuirJ On camp rot 

weitlng armour. One o' the women announced 

Ihit mu si.Mi t hud tdready l«-i. ging raped. 

Mint ol the AtOlUd |ucks a id bikars took that 

II lha expand nerm. Thty trieo to hoot down 

«M mwn Some of them showing of' HI those 

mcerl unworn tbry Killy in I heir pirti. The 

.wren went on. 0" Chaus they shouted. "We 

jr« Lnboisf kYe ere Lesbiansl" A go. ilitct 

geve a powerful rip abcul the reality Ot gi> 

womvn'i w«non thit went over the headt o' 

rwii ol Ihr orcpfct there, but Itio miciophone 

(■Aitlo'ir hid already hr-n surrounded by gay 

sillers trvd BtoUwrs and other people with some 

consciousness who ri/it-ociueO enough to 

drown out all the usual sexist slut tliat was 

coming out o' the Death blanket binge set who 

surrounded the atcu where the Besch Boyi |’| 

had jus: la y the puberty praiiei to Calilomit 

Grti. The fan mini to ipeak liked that the 

real people I here --coinIn thr wliduity o' th» 

Re>duticr. with the struggle o' Women mid Giy 

frcoM that ei.ry one HijpjV* together: "sistr-s 

nd Hurt*. brother! and Brother!, utters and 
U'uu.ii. tr unit's »«) sisters. gtieis ami ssttrs 

and 0'Olheit and sisters and biothtrs and 

b'oihersl" 

It wsi almost Imponible to tloep ihit 

eiening The almght lock canuni had hkciniiH 

mom a nuisance than a deice Many peupla 

writ on bed tups. There weie frequent 

annourctments about bad acid. hal 

Amaeirg Graea Church only i f-w rPorMi away 

and .ery daw to ax h»9«i la Monday. Signs 

w«r« mada 'or Gay taothan and sisters to go 

there lor a gnnerif tael ei meet ng On tha way 

oil of the Umwisny, I o.erhea'd two biothrrs 

liking some one wherr the Gay legon wn 

meeting. I smut ewer to them and toad them 

V*.ire V- were going. They told me that they 

wicIk) to join us. I was wiy happy, hoping thit 

they were lust coming oat Bocmiie of the 

itrangth Hut our be nj there hid gven them. 

Then they tod me that they were straight But 

that they had hcitd that the Gay Tube was the 

"more toother jyoup hem." Ihey asked it ne 

would mind haring ehem; ) SdalltiT' I 'nyH 

hv'ifCd'lfcrewrybcaliliWti "-nuldn'l 
"You mein you wcuklnTmirdr 
'No. “ I laid “I wn.ildn'l wwil il 1 think w» 

hwe snniyi to wwk on wilhoat woe tying 

about ol'endang stni|».l ir.ii," 
"But nothing you could do »o>kl nl'aid ui 

Wi'ue Brad with Gay prople bi'uir." 
"So ha«a I." 

'Wedidn't irem n that wny." 

'Why don’i ycu go tuck to youl troilwi. 

and talk with th.ui and try to work cm the.’ 

r-athodiunt; oi« o' »y biotheis asked i* this 

wiin’t going to turn into imodnei Altamount a 

totally bad nip. 
Tha cunp woke up before dawn. Word got 

meund that the peimif for the park had beon 

itvoked. By 0 o'clock a> altemat ve plan for the 

Tube had Been devised This asus whore my 

feelmgt ibcut the wholr situation leafy 

dvmgid. I Couldn't Belrre hem well the whefo 

thing had twen pliroed An alternative camp for 

each repon hud been planned days ago in thi 

expeclabon that the permit would t» iivuknf. 

A truck had been rerted By th# GayMrrOey 

Tirtae to take a• the hia«y cqulpsmm cm. rt« 

neie Ip move in smrif gioupl oiyi to 

Georgetown University. I he only Queston was 

when to rare. A block brother with taperitnee 

at the Pour Pecpla’i Crrpaign that had hid the 

same (Himbae pullsd ill Kwrii two years ip>. 

comvincad sft that m had Bette- haul ass 
.mmirJuttly c-.vi ihau^. lha Irainrison the PA 

systems tokl us that w« had at least Bx hours 
oaron an c'l<irl warring p»- od amd not to 

panic. We did rot panic, but there was ■ 
compfetc cttori to Marc in which rxir 

tcqethonais was mi*, incredble Wtwn I iyi| 

back I couldn't find m, brag I ran beck to the 
truik 10 find it theta. Som*tine aim had picked 

LO my ha) while I w» putting other people's 

bags on me truck. Tt.s uxt of concern was 
conuantly reyc-lKl during the wrekmd. 

At GciageiCMti. the litra of gelling together 

really began. The diy bad chv^nd. the oilture 
freaks were out, Thr jocks ware gone Our 

prfcaxe a. Gay womm and own w» bring 'elt 

by the othar regions also 11 GTU who it- ght 

hare amounted 10 abcuf 0**e thouimd. Our 

prwxe if GTU was oily illcxvwJ btcause lha 

ecbrnistrutio-i was'l’t fin) w»a we (all die 

MiyOay Regonsl wen the-e. The Pr«sident o' 
th* school was somnwtera out ol loam tnd a 

bureojtracy ahd bnri Ml up to maka slow 

decisions n his 8b*a»M. The m*cnty O' 

students that ween Visible to II* «rm*d a«lh.r 

neutral or a littla houl* thai iHrir dorms •>! 

campus had bei«i inviMd by three thousand 

freaks including 150 botrcwxueis who w«e 

•eTy upfront about il GTU has a reputation for 

burg a opnsemtrre denu tmnarsily. We 

streamed th.-ccajh the parking loti sirging 

"When the Gays go mirchlng in", and stemed 

to find Cith other thraiifi Ihn endless chang-s 
a' marling places caused by the rain and 

pretence of camixn pip I cn« of whom wont 
wound with a mnitra md whin a;kld who he 

WHS mereY said Ihst •>“ 'wuikid 'oi Iho 

Un-rersily'l. 

Another a tematii" »>GTU had lo b* lonr.l, .„ ... ... 

Alter weghlrg sc>rrral pieces, brothers who march that had Been come Oja! 

knew Ifachtcgtan ekiaed it ferr us lo pa to cm cycles that could scout t.l« 

"Wa fjn’t ." h» uni "They won’t «*«n g-rr 

us a clime* to H»n*. Fsury time tint an iw»-s 

something ererybcoy e sc accuses him ol being 

cr. an ago trip or of being a pig Or else, 

anybody tries to be a I code* at once." 

They seem'd aery surprised tint we mltfil 

reject them. I woidcied why It was so 

lirpossbli for man lo drop seme o' these 

stral^it male pritilaget and just say that tf.:y. 

mo. wna gay. Thai ihtry mu •« m opprasMd 

wo are. If HI Women in Womth's L'9fration ire 

Lcsbfons why can't all man drep iheir clubs and 

bcccnva homosexuals (drop their tag)0!t. the 

sticks that ivrd to burn ui at th. Slab.). But 

ihi/va got to ba MEN , 



run up sidewalks. up hills, over grass. We talked 

about tactics ol police hatrossmcnt as opposed 

to "straight classic civil disobedience". Since 

most homosexuals have lived whole lives ol 

"civil disobedience", have illegalised lives, hove 

been hariassed by the pigs always and have 

known jails like like straight middle-class 

radicals will never know <in jail all freaks are 

Ingots but laggots are really ?awoB and the pigs 

know it, maryi The same way that they know 

black people, not to even mention our own 

block sisters and brothers.). So there was no 

great enthusiasm to do "classic civil 

disobedience" which very much upset some ol 
our poepie but OKI not split us apart. 

We wondered how we could ccnlront the 

fear in us. For some oeople fear had to be 

looked end dealt with. They could not just go 

exit there the next morning and get their cads 

clobbered and wonder what happened. They 

had to prepare themselves lor it. Other people 

just freaked at the thought of fear and wanted 

to go out the next morning and face it as it 

came Even alter hearing the sister speak ahout 

the Women’s match, even after seeing bandages 

prepared, and seeing medical people (who also 

shared the charch) getting their th.rvgs together. 

I still could not be atrad. I just couldn't 

comprehend what was happening All I felt was 

really gjeazy anxiety and looking at my sisters 

and brothers and feeling how could anyone 

want to hurt them, they weie so beautiful? But 

I had really just removed muself from the 

situation which even on a physical level I 

couldn’t take. I asked ore of my brothers who 

had been in Viet Nam what it was like 

’’waiting" and he said It was the wav we fell 

that nitwit. There was a great necessity not to 

become hysterical even though there were four 

pigs to a block in Georgetown, there were bus 

loads of pigs on coiners. Civil Defense Units 

were rid«ng throu^t every so often and things 

were looking Quite "heavy". 

That night in the sanctuary of Amazing 

Grace, which had been staked out for us to 

sleep in, I stayed up fee a while and 

listened to people talking about the Gay 

Movement as it has appeared all over the 

•country. It was veiy astounding for me to 

realize that what become very much of my life 

was now a part of may people's lives. Gay 

Liberation was indeed something that to many 

people in cities other than New York and Los 

Arises and San Francisco cities that have long 

offered some sort of nominal protection to Gay 

people who could pay for it,- but in cities like 

Chicago and Albany and Buffalo end in small 

towns in Kansas aril Texas, was a real pan of 

people’s lives. Jose from the Washi ngton 

commume occasionally interrupted by giving us 

briefings on the situation outside. He had been 

our liason with the MayOay Collective. It had 

been decided it a Collective Meeting to start 

making rip off calls to every underground media 

possible fo let people outsit o' tne city know 

that Washington was now an occupied city. 

Vie Were awakened the next morning it 

4:30. It was really difficult getting up at that 

hour to face a bunch Of pirn. Really up before 

breakfast as they say In the South. V/* had a last 

minute conference, and tried to calm ourselves 

about rumors- some o' which were that the pig-, 

had surrounded the church and would get us as 

we left the door > that Georgetown University 

had been invaded by pigs who had mass arrested 

everyone before they had hod any chinoa «0 get 

out to their targets > that armies of pigs would 

be wading at each target. But we had no way of- 

knowing if these were the situations. Before 

leaving, everyone in the church. Gays and 

Medical Committee for Human Rights people. 

Oiurch men, everyone there linked arms and 

hands to pray to» a peaceful day of civil 

disobedience. Feeling this great circle, feeling 

vabratKMis of OOOOOnwmmm. and hearing 

’»ve peace a chance' (knowing that th««e was 

very little chance and that my sisters and 

brothers were potting their selves on the line in 

a society that still does not recognize their 

existence)? I thought I was going to break exit 

and cry. We left the church in affinity groups of 

four and five. 

We were supposed to sneak up to Rock 

Creek Parkwav and wan in the brush near there 
tor our other sisters ar.a brothers. We found 

some bushes near the bridge over the part that 

we were to hold. A few minutes later more 

people (Oined us. we got out of the brush and 

found several cars of cruising pigs waiting. We 

could not be seen in a large group so wc had to 

mill some until the pigs left and we could gather 

some siren gift down by the target. The pigs 

were already Starting to jump down on any 

group of more than two that stayed put for 

more than a second. They were using the cycles 

* that they had used the day before ai the 

Womens’ march and gas was already cut there at 

a little after sex. Somehow though they left our 

target aid we were able to scramble down the 

ravine that sided the parkway and get down 

onto the oarkwav. The first few cars knew what 

it was all about and tried to go through 

demonstrators. But within a few minutes (and I 

mean very few? we twre aWe to stop up tome 
traffic. I think we were ab/e to hold the 

Park ray for shout seven ro ten m/nates before 
the police helicopter above sent a few magical 

words to the minions ot |usti<* underneath who 

come up like fat mushrooms. Wc immediately 

pulled our way up the ravine again with the pigs 

SCI ambling b*hind US. Luckily for many people 

that day who had to use their feel a lot. the 

Washington pigs are very overfed and not used 

to using their feet for other purposes than 

kicking ass when they can Ichich they did a lot 

of that day). 

We wanted to return to the Parkway when 

the pigs cleared, but It socm became apparent 

n. ' that they weren’t gonna leave for quite a while. 

In the meantime they were having the tunes of 

ilivli lives vlfasiity fivaks Uuwu llie sklnuttli of 

Georgetown, mocirig as they .vent along Most 

of the stuff that happened in Georgetown is 

pretty known. There was much trashing and 

very ineffective littering (that only incited the 

cops to want to really kick ass when they 

caught seme one^r.hlch Irritated the shit out of 

Georgetown. My affinity brothers became tired 

of this and we decided to go to Dupont Circle 

where we expected to find several hundred 

people Along the way. people were turning 
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war in VI hari ccane WO Ut* We wilkial tuck to 
o-eir car a*«ut iww Oko»i »-ay while a t-P 

crudii loBowed ot A liw «mt aw.y IMV "01" 

Tw <oa. two n>M »>' B.' 1 

cat loot but 

Ah.. He Jr rerad Vck .1 IV cottmonl. tV 
Oueant Sad llm»»y trokin nul nco I '<« 

Vila itn j'-»njan-i.t ol 'Ahtn tv Goyl Go 
«„<h.nj m". TV iMHngi of Hat time w-i to 

roT tr.it i cock) iur.lv coniioi vy- I* 
matted to kin ml ho| -"State. Wo MO dor- 

Hi it a apedtS. twr0 HT Am OX -10 Ihlt hjkl 
-ut ol ut an hill. Ikaatinj d>»J. "'Old w.lh 
put. ."it IV PXettai.il Biiriillat ccnlll "Mt 

..are ckaie Vim- Srfdmly I rail./id nr, Irimd 

Tern w.1 not tha*.. I Kcnr Otr.d tvi V 
miaht hit— bat-n Ife only ov -retted. I knot 
aw ahatnkc —u.lil H-hi Ixei’ pit loa blood But 
V tho—d up 1 few wlaiul— liwr. ard h w.1 

<—pltO th.. item ol ut h*5 tmn lotted a» 

Him m. /OP Do) been »•« •'tecii.e h*f ““ 
Flank kimaeiy horn WatftlltHcn Viimhre 

hid van oik—*! lo tc—> iro V heo tpoken 
md Hk) IV meat rnclutuxiMV Utinift eaiyona 
hail a.te heard him w,. Ox r«l.rt|. h*.c to 
Kivr-r. —td .0 hi*t. I wondered ho» I cnald 

«a. Hue thn gut ol i«plt H-r—icUycra) 

jea ban. to Ihe ttiwwau IVI we tow, alto> 
aher Innrri-o tliartjert foe vaah - ll.0rl '■’* 
aid lotlng iv-r. Tcm-Mtuppcaad toliV thi 
Si. b— wth Pick -td me. We dad "of find 
him raail IV UnCOVt kViomenl -Vra HU 

t.ccdtar) to ~«t Hu B—. mat kiru had 
Chartered 'or fair dart. >*pw NYU had e«- 

cronwred but*, lo lake r,dte«. to Wadungwr, 
-«i of whem d« r« i«yi go » NYU. liter 

they had callid T« pig. to G« OK«" "*< 
tan*tern o' Waimiein MXi w.li mii't mu • 
myvW.y. I WM awotic-Jly t-'V rahautlad. A 

4 OOP o' -0*01 tilting *. lien I of ut UM 
Wainem' I .Vralion ind tha> —liyn in 9— 
-u.am.nt iry) r. Widiingxn. We fall free to 

to-:h lid. oihce. to V Gay new. wnhon 

I.Mnp like conrtmt Ban "Ha 9«-ir. *io«t. 
pxt—Hung I hid s»i tell in arla/tt toOHin • 
Ion) time. .1 mi. 

Tha iM.t da. Hound oat Hat Tent vd s*. 
errett-n Ha hid 'an Verd iSul Jail »d wa 
■bll had St blank". Tow Cllltd mw m >oty. »t 

V OX buck to New Yoai He liked arw .1 I 
Vied from Jai. baci».e Vd baa" mdKO ra 

—, fan tow caxttptow w.ihooi him. 



MAY DAY IN WASHINGTON 
iffUM In Washington Is very Urd to ware mid- Iran Amrrlcie Hag., ud In general 

write UouL n'« loo early «IUI lo see whal everyone lad a great Urn-, waiting fc- the mi.- 
Ihc I Inal result* as toy. <t tear ga, and music If lo .tart. 

will be-.uhol alien they'll lave on lh- war, (he H* lire! grc«ip lo hit Ihc slue wer. dig H, 

guvernmiol, oo us, cor parent*... TCwe who the Beach Boys. Sj U was “Wouldn't II he Nice” 
were down there will oerer Iurg.1 II, Pm wre. and Colli oral. Girl.' in I ’Stow John B." drtfl- 

And 10,095 or bo brolhers arrf sister. who Ing out over Hie hug. crowd gathered with Ihe 

f<ond themselves arrested tod locked up in WaaMwtu. muoume-.t In Ihc background. The 
nukenhll. prisoner ol war comps overnight will guy. mount Ihc hcllcoper. keeping a 

hare a kg to lotfe hack at lir cure. were peobobly recking leu, having most lately 

• • • grow, up on this Bteslc yi»t tike the reel eg uto 
DrlrlM Into Weal Potomac Park Soluntay The Bonrh Boy. v* Irc.kB now, with really 

m amine ol 6:10 oiler Ihc 10 hair Irlp trom Ann laic hair aid lastly beard., ringing al anU-war 

Artur, picking up hitchhiker* who turned u. on ralhe. (or lice. Thai's :u»t mUei IndlcaUon 

along Ihe way, we ram' upon Peace City. Ther* d how widespread Ihe chautf In this generation 
were lena ot luiae* a people galherlng In has reached - Ihe Beach Boy. were sepwr .Iralihi 

Ihe morn leg tunrlse aid acres and acre, ol who sang about surfing aid picking up girt, and 

lent, and people o*«ched cut lo sleeping hag. lh»l whole -ceae. 

tun died In grown lo keep warm. Also a m *ra- Much Ryder atd his greup were neat. "IhU 

m-UaltrattK lam. Army and polB -h.llcop- Is Itotrcdt music, people.” Real rock and roll, 
lers luried overhead whUe people nub low The crowd eun ed mo.log logetber, workln cut. 

«i the gras*. There was legs tf good tree dope and Ihe vibe. .c,e great. Thai u until atooul 

and organic lode. Frwks were .erring oat rani 30 wwo'o tried to get cn the stage, pushing 

*l"i raisin, and rice cut 4 garbage pril., p*w- I hreugh 'tag. persutnel and shoving and srreom- 
lr* 04 crunchy granoU lor breoklaal, and log lhal Milch w playli« ”cock-roek” mid 

once In a while you’d new .or.-one from Ihe food ' male chuivlalst raislc. ’ They said they wanted 
toil walk arcund handing oil still-varm Uaive. Ihe mlerophtne, and were yoickly told lhal they 

4 hum. made bread. ctuld speak alter Much’, sri wa. Ihroagh. They 

» was Incredible. Cld Iriesd. would ra-ri oerer even asSeS toyooe whether It wvuld be (* 

each Other, run Mo each other', arm* and lor them lo ap*>ak btf or* they tried lo force Ibelr 

•cream and yodel. The sound system, which was "*T on stage. 

“•Bent, kept oo gotag with "Judy mt>M Jcbn Whal a *-ag. *. realy nig g-t together, 
at the tnlcemUloo lent” and -The green «ld ha. hr ethers ud sisters, together, and work tut 

slryrtnlD* In U, be cartful”. Frl.bee. Hew, Mr problems Let’s rit down together and II- 

peegde ad In circle, and Idled (town, Vletccng oil whal t. ."rim la our culture, because 

flat* I lew from ihe tops 4 tens, aoen. tf which Ilndtac cut more asd more every day lhal 

Ihe culture wo com* from still Itfloencot u. to 

way, we arenl aware 4 yet. Bet we can't work 
Iking, oil and benefit Irom everyai*'. experlent* 

by attacking each other. 

Mich ended wllh Just a Slot Away”, 
Ihe Whole crowd swaying lo the Bond 4 Oils 

•tog. a call lo arikn lor a generation, Mitch 

ciprr»ed the nM 4 Ihe crowd when hw .aid 
lhal ”11 we wanted to itflmldate peepde, we 

waiM hare breught gum. We *u1 want lo 

InUmKbt* anyone; a* |u.t want to lei out culture 

exist. ■ And, we might a<M, growl 

Next came Chari*. MingusTbuul, who 

dhtol seem lo be vary into whal they were d>Uw 
and gt* little remans*. Afterward* a large 

i greup 4 woo m and gay pe**e got up oe -tag., 
and there were sane truly right on rap, about 

oexlwn, Ihe uneyiol and unnotural ..parotloi, 

lhal m in and wom-n are born Into la lh|. antl- 

buaan land. And they talked about Ihc special 
cqperwKn eg gay peojde. who are consider cl 

and trlulled by hoik, a, Ihe lowest (era 1 hu¬ 

man We. ccosttolly |oked abwt, degraded, and 
lucked orer. 

tom. 4 thl. .lull did get a Idl wrird. like 

Ol. .toter wllh ahtototely no vedee Irl.d to ring 

a tune, explaining lhal wrytue .u complelely 

•qua! and her vedee and seag. were as good as 
anyoie else that had played bemuse “we’re all 

peegde. • R was awfuL Oie girl came over 

aal asked U that was lord Mtlrhell .lwlnt 
She was pretty st*ced eu*. 

"Will everyone please grl eCihc scallaldliu. 
Those lamyw up there are heavy and will pro¬ 

bably kill some people U they fall 41. “ 

continued an page II 



MAYDAY 

ccntlnurd Iroin page 1 

A group l>al played -CKO liter Much ml ... 

really killer Was Swallow, a -igwr-hlgh roergT 
haul from Boston. Th-y played truly cnk 

rock ind roU. ll at all the encro Iron 

tie hundred- of tripping pn:ple cut In front. 

Swallow'- lead singer Is a short, tag sed Kind 
<k*de, »ho can really sine like i powerluua-. 

People were -cr-amkg and shotting md fencing 
oM jetiarilly getting It <n. e-pedal ly to their 
tun- ''Chaege the Nation." 

' Brothers and -Ist-re, Hid stste. s and bro¬ 

thers, »id brothers and slsler- and sisters and 
brothers ind brothers and sister*.lew 

one’s passing bad mnthacWie Is oranttc |ulce 

arcund the Irort rocs. Watch out, we all want 
to live, and not klU oat selves with bad dreg-..." 

There —a* lot— d ma-lc that day- it ccstfhued 
until early the next morning. Grcup. Inrloded 

Catfish, Ih. Pride d Wooim (torn DetroU. vho 
acre pr«Uy low energy cxa.pt whm Barbara 
Holliday d Ann Arbor Sint "She's So Pine" 

**h them (U they were really proud d being 

worn* they’d lake off aU that -xbrulou- make 
up), Elephants Memory from Xa« Yurt, NRBQ, 

M Alter tarlh, Phil Oths, and lot* d other 

smaller gruop^ Very lew d the tdg nam c Uwds 
tbal were promised showed up - there was no 

IcJtnny W.-ter, Comlry Joe, J*fer-o« Airplane 

Saturday night) or Cralet.il Dead. 
Brf the spirit d the 100,00> people 

•here, and Sanirfey afterscun aU cviuleg will 
go dirsu as coo it the most foci.o >u at the -an 

Ume political gatherings d oar peupte, coming 

togrther lo proclaim th.tr mo. -ay d life. In 

□SCoslUoo lo the cootrol/war adbets |osl a mile 

or 1*0 down th» road. Dmnntng, chawing, 

kinging and dancing conUmed tluoughcul II- 
nlgtt. 

cop catrrM?i.Arr4i hkkr caub thrcwn in street wash. , may j 

ar«a universities and planned tactics for the »«li bodies. Sum . peopk came close to grUIng 

next rauroing. Thor, wore arotnd a tbiu-and rut ttowrl - these poop* «ere uvaully quickly 

people al the Michigan meeting, ami -plrll* di-psT-nd by police, mly lo regroeg) and Ml 
were high. somewhere else, until fHally arrested. 

M -day morning cam J lime lo ‘close <to*n There were many ugly seme*, and Ida d 
the government.” Al best, the action. Uiat tear gas. Washington pattce use CS gas, 

todt plate could be viewed a- a series d tern- which I- among Ihu most ->;«mt forms. Govern- 
>.,, •In-.a—- d W—MncM iAr**l* mint —Um UK -ml «4 — .-i~l l». <.-• 

and highways. Rarely did an actlcn la»l lor m>rc lo the Bureau d EngravMg (where they print 
than 10 or IS mlrul—. Pdlcc wete well organ- m ney) -mag ig-tn and workers filed owl. 

lied, mxl m ir* >u than the people ergaged in lundkerchlcfi to their face-, coughing and wlpln. 

the action. and were able to clear people away their eyes. 
very ifUckly with Uttk Mfort. Anpy Murid-, <m tkelr way lo work. 

Tie disruption, -tarled at arcund taa., ■mtlnH got out d their car. and IcogM <M- 

and Ut m we than twenty targets thrcugbwt Ui« mmstralors. throwing debris back al Uem 
city. A variety d lactlcs wore used - p»cg*e whl.'h was cad onto the adtwalk. 

threw crashed beer r an- and brd.n glass u. lo Ard wh, will ever forget the sight d h.ge 
. i- kind used 

and general first aid trealm ml, t«am • a spe¬ 
cial targi". Six it their ran* were uU.1 and 

—■dies with sutlmrlr.nl arm-1,an* were arreted. 
A convex comm ink atlcns system which the 

Commute- wa- using to .all ambulances was com¬ 

pletely smashed. Consequently, Ih. committee 

•n* rmt rniMnn wt 8" —anon", I- 
to treat the people tk-l nesfed it wlthmt getting 

twited In the process. 

There wwrs mwy arrests la the minis*, 
tut things really darted getting h-avy at aremd 

2 o'clock. PcClce cars began wwevptng the 

street., annotnrlng Hal within certain arm. 

■nyigc fowtd walking the str—U would be ggtkcd 
upand arrested on sight. Here began nw it the 

m»t loerodlhlo ma— arrests In U.S. history. 
By the -nd of the day more than 7,0» pe*Ae 

•ere butted. Cop* )uat cruised Omni tfie at red. 

picking up every low hair and young person they 

flund Ihmdreds d people who werew’t Uvolved 
is the d»m mat! alien were arrested. Inclufflig 

anther- ind unlvefllty prdes-or-. 
No charge, were lodted again") those arrested 

until many hour- later, and mat it Ike caws will 

probstty be dl-mtued for lack d evifem . a-d 

specific detail as to *har« the person was arrra- 
ted, etc. The police |uat wanted to clear the 

l«- street, picked up garbage bins and assorl-d China* h-llr<pters, Jwst the sar 
mall beans, even manhde cornrs, and threw In Vietnam for troop drpljymmt, . 

them cut on the a-|tialt. gundreds of Marlnn. tn lie ground) d the 
Tires ct parked cars and loses were sU-lnd, Wa-hlagtcn m nomrnt. 7h« tricpa, few the 

people wculd open up the engines it bu-'u and most part, seemed very lympalkctlc, aad 

di-ccnncct thum while the buses waited for a red sot at *U aaOws to arreet or hart anyooe. 
UEM. 1'irposely stalled cars tangled trMflc U<s d fist- and v-ugn. »«r. Ila.h-d by OP 

everywhere- -people would stall them, get cot while their -up.rlcr dflcem wera-’l l«c*lng 

vd start tinkering wiUi Ihu engine. Tils led Later at In the Mterncua the piUcc began 

to aeon hlUrton scaaes, <dth ccps trying to to go beserk and heavily tverreact. The M- 
cet po<ple to meue their cars. cal Com-n«t« For Hau Right-, which .a. 

The favorite tactic wa- the -It down—dually hiwdlod the bad Ulpi tedt at Peace City ind 

gnig down in tie arcet and Mocking tralfte <* gating people water tor tear i 



• '«* "•» com.iU* CTOrt. (iliif Iram * 
InllvaJ d lUr--ia Mtlnntkn d a nrv .-ay d 

111*. a nrw (Kwtfblllly-- all Ilia way lo a 
prAml a,.MV. Uic »im*amorit Hurt r^ullM In 

10.00) arrctu. 
Wc tn 1M» .crkend In Wjjhlnpon IhM vr 

ire art unianlicd woiH al Oils Mm- lo al»« 
Oo*i <h> eoT«rn=ml a> Warily. Tt* M.y Day 
inn* nopM to cmte a ktci a uui ciace 

Wal Am-rica'a Uadara will ba unaUc lo arcct<. 

Om UnKod »aXCi a/f no! OK-ary-Wal U- 
paltclw ct IMl (oyrrnm'nl arc In I act Us 

-arc d all U* *aHh** probl-mi. 

» wiu taka a l«n* Hat, but U'f Ihc only » 
we'll awiMd. 
ALL POKER TO THE PEOPLE! 

BRIM/ TUB 1 ROUTS HUM! >ow: 
Dai Id Foaloo. BUnBow PK*>'a Party Maid near Jrtn F. Kennedy stadium '.rmporarlly 

lenced uO with Barbwd wlr- (or Ibn wraMon. 

win •> (uol ur shelter. As me word Id art 

prop... Includlm C»pn,M. B«U» Ab.«, 
urer loud, aid Us pruplc Inal* the 

*ara> lc*nd a bop- tarp wnuti lh-y wrmlod Into 

a lent Tbr NUlcul Utwraltoi FruH'a Hue, 

rwd and yrilaw llag Haw Iron, atop the lent - 
Man KM had m-mated lo nr& toe tuldr. 

Al one point a late* eruuprt prlvm-ra maSMd 

machine wan b»i*e« Into aclkn, pwmplne -loud. 
d pal idol Min Ac lulu paoplc'a l-xtlea. 

n- pelnunern were *ept at the Held IIU late 
i-.i*ln*, when they .ore brought over lo Ihc 

WiMlinloa CotlMum lor Un airfil. W.~l wrra 

retewned ci Tucwdiy. alter puoKinie S10 «rt- 

Wank 
Abu arruidnd in M «day wu Ronnie D..U, 

cue Id Us mtla or«anlxe„ ct M.y Day. Rem* 

wan charsed wllh con-piracy to elolnle tbn clrll 
r Irfda d Us ilUiMk d w.nldiutua, nod Oxl- 

tpUImt to Mesh lederal employees Irom p>ttli« 

wllh Joha Kroine*, •Ini <••* aUn aircwed in 
Us ion.' Charted, cn SM,(DO balL 

Busted in 
Washington? 
Washington (LNS)—'Washington 

medical authorities are urging people 

who wore iirrwlea Iii Uiu mass May 
Day busts to take precautions against 

hepitltls. Several cases al infectious 

hepatitis were reported In the jails 
and detention camps. 

Infectious hepatitis Is most 

frequently spread through contact 

with focal matter—so If your jail 

or camp had particularly unsanitary 

toilet facilities you should be espec¬ 

ially careful. Other less usual ways 

cf contracting hep Include drinking 

(from a canteen), eating someone 

else's baloney sandwhich or smoking 

a communal cigatette. 

1 you were busted you should 

try to get a gamma globulin shot. In 

many places they are not free and 

can run to as high as $25; the shot 

also does not always prevent catch¬ 

ing hepatitis. 

The incubation (and Infectious) 

stage d hepitltls lasts around a 

month. So for the next month you 

shcwld be careful to wash your hands 

after going to the bathroom Also 

give your fricnd(s) a break and 

avoid aral/genital contact for a month. 

Symtoms cf hep (which appear from 

two to six weeks after expeeure) 

include light brown urine, pain in the 

lower abdomen, nausea, a fever, 

listlessness, and yellowness of skin 

and eyes. Good luck. 



May Day 
Criticized 

A group d American re¬ 
volutionaries active in the anti¬ 

war movement recently return 
cd from a trip to Paris, whoro 
representatives of the Demo¬ 
cratic Republic ct North Viet¬ 

nam and the National Liber atl cm 
Front d South Vietnam criti¬ 

cized recent anti-war demon¬ 

strations. 

The Vietnamese at the con¬ 

ference urged the Americans to 

avoid tactics (l&e blocking 
traffic) that might alienate the 
American people, an incredible 
majority of whan are opposed 

to the war. And they urged that 
the anti-war movement concen¬ 
trate on pressuring Congress 
to set a 1971 date for total 
troop withdrawal from Indochi¬ 
na. This suggestion came as a 
shock to meet cf the Americans 
at the conference. 

The Vietnamese said that 
"our actions should not be alien¬ 

ating to the masses of the A- 
raerlcan people," explained 
Bob Greenblatt, who represent¬ 
ed the New York People's Peace 

Treaty office at the ccafercnce. 
The more united the opposition 
to Nixon's policies, the harder 

It Is for him and the corpora¬ 
tions he fronts for to continue 
their greed-gobbling expedition. 

They also voiced disapprov¬ 

al of the May Day slogan ”B the 
Government wont stop the war, 
we'll stop the Government", 
saying it was ••too military" 
and an idle threat which the 
demonstration could not accom¬ 
plish. And they were disappoint¬ 
ed that the mass arrests In 
Washington diverted attention 
from the Issue cf the war to 

questions d civil liberties. 



WuUIBblOt*. 
LMOtr b) OdinOn. Um inur- 

dovuown Wn»in»Uti tm Ort 21 lor 
w»«t win tutu! hi "1 grard (Ily 

of «nm fftrvmm 
aid Aruilun ^••r'—”ir*o 4l)l of 
Ulk M b> foUtr-rd. inordlrc 10 UK 
■Mm KhoAilc. by t»» 4«n of 
rilllri old '•ctim' 

trim tatty. at bn IBM n~» tm- 

fin mi. RmnW Divlt f*»J tt>* (fir* 
U)ft Whit rat of turoT.it <» yni 

<*!•>:! for you ConcoitMUir.'' 

-OB Cod. Mk bed, loiritr o wo 

T>m Uirm It. tV foot two Jtm 
lb« Mnvmnt Bid bravgt* aradl 

<f ottf thin I HI.CO) to a,r, im 

canttimUon of I»o ocouiy'i k-pM 
wti. Italy Inn April II. i crowd 

<f hkc— thin HOMO mot! on Ci(. 

tut •*« t« dimird Hi tnrnrdOK -ul 
A won liter, He Wlthtribo n- 

Stafus of 

The Movement: 

The 'Energy 

"Mi-Tomr Nit nmrr Iran Oc 
tun «< to m Elth-r it b nor> 
or Im. nm. whin it (MO a lit 
muo of (OOh who « •tato’ rail 
mu: Hid dtio bo hoi uuKly nit- 
to. or thi otic -Mr.lpiu- wt» 

•rc df»(l, Kjr or-i.or wd trite 

prolr>t< tut Hint to thr c«ir"r:il 
tins Mm. whin >«oth turn. bU 

CO Hi-tf lid thr "MnUtU" fird 
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us are going through considerable 

head changes," declared this aging 

30-year-old veteran of S.D.S., the old 

Mobo, the Kcw Mobc, the Chicago 

Seven and the now defunct Mayday 

Tribe, in words that seemed to owe 

more to grit and hard knocks than 

"energy." 

"We have seen that national mobi¬ 

lizations that build no permanent 

organization are inadequate, if not 

self-defeating. Our rhetoric and 'revo¬ 

lutionary’ style have created obstacles 

to communicating with peopte. We 

see that a movement unable to relate 

to tens of millions of Americans who 

are angry and frustrated is a move¬ 
ment that Is out of touch with its 

own country and time. . . 

It was also, though Davis did not 

dwell on this point, falling out of 

touch with itself. The Mayday demon¬ 

stration last spring had been 

seen, on the inside, as an ex¬ 

periment in new forms of de¬ 

centralized leadership and nonvio¬ 

lent collective resistance, aimed at 

raising “tire specter of social chaos, 

while maintaining the support, or at 

least the toleration, of the broad 

masses of the American people.” 

Quixotic as this sounded. Mayday 

could claim a victory of 9orts in the 

fact that more than 90 per cent of 

the prosecutions that resulted were 

eventually di»pi>ed or dismissed. 

(“You have to be brilliant to arrest 

7,000 people and not find a single 

criminal," commented Dick Gregory, 

the comedian who’s now wasting 

away In a fast against the war.) But 

a similarly lopsided proportton of the 

“energy" derived by the Movement 

was quickly dissipated in internecine 

battles over "sexism" and "Elitism" 

in its leadership. In August, at n 

conference of the Mayday remnant in 

Atlanta, a deep breach opened be¬ 

tween white, heterosexual males and 

a coalition of woman activists and 

gay liberationists. The women and 

the gays, who had been meeting in At¬ 

lanta before the heterosexual males 

arrived, thought they were “into" 

a sensitive, new understanding of 

sexual roles and identities. The male 

intruders, with their insistence on 

their own very different preoccupa¬ 

tion in the Movement, seemed insuf¬ 
ficiently aware or humble. On this 

treacherous shoal, the Mayday Tribe 

foundered. 

At the same time, "local action" 

was becoming the new Movement 

catchword among activists who re¬ 

turned from Washington in May say¬ 

ing they could no longer "relate to” 

anything national. "It was hate-the- 

heavles time,” said an activist from 

Albany, 
Of necessity then. the meeting in 

the First Congregational Church 

represented a new beginning, if 

it represented anything at all. 

The idea, or myth, underpin¬ 

ning the "investigation” was that this 

country had readied its present sorry’ 

pass because “the people’’ had been 

deceived by the Establishment poli¬ 

ticians and media, which was some¬ 
thing even the Establishment politi¬ 

cians and media were saying. If the 

Movement could arm itself with facts, 

it could then reach out to the people, 

ending simultaneously their decep 

tion and its isolation. To this end, a 

"people’s media project” was video¬ 

taping the “grand jury investiga¬ 

tion" for showing during the winter 

at campuses across the country. 
Based on the model being Qudl 

tioned in the church, “people's pa¬ 

nels" could be set up in every state 

with a major primary’ to clarify and 

proclaim the issues. So much for the 

theory. 

Jn practice, the new beginning was 

a protracted old-style tcach-in, lasting 

three days, on every question the 

Movement feels deeply about or, at 

least, feels it should feel deeply about 

—from the war to Attica, from do- 

meslc repression 4 la John Mitchell 

to domestic repression 4 la Kate 

Millett, from welfare reform to the 

wage freeze. Three tables were ar¬ 

rayed in front of the pulpit under a 

life-size crucifix that loomed large as 
each succeeding "witness" was intro¬ 

duced, blending the word's judicial 

and evangelical meanings. The moder¬ 

ator. an ex-priest named Paul Mayer, 

who Is a defendant with Philip Berrl- 

gan in the Harrisburg conspiracy 

case, told his bizarre congregation 

that sitting through os many as 18 

speeches in a day would make them 
a "community of suffering.” drawing 

them close to society’s various vic¬ 

tims. 

The jury seated at the tables in¬ 

cluded a Young Lord, a youth who 

was wounded at Kent State, a former 

prisoner of the V'ietcong. a 12-year- 

okl school girl who chewed bubble 
gum, the Rev. James Groppi of Mil¬ 

waukee. a Vietnam veteran, a former 

nun. a scholar on Asia and a Viet¬ 

namese who had graduated from Bryn 

Mawr. It also included George Jack¬ 

son’s mother, who. to the chagrin of 
Ibu vtgunUvis, uvvei ivupivvicd jflo 

the first day. 

Hie testimony was earnestly pre¬ 

sented, and invariably confirmed what 

the audience was disposed to believe 

from the start. As in a regular grand 

jury room, the other side of the case 

was never heard. If one theme 

emerged more strongly than any 

other, it was that exotic electronic 

and computer technology was being 

perversely employed and refined in 

Vietnam to keep the war going dur- 



Ing the withdrawal of American 

troops and indefinitely thereafter. 
That Name technology. H was pre¬ 

dicted, would steadily become more 

available to an Increasingly central¬ 

ized police force at home for the 
tracking of radicals and black mili¬ 

tants. 

The war was not only coming home 
with a vengeance, it was winding up. 

not down, as bombing raids were 

increased to cover troop withdrawals. 

(This, it should be noted, is disputed 
by tlie Pentagon, which declares that 

American bombing in Indochina has 

been steadily, if gradually, diminish¬ 
ing ever since the Nixon Administra¬ 

tion came into office. Official statis¬ 

tics show that the United States 

dropped 563,363 tons of bombs in 
Indochina in the first eight months 

of this year, compared with 740.610 

in the same period of 1970. That, of 
course, is still a lot of bombs to drop 

on undeveloped tropical nations that 

have already been bombed more than 

any other portion of the planet. In¬ 

deed, if the war isn't ended very 

soon, the total Nixon tonnage—now 
approaching the three million mark- 

will far exceed the Johnson tally on 

the official scorecards.) with touch¬ 

ing faith, the panel was assured again 

and again that "the people” would 

force on cod to the war on the basis 
of the National Liberation Front’s 

seven-point program, which promises 

the immediate release of American 

prisoners in exchange for a firm date 
of •• ill nil anal oC oil American forces 

—If only, somehow, the people could 
be brought to comprehend its terms 

and implications. 

Two slightly discordant notes were 

sounded. Richard Falk, a professor 

of international law at Princeton, 
said the nation's leaders were guilty 

of war crimes but argued against 

making them "scapegoats" for mili¬ 

tary actions the American public has 

passively condoned for so long And 

Staughton Lynd. the historian, 

pressed an ideological argument 

against the plan to concentrate the 
Movement's efforts in the election 

year on the "eviction'’ of Richard 

Nixon. That, he warned, would be un¬ 
true to the anti imperialist analysis 

that had come out of the struggle 

against the war. Standing at the foot 

of the pulpit, a gaunt figure still wear¬ 
ing the raincoat in which be had en¬ 

tered the church. Lynd concluded in a 
Hat, unomotional cadencoi "Evict cap¬ 

italism and begin to build democratic 
socialism." 

ThL speeches flowed into each 
other. The audience rat inert or wan¬ 

dered Into the corridors to reminisce 

over old marches and arrests, or de¬ 

bate the strategy for the election 
year. A bearded graduate student in 

sociology named Marty, who asked 

that his last name not be used, cor¬ 
nered Rennie Davis in the hall and 

voiced his reservations. 

All the Movomont people he knew. 

Marty said, had faced hostility and 

jail sentences for several years now. 

The ordinary institution! of govern¬ 

ment had defined them as criminals: 

for them, whatever literals may 

think, the police Mate had practical¬ 
ly arrived. Naturally then, ordinary 

politics in America infuriated them. 

They weren’t about to tum mimeo¬ 

graph machines for Ceorge McGov¬ 

ern. And they were much too angry 

and bitter to talk over the issues 
with ordinary voters. 

“Our language is too strong." 

Marty said. "It's very hard to con¬ 

trol your language after all we’ve 
been through." 

"Not if you’re a revolutionary." 

Davis snapped. Wiry, taut—dressed 
in lavender jeans and a tie-dyed shin 

—Davis had a drawn look from 
weeks of frenzied organizing that his 

smoked glasses didn't quite conceal. 

’Tm not saying you should work for 
McGovern,” he said. "But we have to 

get into the arena where most of 

the people are and most of the peo¬ 

ple in this country still believe in 

electoral politics." 

"It’s hard to swallow,’’ said 

Marty’s friend, Howie. 
"That’s a knee-jerk reaction,” said 

Davis. 

John Froines, another alumnus of 
Judge Hoffman’s courtroom in Chi¬ 

cago. moved in to support Davis. "I 

think you have to open up, you have 

to open up to this discussion," he 

told the knee-jerk radicals. "II Nixon’s 
re elected, -we’re all going in.” As he 

said that, his hand turned an imagi¬ 

nary key. 
Three other members of the Chi-, 

cago Seven were on hand. And tbe> 

took three different stands on the 

electoral strategy. Jerry Rubin liked 
the idea so much he wanted to go to 

San Diego to set up an advance of¬ 

fice Bui the others, thinking that the 

day of the Yippic had long since 

passed, quietly sought to dissuade 
him. "I think he’s hoping to repeal 

Chicago,’’ * Movement organizer 
said. "And that’s the last thing we 

want.” 

Tom Hayden, who was described 

as passing through a period of per¬ 
sonal crisis after having been forced 

out of the Red Family collective in 

Berkeley, had a worried, distracted 

air. Maybe working for McGovern 

was the answer, he told friends. Now 
living in Los Angeles, he was pre¬ 

pared to be an advance man for the 
san uk-go protest, nut he was also 

"into” the Irish problem and his con¬ 
versation kept returning to the Irish 

Republican Army, Ulster and his 

plans for a visit to Dublin 
The strongest doubts about tlie 

vaguely outlined strategy camo from 

David Dellinger, an avuncular figure 
who had been engaged in protests 

when the others were infants. In his 

public statements, Dellinger only im¬ 

plied he criticism: “No shuffling at 
the top. no changes in the individuals 

up there, will change American so¬ 

ciety." be declared. 
All through the weekend, con- 
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lion of "the organs oI the American 

GoverMIMnf anl "the «■:>»! and 

economic basis ol American society." 

Whatever «s merits, this was ob¬ 

viously not the most promising plat¬ 

form for a united front. Fortunately 

there were no Mkdle-Amerieans pres¬ 

ent as a Chicago radio announcer 

on the panel, San Dale, read the 

document In a resonant ar.d imper¬ 

sonal voice, the kind that could be 

exited to break off and say. "We'll 

be back In an imtant with our con¬ 

clusions on America . . . after this 

bnef message." When he was done, 

there were yelps and cheers, rhyth¬ 

mic clapping and a thicket of 

clenched fists in the air. 

Then the question that had domi¬ 

nated private cor.vcrsMions surfaced 

for iA»eii Uitiaie; Could u movement 

that had tried everything from levi¬ 

tating the Pentupwi to shutting down 

Congress still "relate to" American 

life? 

"We need to thut down not Just 

Washington but this whole goddam 

country,” someone- shouted. No. 

another speaker objected, what the 

Movement needed to do was prevent 

itself as "fundamentally American.” 

"We should divorce ourselves from 

America," someone- else declared. 

"America means slavery and geno¬ 

cide, among other things." 

David Dellinger rose from a pew- 

in the middle of the church to re¬ 

solve the tw-o sides of the argument 

•We can't go back to where we were 

10 years ngo.” he said. "We have to 

start with the assumption that this 

is an evil society and conduct our¬ 

selves honestly from there." 

The microphone was slnmted to 

the back of the church to John 

Froines, who cradled it in both hands 

in a prayerful attitude. "We have 

developed a rhetorical style that 

speaks to uurwtves ami vu no cam 

else," he said, thiftmg his bulk from 

one fool to another. "Now wv have 

to go back to the American people 

with a new kind of humility, a new 
kmd of seriousness which recogniaev 

that they are not. by and large, had 
people, but people who are confused. 

venations about the new strategy 

were regularly brought up short by 

the befuddling reminder that Henry 

Kissinger, at that very nwment, was 

sitting pretty in Peking. A Vale stu¬ 

dent wore a Mao button on his blue 

enn hut wav taa<*1 ilmui it *n nftm 

tbit he finally slipped it into his 

pocket. Gently ridiculed as "a fun¬ 

ning dog of the Chinese ruling 

classes," be replied defensively, "I 

only wear it because it’s a nice 

button." 

Eqbal Ahnud-a Pakistani scholar 

who is one of throw charged in the 

Harrisburg case—caught the note of 

lentativmess a&d irony in the con¬ 

versations and recalled an Arabic 

phrase. "They are 'the sons of the 

widows.' “ he said. "That's what the 

Arabs call people who have lost Ibtir 

moonngs In the past and their vision 

of tbe future." 

Su king as they huddled together 

in the church, the Movement people 

could draw from one another a feel¬ 

ing that, somehow, they would prove 
In A merles Hi* Iki, Umvurwmr 

bid fueled itself on the alienation of 

noddle-class youth, becoming not 

Just unpatriotic bat antipatriotic. It 

had learned to detest "the mother 

country." Now Rennie Du vis was 

saying that tbe time had ccene to 

"relate to" housewives, factory work¬ 

ers and business executives, to focus 

their attention on the great issues 

In American life. How was that pos¬ 

sible? 

Even Davis, who spake in vagoe 

terms of a new resistance movement 

that would confront the President 

and other candidates with tbe seven- 

point plan wherever they went, had 

trouble filling in the details. 

"Everyone should take their par¬ 

ents to San Diego." he said seriously, 

adding that be had already discussed 

tbe idea with his father, a retired 

Government economist who wtti a 

member of the Council of Economic 

Advisers under Harry Truroon. "No 

young person should go there by 

himself. We have to get tbe Ameri¬ 

can people Into Uie streets.- 

Asked late coc evening what ho 

planned to say in a speech the next 

day. Rennie joked. "I’m going to say 

tbe war Is winding down, m say we 

like the free and open atmosphere 

lbit exists in this country under 

Nixon and Agnpw . . . That may be 

tbe only way we can evict them.” 

When the panel finally banded 

down Its indictment, it was. predicta¬ 

bly enough, an unstinting denuncia- 



frightened, manipulated and 
controlled. . . 

On fail way out to the lobby 
for a smoke, Froines shook his 
head and comically mimed an 
expression of great surprise. 

"Disgusting how moderate I‘m 
sounding in my old age”' he 
snorted. 

Surprisingly, after the 
finding by the people’s pan¬ 

el on Sunday thnt the Presi¬ 
dent was “unfit" to govern, 
on Monday Mr. Nixon was to 

be given a lost chance to 
avoid an eviction notice. Ac¬ 
tually. the Movement was 
mixing a new metaphor 

with that of the “indict¬ 
ment.'' Desperate to con¬ 
nect its urgent sense of 
disaster to Its tactics, it had 

succumbed once again to its 
own ingenuity. The idea was 
that a phone call would be 

placed to representatives of 
Hanoi and the National Liber¬ 
ation Front in Paris from a 

rally at the base of the Wash¬ 
ington Monument. Then there 
would be a march to the 
White House to invite the 

President to come to the 

phone. If—as confidently ex¬ 
pected—he refused, he would 
be symbolically evicted. All 
this to dramatize a slogan— 

that "Peace is lust a phone 
call away.” 

"This is not a public rela¬ 
tions gimmick,” Renme Davis 
said in a strident voice at a 

poorly attended press confer¬ 
ence Monday morning, “it 
should be the most important 
gathering of people in 25 

years." This time at least, he 
was protesting too much. 

Most of the world failed lo 

notice when the most impor¬ 
tant gathering in 25 years was 

postponed that day on account 
of rain. The 300 bedraggled 
demonstrators stood in the 

mud for a couple of hours 
until the electricians said they 
were afraid to hook up the 

sound system. 

"Energy levels are very 
low," a young woman at the 
People’s Coalition office re¬ 

ported glumly. 
"If people leave here on a 

downer, It will be a bad set¬ 
back,” a Movement strategist 

said. That metaphor, drawn 
from the drug scene, domi¬ 
nated the calculations of the 
next 2-1 hours. Somehow, the 

weekend had to end on a 
pleasant "high" 

Monday night the soggy 

remnant gathered in a church 
again, this time the All Souls 
Church, for a vegetarian din¬ 
ner. which was alleged to be 

Vietnamese, and for desultory 
arguments over tactics for the 
next day. There was a young 

woman who wanted "to deal 
with the police as human 

PEP TALK-After the Monday washout. Rennie Davit trie* 

to lift the Movement's flagging spirits at Washington's All 

Souls Church, where the group met lot a ''Vietnamese" dinner. 

UfinRs" and a young man with frizzy 
hair who argued that "violence 

should not be monopolized by the 

Government and corpcrations.” Both 
ideas were eons old in the Movement. 

The young woman could have been 
In Birmingham in 1963. The youne 

man was a throwback to 1969. 
which suggested lo some sttlvlm 

that he might be a polio* provocateur. 

No one seemed to have a formula 

appropriate to 1971. A bearded man 
with stagy gestures gjt up to sug¬ 
gest "nonviolent violmce.” He then 

asked for names and addresses of 

those interested in a "clearing 
house” of informaticn about the 

Movement Many did not sign the 
papers lie passed out Some said they 

suspected he was an informer. 
Paranoia was thickening as Ren¬ 

nie Davis got up. "There's a reason 
this Movement has leaders." a wo¬ 
man from Boston remarked, meaning 

it could not survive without the 

"manipulation” its members so often 

denounced. 

Standing on the tiled floor, Davis 

moved restlessly around the circle 
to which he was confined by the cord 

on the microphone in his hand. His 

words were fiery. He spoke of “driv¬ 
ing from political power the person 
who moil ic pit junta Uita corrupt, 
racist, sexist, competitive system." 

But hts advice was temperate: "More 
militant, more revolutionary tactics" 

had their time and place, he said, 
but nothing should be allowed to 

upset tb“ campaign that was setting 
its sights on San Diego. 

"Rennie sounded revolutionary as 

hell," a friend said when he was 
done. "But if you listened to what ho 

was really saymg, ho was only slight¬ 
ly to the led of Hubert Humphrey." 

MtiESDAY morning, when it be¬ 

came evident that the turnout at the 
monument would be thin, a mood of 



giddiness set in. "We’re pulling the 

assault plan Into effect.” confided an 

organizer who was carrying o walkie- 

talkie. “Prepare lo launch rubber 

duckies!'’ he cried. "Away duckies! 

Away duckies!” 

"Jesus freaks" from Florida roamed 

the crowd, advising activists to "get 

right with God” if they wanted to end 

the war. The crowd was so small 

there was speculation that the F.B1. 

had vindictively withdrawn its in- 

filtrators in order to disgrace the 
Movement. Still, a '"high" was com¬ 

ing on. "Freak out, freak out, freak 

out now." sang a member of an Ann 

Arbor rock band. And there was 

dancing in the mud. 

Dick Gregory spoke first. After six 

months on his liquids-only diet he 

looked famished and frail. He was 

too well-tailored to shake loose any 

thoughts of Gandhi. But something— 

maybe the white hat he was wearing, 

with its broad downtumed brim— 

suggested a negative Image of Albert 

Schweitzer. The heathen in front of 

him were mostly white. Instead of 

playing an organ, he cracked jokes. 

American youth could end the wari 

he insisted, if only they would exert 

their economic poweh The come¬ 
dian’s proposal for "a nationwide 

boycott of turkey on Thanksgiving" 

got a good enough laugh. It might 

have been better if he looked better 

fed. 

Rennie Davis gazed up the muddy 

hill over the heads of the crowd of 
700 and uttered words that were 

brash, to say the least, given the 

circumstances. “We intend." he 

vowed, "to affect the outcome of the 

1972 Presidential election." 

There was more conviction in a 

plaintive ballad sung by a young 

woman who marked time with a lol- 

lypop In her left hand. "We are the 

children of Babylon," It went. "Wc 

arc the ones born into the belly of 

the beast . . ” 

Then someone announced: "in Just 

a few minutes, the P.R.G. [Provisional 

Revolutionary Government).” A trum¬ 

pet softly sounded the first few meas¬ 

ures of "When the Saints Go March¬ 

ing In.” 
A gimmick, of course. But as the 

measured, melodious voices of the 

enemy representatives in Paris blared 

up the hill toward the flag-girdled 
monument over loudspeakers hooked 

up by the Chesapeake & Potomac 

Telephone Company to the trans- 

Atlantic cull, several varieties of ab¬ 
surdity could be experienced at 

66'Hcnnic sounded revolutionary 

as hell/ a Iriend said. 'But if 

you listened to what he was really 

saying, he was slightly to the 

left of Hubert Humphrey/** 

As was lucficrousfy evident, 

they were not The People 

once—the absurdity of the war in an 

era of easy communications, the ab¬ 

surdity of the tolerance that made 

this trafficking with the enemy pos¬ 

sible and. most of all. the absurdity 

of the cold indifference, even con¬ 

tempt, on which that tolerance 

rested. 

"Is there any great dishonor for 

the United Slates to end n war that 

Is prejudicial to American honor?" 

asked Nguyen Minh Vy of North 

Vietnam, speaking through his inter¬ 
preter. Father (Jtuppi assured him 

that the demonstrators felt nothing 

but shame. The young woman with 

the lollyrop sang "The Battle of Ho 

Chi Minh.” 

"Ma Bell sure came through," a 

proud phone company man crowed. 

“It’s very heavy," a Movement or¬ 

ganizer said. 

jft,T last the speeches were done. 

In brilliant sunshine now. the rem¬ 

nant slogged through the mud to 

the top of the incline, then streamed 

down the other side behind an antic 

band that was playing "Yankee 
Doodle" after the fashion of Sergeant 

Pepper. 

Ttie White House shorn: with a 

mellow gleam. The marchers felt 

mellow, too. "We the People.” began 

the notices they clutched in their 

hands, "hereby serve notice of our 

determination to evict you from pub¬ 

lic office." As was ludicrously evi¬ 

dent, they were not "The People.” 

That would have to be attended to 

later, if at all. In their own terms, 

they were still Movement "freaks,” 

and as they paraded up 15th Street 

to Pennsylvania Avenue, they found 

release in all their old ehants and 

songs, starting with the 1970 vintage 

and working back to the summer of 

1963. the last year that was nearly 

good. 

Rennie Davis, David Dellinger and 

Father Groppi—all of whom had an¬ 

nounced their intention to take part 

in a ritual sit-down wherever they 

were stopped by police on the way to 

the White House — marched in the 
front rank. Their readiness to go to 

jail guaranteed that others would 

follow. In fact, 298 would be ar¬ 

rested. out of fewer than 500 who 

marched. The stories the next day 
wouldn’t speak of the "new begin¬ 

ning" the weekend was supposed to 
represent. But they wouldn’t bury the 

Movement either. The 298 was still 

a respectable total, even in Washing¬ 

ton. 

"How do the energy levels feel?” 

a Movement heavy was asked. 

"The sunshine helps," he replied. 

"They feel good But I don’t know 

how long Ibcyll hold up." ■ 



Daniel J. Foss 
Ralph IV. Larkin 

The Roar of the Lemming: 
Youth. Postmovement Groups, 

and the Life Construction Crisis 

Following the movement of the 1960s, youth culture in the early 
1970s was characterized by mass psychic depression' and some 
extremely bizarre phenomena: youthful ex-acidheads shaving their 
heads, swearing off drugs, sex, and hedonism and donning the 
saffron robes of the Hari Krbhnas; the trial of mass murderer 
Charley Manson and his family; the rise of various Marxist sec¬ 

tarian groups out of the ashes of the New Left, such as the National 
Caucus of Labor Committees, Weather Underground, New Ameri¬ 
can Movement, Revolutionary Union, October League, Com¬ 
munist League, and, on the West Coast, the Symbionese Liberation 
Army; the emergence of fundamentalist Christian sects such as the 
Childten of God. the Alamo Foundation, and the World Christian 
Liberation Front among ex-movement participants; the develop¬ 
ment of the Divine Light Mission, headed by the teen-age “Perfect 
Master and Lord of the Universe," Guru Maharaj Ji; and, more 
recently, the mass suicide of over 900 members of the socialist 
People's Temple in Guyana. 

The sociology profession has treated these phenomena 



under such rubrics as the “new religions" (Needleman, 1971); the 

"new morality" (Yankelovich, 1974); or “social movements," even 

though they aie not engaged in overt conflict with dominant in¬ 

stitutions (Foss and Larkin, 1976). More importantly, sociological 

researchers have not adequately explained the rise of these reli¬ 

gious, communal, and political organizations and their phenom¬ 

enal success in the early 1970s. Almost all researchers have noted 

that these religious groups received an influx of ex-movement par¬ 

ticipants in the period between 1969 and 1973. Hashimoto and 

McPherson (1976) and Oh (1973), in their studies of Nichiren 

Shoshu, indicate that it appealed to "hippies” and young, educated, 

and disaffected youth in the early 1970s. Jesus Freaks and Hari 

Krishnas were almost exclusively recruited from these ranks. Judah 

(1974, p. 183) demonstrates that the Krishna organization 

(ISKON) emerged out of the counterculture and experienced its 

major growth spurt between 1970 and the middle of 1972, stabiliz¬ 

ing in 1973 and 1974. This corresponds quite closely with observa¬ 

tions of the Jesus Freaks (Enroth. Erkson, and Peters, 1972; 

Simmonds. Rkhardson, and Harder, 1974; Balswick. 1974; Adams 

and Fox, 1972). Curiously, there is no sociological research on the 

rise and development of left sectarianism at the same time. The 

closest we have to an analysis of these groups is O’Btien (1978). 

However, O’Brien focuses mainly on doctrinal disputes between 

Leninist parties. 

A serious problem of the research in this area is that, in 

attempting to explain the popularity of these organizations to ex¬ 

movement participants, the researchers either debunk or take the 

newly converted members* explanations at face value. Thus 

Enroth, Ericson.and Peters (1972), who are pleased and relieved to 

see unwashed hippies become responsible Christians, view the 

young as resurrecting the spirit of early Christianity. Balswick 

(1974) claims they synthesize countercultural ideals with religious 

fundamentalism. Adams and Fox (1972) and Kopkind (1973) view 

Jesus Freaking as a form of copping out and privatization, a 

critique that has been made of the various religious organizations 

in the early 1970s by the left. None of the approaches lead us to a 

sufficient explanation as to why the phenomenon has occurred in 

the first place. 



The closest sociologists have come to explanations as to why 

these groups arose and attracted ex-movement participants are 

found in Robbins, Anthony, and Curtis (1975), Mauss and Petersen 

(1974), Petersen and Mauss (1973), and Gordon (1974). Robbins, 

Anthony, and Curtis and Mauss and Petersen agree that the 

Christian groups operate as way stations to conventional lives for 

ex-freaks and countercultural types by enforcing rigorous disci¬ 

pline on their members. Mauss and Petersen also suggest that Jesus 
Freaking is a response to psychic and social deprivation. Gordon, 

however, focuses on what he calls identity synthesis; that is, adopting 

a third identity that subsumes two earlier ones. While these 

hypotheses are true, they ignore the really difficult questions, such 

as why ex-movement participants needed a road back to conven¬ 

tionality, why they needed to assume new identities, why this oc¬ 

curred primarily among formerly dissident youth, and why it oc¬ 

curred in the early 1970s. 

In an earlier paper, we characterized these new organiza¬ 

tions as “postmovement groups** and demonstrated their relation¬ 

ship with the youth movement of the 1960s (Foss and Larkin, 

1976). It is our purpose in this chapter to sketch the structure of 

such postmovement groups and analyze why they arose when they 

did, why they tended to manifest exotic forms and bizarre be¬ 

haviors, and most importantly, why these groups appealed to 

former movement participants. 

The research reported here is based on (1) a three-and-a- 

half year participant observation study of the Divine Light Mission; 

(2) observation and reading of the documents of the following 

Marxist organizations: the National Caucus of Labor Committees 

(NCLC, now the U.S. Labor Party), Revolutionary Union, Attica 

Brigade. October League, and Youth Against War and Fascism; 

(3) personal experiences with cocounseling, the Sullivanians, and 

the Hari Krbhnas (International Society for KRSNA Conscious- 

ness(ISKONJ); and (4) an examination of journalistic and sociolog¬ 

ical literature in the field. Some difficulty arose f rom the fact that 

some groups were overtly violent (for example, the Manson Family, 

the Lyman Family, and the Symbionese Liberation Army), thus 

precluding investigation; others were extremely circumspect about 

their internal workings and required infiltration (for example, the 



Tony and Susan Alamo Foundation and Scientology); and most are 

extremely suspicious of sociological investigation. For example, 

even though the authors received the secret knowledge of Guru 

Maharaj Ji at their initiation into the Divine Light Mission and were 

active in it over a three-and-a-half year period, devotees regarded 

our sociological probing as a deviation from pursuit of the expeii- 

ence of the absolute and rebuked us accordingly. In their terms, we 

were too “mindy." However, one compensating factor was that most 

groups were highly media conscious, because they wanted to prop¬ 

agate the faith to the larger public 

Poitmoveroeot Groups 

POstmovement groups are organizations that emerged in the 

wake of the youth movement of the 1960s. Each group attempted 

to teconcile the freak vision of an anarchist communard post- 

scaicity society* generated by the 1960s movement with the re- 

ascendance of dominant institutions and the attenuation of the 

movement. On some level, formerly dissident youth had to make 

peace with the dominant structure or die* Because of the contradic¬ 

tion between the movement “vision" and the declining possibilities 

of its fulfillment, youth who were highly committed to the move¬ 

ment weie left in the difficult position of reconciling the irreconcil¬ 

able. We call this the “life construction crisis," which the postmove¬ 

ment groups attempted to resolve and which we wfll explicate in 

detail later. 

It is obvious that only a small percentage of activist youth 

actually joined post movement groups. Nevertheless, their cultural 

importance far outstripped their numbers. Postmovement groups 

were "indicative minorities" (see Foss and Larkin, 1976) and as 

such tended to draw the trends in youth culture to their logical 

(and often absurd) conclusions, in the same way that hippies were 

an indicative minority during the period between 1965 and 1967, 
the postmovement groups occupied the same position between 

1971 and 1975.4 indeed, the variety observed among the post¬ 

movement groups and groups that share some postmovement 

characteristics serves to underscore the pervasiveness and depth of 

the cultural syndrome we are analyzing. 



Postmovement groups can be classified according to their 
historical and cultural relationship to the white middle-class youth 
movement of the 1960s. Some groups evolved organically out of 
the decomposing youth culture at the end of the 1960s or later. In 
this category, we can place the Divine Light Mission of Guru 
Maharaj Ji, the Children of God, the Alamo Foundation, the More 
Houses, and many of the psychotherapies under the aegis of the 
“Human Potential Movement.” Other groups were formed at least 
in part in order to repudiate some or all of the characteristic cul¬ 
tural manifestations of the 1960s either during the movement 
period or afterward. Such groups are the Hari Krishnas (see 

Judah, 1974), NCLC, and the Progressive Labor Party. Still other 
groups antedated the existence of the movement, sometimes by 
decades; did not appeal to freak youth during the movement 
period; and, after the movement’s demise, received an influx of 
former movement participants and still younger people, all cast 
adrift as atomized individuals and demoralized by the prospects 
of the 1970s. These groups include Scientology, United Pentecostal 
Churches, various Trotskyist sects, and Nichiren Shoshu 
(Oh. 1973). 

Postmovement gioups took four forms: (1) Authoritarian 
communes such as the Metekca Aquarian Foundation ("Spirit in 
Flesh" Commune) in western Massachusetts, the Lyman Family in 
Boston, the Man son Family in California, and the More Houses in 
Oakland, California. Each of these communes was formed around 
a charismatic leader who was, more or less, deified by the followers 

and allowed to exercise almost absolute power over their lives (Foss, 
1974; Feldon, 1972). (2) Mechanistic Marxist parties such as the 
October League. Revolutionary Union (which successively became 
the Attica Brigade and the Revolutionary Student Brigade), the 
National Caucus of Labor Committees (now known as the U.S. 
Labor Party), and the Symbkmese Liberation Army (which com¬ 
bined the Marxist and commune forms). AU these parties claim to 
be revolutionary vanguards, enforce on their members rigorous 
discipline, and demand strict obedience (O’Brien, 1978). (3) Orien¬ 
tal sects such as Nichiren Shoshu, the Harl Krishnas (ISKON), and 
the Divine Light Mission of the Teen-age Perfect Master,” Guru 
Maharaj Ji. All believed that, when the world learned of their mys- 



lie experiences generated through meditation or chanting, the mil¬ 

lennium would come about, and people would live together in 

peace, sharing a common level of elevated consciousness (Levine, 

1974; Oh, 1973; Foss and Larkin, 1975). (4) Various Christian sects 

such as the Children of God, the Tony and Susan Alamo Founda¬ 

tion in Southern California, and various “Jesus Freak” collectives 

throughout the country. Their doctrine was similar to that of the 

Oriental sects, except that the central mystery was "allowing Jesus 

into your heait," which was the prerequisite for personal and world 

peace (Enioth, Ericson, and Peters, 1972; Gordon, 1974). 

In our study of postmovement gioups, we found that they 

cater to similar motivational syndromes and conform, more or less, 

to the following characteristics: (1) an authoritarian structure, (2) 

appropriation of a fragment of the vision artkulated in the youth 

culture of the 1960s (peace, love, revolution, ego transcendence, 

and so on), (3) a nonconflictua! stance toward society at large, (4) 

denigration of sensual indulgence, (5) minute regulation of the 

lives of their membership, (6) maintenance of a Fierce exclusivity 

based on doctrines claiming a monopoly of the truth, and (7) the 

claim to be solutions to the meaninglessness of life. 

1. Postmovement groups, regardless of whether their man¬ 

ifest goal was to transform the social order through the develop¬ 

ment of a revolutionary vanguard, as in the case of the Marxist 

sectarians, or through propagation of the faith, as in the case of the 

religious sects, developed an authoritarian structure, formally ar¬ 

tkulated with sharp boundary definition. Each of these groups 

developed a cult of personality around a single leader who served 

as an embodiment of the vision of the membership and whom they 

revered. In the religious groups, the leader beta me deified and was 

worshipped. Prabhupada, the spiritual master of the Hari 

Krishnas, Guru Maharaj Ji of the Divine Light Mission,* and Moses 

David of the Children of God are all examples of such deified 

leaders. Even when postmovement groups were established on 

nonreligious grounds, such deification occurred. Mel Lyman, the 

founder of "The Family," a Boston-area freak* commune, had 

proclaimed himself God by 1970. Victor Barranco, the originator 

of the More Houses in Oakland, California, became the spiritual 

father of the “marks" (his term) he exploits in a profit-making 



scheme to rebuild old houses (Feldon, 1972). According to Feldon, 

Barranco induced young ex-freaks to rebuild houses without com¬ 

pensation and, when they were finished, charged them $200 a 

month to live in them. He also ran the Institute of Human Abilities, 

which amounted to having his devotees pay up to $65 for an hour 

in his presence. As for the Marxist sectarians, Lyndon Marcus (now 

La Rouche) of the National Caucus of Labor Committees (NCLQ 

has been credited with the ability to foietell the precise develop¬ 

ment of world capitalism for the next five years, down to a 

worldwide depression, culminating in the mass strike, in the midst 

of which the Labor Committee, knowing exactly what to do, will 

seize power (Foss, 1974). 

Each of these groups was pyiamidal in structure with line of 

authority highly articulated from the top down. The NCLC, di¬ 

rected by ex-efficiency expert Marcus, operated a tightly knit 

bureaucracy that measured its progress by the hour (Foss, 1974). The 

Divine Light Mission was rampant with “titieism" and had de¬ 

veloped a centralized bureaucratic structure that spent most of its 

effoit printing, filling out, filing, and data-processing forms that 

monitor organizational activity. Maharaj Ji himself held the title of 

“Supreme Chief Executive of the Mission” in addition to that of 

“Perfect Master and Lord of the Universe" (Foss and Larkin, 1975). 

Other, perhaps smaller, groups did not manifest buieaucratic 

structures. In these cases, as in the Lyman Family or the Alamo 

Foundation, the authority was patriarchal and came diiectly from 

the leader (Feldon, 1972; Cahill, 1973; Enroth, Ericson, and Peters, 

1972). 

2. Each group appropriated a fragment of the freak vision, 

often using it as the basis of legitimation of the authoiitarian struc¬ 

ture. The servility of the members was used as evidence of spiiitual- 

ity.ego transcendence, or manifestations of peace and love (Levine, 

1974; Foss and Larkin, 1975). When members allowed themselves 

to be subject to hieiarchical authority, such personal subjugation 
wasprima fade evidence of commitment to the propagation of love 

and peace or the historical necessity of the revolution.T 

3. Postmovement groups developed nonconflictual stances 

toward society at large. Like their predecessors, youth of the 1970s 

believed in the inevitability of radical change; however, unlike 



youth of the 1960s, they believed that social transformation could 

not be achieved by immediate action on and conflict with objective 

social reality but must be brought about by the attainment of 

spiritual perfection by the members and the diffusion of spiritual 

perfection to the population.* Wheie conflict did occur, it was not 

with the larger society but among postmovement groups compet¬ 

ing with each other for constituencies or contending over minute 

diffeiences in doctrine. For example, in mid 1973, the NCLC 

began “Operation Mop-Up," a campaign to destroy the Communist 

Party by beating up its members. At Millennium 73, a Divine Light 

Mission festival, thirty Hari Krishnas were anested while ptotest- 

ing Guru Maharaj Ji's claim to Perfect Masteiship. 

4. All postmovement groups broke sharply with the notion, 

widely disseminated in the late 1960s among white middle-class 

youth, that removal of limitations on immediate gratification and 

tediscovery of the body was a necessaty aspect of the transforma¬ 

tion of the entire social order. Instead, they stood for an earlier 

cultural syndrome: They advocated self-discipline, self-sacrifice, 

hard work, systematic and orderly living, and renunciation of the 

pleasuies of the flesh. Ail or nearly all of these groups discouraged 

uninhibited sexuality, and many encouraged sexual abstinence. 

Among the Jesus Freaks and the Eastern sects, renunciation of 

sexuality tended to show that one had attained spiritual perfection 

and that one was relying on the source of ultimate satisfaction, 

which lies within: on the holy spirit; Krishna, the Reservoir of 

Pleasure; Theta waves (in Scientology); the universal energy source 

(Divine Light Mission) (see Robbins and Anthony, 1972; Judah, 

1974; Adamsand Fox, 1972;Malko, 1970; Cameron, 1973; Levine, 

1974). Among the Marxist sects, sexual restraint seemed to be 

taken as a sign that one is “serious." A member of the NCLC once 

boasted to one of the authors, “I’ve got no time for girls. I’m too 

busy doing class organizing." O'Brien (1978) has abo noted the 

cultural conservatism of Marxist-Leninist parties, which often led 

them to take reactionary positions on women’s and gay rights is¬ 

sues. Some groups, such as the Children of God and the Hari 

Krishnas, have not discouraged marriage but have insisted that 

marital sex be intended exclusively for procreation. 

5. These groups minutely regulate the everyday lives of 



their membership. Short hair, conventional dress for men, and 

modest dress for women have been the norms in several groups. 

Most prohibited the use of substances defined by the conventional 

culture as drugs, and many banned alcohol as well. 

In our study of the Divine Light Mission (DLM), we found 

they maintained a rule book called "The Ashram Manual." which 

listed page after page of rules, regulations, and injunctions con¬ 

cerning the behavior and demeanor of the premies (a Hindi word 

meaning “lover-), as devotees of Guru Maharaj Ji call themselves. It 

contained dress codes for male and female premies, daily schedules, 

and even advice on how to act toward parents; and it advised 

against hitchhiking—one of the main sources of mobility for many 

premies a few years before (Foss and Larkin, 1975). 

6. All postmovement groups maintain a fierce exclusivity 

based on the claims of their doctrines and leaders to embody a 

monopoly of the truth. The fragmentation of the youth culture was 

most dramatically demonstrated in such claims of exclusivity. Dur¬ 

ing the 1960s, as the vision developed, it was able to incorporate 

greater varieties of orientations and, because of its subjectivist and 

existentialist core, became more or less universally accepted, be¬ 

cause it raised personal experience as the ultimate criterion of va¬ 

lidity (Foss, 1972). Although postmovement groups gave lip service 

to the criterion of personal experience, those experiences that were 

the exclusive domain of the group became the basis of the arbitra¬ 

tion of truth. For example, devotees of Guru Mahaiaj Ji could not 

seem to complete a sentence without including the word experience. 

However, to them “experience” meant experience in the knowledge, 

which those who had not been initiated into the secret meditative 

techniques of the Divine Light Mission could not possibly com¬ 

prehend unless they too become devotees. Because the sole pur¬ 

pose of the organization was the propagation of the one and only 

truth, the organization became the embodiment of that truth, and 

membership in the organization was the only means by which one 

could have access to the truth. 

7. In line with the freaks' characterization of conventional 

society as meaningless, postmovement groups offer themselves as 

remedies for the meaninglessness endured by aveiage middle-class 

citizens and drug-soaked hedonistic hippies alike (and those that 



did not make oven promises also seemed to attract members who 

joined at least in part out of a desire for a more "meaningful exis¬ 

tence"). Whereas freaks of the 1960s found meaning in maintain¬ 

ing a position of defiance and opposition to the "plastic world," 

postmovement groups found meaning in escape from the com¬ 

plexities and incongruities of the material world (or the world of 

the mind) into a more transcendent, simplified view of the cosmos 

independent of material reality Jesus Fieaks recruited among 

"long-hairs" by denouncing the pointlessness of conflict or the 

hedonistic life and by claiming that the true Christian can stay 

permanently high on Jesus and obtain greater joy than can be 

derived from drugs or sex: "Try Jesus—God’s eternal Trip!” 

(Adams and Fox. 1972; Cahill, 1973; Petersen and Mauss, 1973; 

Enroth, Ericson, and Peters, 1972). They promised the end of all 

earthly mental anguish, which was said to be derived from being 

caught up in the toils of a society dominated by Satan. The Eastern 

cults promised the same thing, using different words: The material 

world is illusion, and a life committed solely to activity in the mate¬ 

rial world was bound to be meaningless and incapable of sustaining 

true happiness (Petersen and Mauss, 1973; Judah, 1974). Marxist 

sectarians promised a meaningful life by indicating that the indi¬ 

vidual could choose to swim either with the inexorable tides of 

history or against them (Foss, 1974). 

Postmovement Groups and the 

Life Coostraction Crisis 

The “life construction crisis" is not a part of the "identity 

crisis" that neo-Freudians such as Erikson (1950) state is necessary 

for adolescents to survive if they are to be autonomous adults. The 

focus of such "identity crises" is the paternalistic family, which is 

diminishing rapidly in contemporary society (see Kenniston, 1968; 

Friedenberg, 1959; Gillis, 1974; Kohn, 1969). Nor is it the kind of 

“cognitive dissonance" that occurs as a result of the failure of 

prophecy (Festinger, Rekhen, and Schacter, 1956). Although 

closer to Kenniston's notion of the problem of the integration of 

the individual self into the social order experienced by youth (Ken¬ 

niston, 1970), the life construction crisis is, on the one hand, more 



historically determined, arid on the other, much more acute in 

terms of the contradictions experienced. 

Postmovement groups emerged in the early and mid 1970s 

to help youth resolve the contradictions and alleviate the psychic 

pain* resulting fiom the clash of two incompatible interpretations 

of social reality: one derived from the dominant ideology of 

bureaucratic rationality (as they perceive it) that pervaded the soci¬ 

ety of their formative years and the other derived from experiences 

of the 1960s that had given rise to the subjectivist “movement” 

ideology. The ideology of bureaucratic rationality gave heavy em¬ 

phasis to the maintenance of the reality principle, centering on the 

importance of getting ahead, future orientation, cognition, de¬ 

ferred gratification, deference to authority, sexual inhibition, 

punctuality, blandness, and getting along and going along (Freud 

f 1931). 1962). The “movement'’ attacked all such notions and, al¬ 

though it never had a really coherent ideology, gave greater em¬ 

phasis to the pleasure principle relative to the reality principle. The 

“movement” ideology centered around joy, immediate gratification 

of impulses, creativity, open sexuality, sensuality, love. living in 

the present, ego transcendence, mysticism, and suspicion of aU 

hietaichy. 

With the ebbing of the movement in the early 1970s, the 

prospects for social transformation were visibly diminished, and 

formerly dissident youth were forced to accommodate themselves 

to the newly emeiging reality and the reassertion of the authority 

of dominant institutions. There was no returning to the Octm quo 

ante. The vision of the 1960s had genetated aspirations that were 

impossible to fulfill.1* Caught between lives they despised and lives 

they could not possibly live, youthful dissidents of the 1960s ex¬ 

perienced acute personal crises in the wake of the movement in the 

early 1970s.11 The life construction crisis was subjectively experi¬ 

enced as a crisis in meaning. Activities previously experienced as 

icvoluiiouaiy, amicstablblimeiu, oi intrinsically satisfying—such 

as the taking of psychedelic drugs, marching in protest* or par¬ 

ticipating in sex—were drained of their meaning as the movement 

subsided, leaving the movement participant with a feeling of sense¬ 

lessness and emptiness. What was previously pregnant with mean- 



ing and purpose had become mechanical, disembodied, and a 

source of acute despair. Judah (1974, p. 164; emphasis in original) 

quotes a devotee on her reasons for joining the Krishnas: 

I was getting crazier and crazier each year, and 
more and more frustrated... jo what brought me to 

Krishna Consciousness was compute, overwhelming, unde- 
niubU. and nievmubU distress. There was notliiiig 1 

could do. I was even considering going through 
psychotherapy... I can't begin to describe how empty 

1 was feeling. 1 had no association; I was seventy or 

eighty pounds overweight. 1 had no money. I consid- 

eied myself completely mad. I had no education, no 
skills, no friends—I had nothing. 

Members both of Christian sects and the Divine Light Mission 

made the claim that their saviors ‘‘filled them up.** No longer weie 

they empty containers. 

Our research indicates that postmovement groups offcicd 

themselves as alternatives to the meaningless participation in a 

dying movement and to the meaninglessness of middle-class exis¬ 

tence. In the first phase of their development, from about 1971 

until early 1974, they tended to attract ex-movement participants 

who were forced to reconcile themselves to the end of the move¬ 

ment. This was a period of rapid expansion, and postmovement 

gioups pioliferated (see Note 4). However, beginning in about 

1973, postmovement groups began to attiact younger members 

who had not been participants in the youth movement but who 

tended to come from more tiaditional bourgeois culture and who, 

when faced with the more “liberated" youth of the 1970s, dropped 

out of the highly competitive sexual marketplace where they felt 

they had low exchange value. For the older members, the life con- 

struction crisis was more historically generated, while for the 

younger, more inhibited members, it was moie developmental, 

arising more from the problems of the life cycle.'* Following the 

postmovement period, which ended in 1975, groups that have been 

able to survive into the latter half of the decade cater primarily to 



this stratum of youth, with the Unification Church of Sun Myung 

Moon being the prime example. 

Because the life construction crisis was generated by the 

collision of two incompatible realities, the postmovement groups 

resolved the contiadiction through the determination of a fixed 

absolute point of reference that stood apait from, repudiated, or 

subsumed both of the rival interpretations of social reality.1 * The 

Marxist vanguard parties tended to adopt ideologies that re¬ 

pudiated both the dominant and movement interpretations of real¬ 

ity by imposing defiantly obsolete interpretations of reality based 

on Marx‘s description of mid-nineteenth-century capitalist society 

(O’Brien, 1978). Some fundamentalist Christian sects did the same 

thing, using a literal interpretation of the Bible (Enroth, Ericson, 

and Peters, 1972; Petersen and Mauss, 1973). The more gnostic 

Christian sects and the Oriental sects subsumed rival interpreta¬ 

tions by focusing on more "ultimate" questions than those dealt 

with by either bureaucratic rationality or the subjectivist ideology of 

the youth culture. That is, the phenomenal world and sense data 

became merely illusory and changeable surface phenomena, which 

only lead to idle speculation about a reality that by virtue of its 

mutability was manifestly false. Behind and beyond these illusions 

of the mind was the "true and absolute" reality of God realization, 

which transcended mere mental speculation, was infinite, eternal, 

and unchanging (Judah, 1974; Levine, 1974; Foss and Larkin, 

1975). This truth was represented as entirely external to the indi¬ 

vidual, as was the case with the Marxist sects that taught diffeient 

versions of the comprehensive theory of dialectical and historical 

materialism and simultaneously offered a “vanguard" organization 

whose ultimate mission was to accomplish the consummation of the 

historical process (Foss, 1974). More commonly, however, the abso¬ 

lute truth was located paitly “inside" and partly “outside" the indi¬ 

vidual. The group promised the individual a subjective experience 

more "fulfilling," "transcendental," “pure," or "divine" than may be 

derived from either the chemical and sexual indulgences of the 

youth culture or the pursuit of a conventional middle-class life 

pattern. ("Guru Maharaj Ji gives you the knowledge you can't get in 

colleger was a common aphorism in the Divine light Mission— 

Foss and Iarkin, 1975.) At the same time, the truth was manifested 



in the leader or spiritual master who revealed it and in the hierar¬ 

chy he had established and to which he had delegated the task of 

propagating it. 

The ideologies and subcultures of postmovement gtoups as 

a rule scrambled elements of both conventional and freak interpre¬ 

tations of social reality. But people attracted to these groups were in 

search of a reality so ultimate that contiadictory interpretations of 

social reality could be shrugged off as minor quibbles. They there¬ 

fore compulsively seatched for some form of the ultimate. The 

postmovement group accordingly obliged by doing the following: 

First, it furnished an interpretation of reality centered around 

absolute truth. Second, it systematically manipulated fears and 

anxieties about straying from concentration on the ultimate 

(Richardson, Harder, and Simmonds, 1972) and furnished a sys¬ 

tem of rewards, punishments, and peer-group pressures to ensure 

that the individual at least try to.appear to other members to be 

firmly concentrated on the goal. Third, it relieved the believer of 

the necessity of becoming an individual by condemning the rival 

ideals of middle-class individualism, “doing your own thing" in 

pointless revolt, and pecuniary accumulation in the corrupt outside 

world (judah, 1974; Enroth, Ericson, and Peters, 1972). Fouith, it 

systematically attacked the concepts and assumptions about social 

causality, social organization, and the legitimacy of hierarchy that 

the individual had derived from the “outside world" and did so 

most rigorously when such concepts and assumptions were applied 

to the organizational structure (or patriarchal hietaichy) itself (Foss 

and larkin, 1978). 

Concepts and assumptions about social behavior and social 

relations were most commonly attacked by dissociating from all 

unauthorized mentations. Especially for lower-ranking members, 

the group norms prescribed that all veifeal expression be accom¬ 

panied by evidence of concern with the ultimate. There was a con¬ 

sistent tendency for these groups to prohibit “thinking" as spiritu¬ 

ally dangerous, conducive to animalistic behavior, or symptomatic 

of mental illness (Cahill, 1973; Feldon, 1972; Adams and Fox, 

1972; Levine, 1974). The struggle against the ego made possible the 

perfect subordination of the believer to the leader and the proper 

performance of one’s duties in the leader’s scheme of things. The 



simultaneous liquidation of both ego and thinking was therefore 

closely linked in posimovemeni ideology. 

The Hari Krishnas were strictly enjoined against “mental 

speculation" and were taught that vain “philosophies” were part 

and parcel of the decline of civiliration. Levine (1974, p. 98) cited 

one of Prabhupada's maxims: “If you begin a sentence with 'I 

think,' you better end it in the closet.” Hari Krishnas spoke of “the 

tongue” in exactly the same way that DLM premies spoke of “the 

mind”: as uiKonitollable, ticatheious, endowed with a malicious 

life of its own (Foss and Larkin, 1975). Levine (1974, p. 165) quoted 

a devotee: ‘The tongue is an uncontrollable clown, a juggler, a spy 

in the house of God.” To avert subversion by the tongue, it was best 

to keep it occupied by chanting the names of God. 

To DLM premies, the “mind" was a tormentor that “keeps 

jumping around from place to place.” The knowledge “stills the 

mind" and brings it to a “center point." To "the mind" was attri¬ 

buted a malevolent will of its own; “the mind" sought to preserve its 

own existence against the threat represented by the knowledge. 

DLM attitudes toward "the mind" were partially revealed in a skit 

performed at Guru Maharaj Ji’s birthday party on December 10, 

1973, where it was portrayed in Devil costume. The premies took 

seriously Guru Maharaj Ji's Third Commandment, “Leave no room 

in your mind for doubt.” They gavesaisang (literally, "company of 

truth,” applied to testimonials given by premies) to each other as 

much as possible in thecourse of conversation such that only a few 

standard themes could be expressed (stories of the holy family and 

mahatmas—Mission “Holy Men**; praise of the holy family and 

Guru Maharaj Ji in particular; the knowledge—mystical teachings 

of Gutu Maharaj Ji; how I received knowledge; love; peace; how 

soon it will be before everyone has this knowledge; and so on). An 

individual who failed to give sufficient satsang in the course of 

conversation, using the proper inflections and gushes, even if he or 

she had received knowledge, was not to be trusted (Foss and Lar¬ 
kin, 1975). Researchers of the Jesus Fieaks found similar syn¬ 

dromes that included fearing and loathing of the mind. Adams and 

Fox (1972) found that Jesus Freaks used gnostic experiences to 

avoid thinking about problems. Richardson, Harder, and Sim- 

monds (1972) claim that the Jesus Freaks learn a language of 

“nonthoughL'’ 



The pain generated by the life construction crisis could be 

characterized by postmovement groups as needless pain self- 

inflicted by deviation from the absolute truth. Yet the path to the 

realization of the infinite was also fraught with difficulty and pain, 

as many initiates of postmovement groups who were originally 

promised instant enlightenment found out. Yet the pain generated 

by the quest for the absolute was legitimated in postmovement 

groups as the pain of growth as opposed to the pain of nothingness 

diid dopaii (Judah, 197-4). Thus, mciiibcis uf pustinovciiiciit 

groups would undergo what an outsider might consider suffering 

without admitting it except as a process leading to greater joy. 

NCLC members claim they have tianscended the bourgeois ego 

and have become true beings. Among the religious sects, there was 

a celebration of surrender and a fierce pride in having overcome 

the difficulties of the spiritual path. A Hari Krishna devotee said, 

"The personal battle is the story, the defeat of mayo [a Hindi 

word that, roughly translated, means "illusion'’ and refers to the 

world of sense data], the vanquishment of maya’s ego. And the 

death of sex, daughter of maya’s ego, is only a subplot" (Levine, 

1974. p. 163). 

Whether the goal is to be a true revolutionary or a seeker of 

God, within the crucible of the postmovement group, former defi¬ 

nitions of selfhood and former notions of social leality are burned 

away as the “new person’’ is forged with his or her eyes focused 

only on the “ultimate goal." lapses that create pain are in turn 

lessons for future behavior, in which the postmovement member 

attempts to purify him- or heiself in pieparation for the apocalypse 

(Enroth, Ericson, and Peters, 1972; Richardson, Harder, and Sim- 

monds. 1972). This state of continual preparedness and vigilance 

for deviations in oneself and one s fellows not only allows the post¬ 

movement group member to negate both conventional and move¬ 

ment interpretations of reality but also helps him or her to shut 

them out of the mind, because any considerations of alternate In¬ 

terpretations of icaliiy are fnimu facie evidence that tlic individual 

has lost, sight of the ultimate goal and is needlessly causing him- or 

herself grievous pain. 

Thus the pain of the life construction crisis was alleviated 

through circumvention. The world that generated it was trivial¬ 

ized: The vision of the 1960s was simultaneously effaced and trans- 



formed into a “new consciousness” in which various fragments of 

the vision wete incorporated into more “ultimate” concerns, com¬ 

petitive struggles that created much fear and anguish were 

avoided, and. because postmovement groups maintained ideolog¬ 

ical opposition to conventional existence and some mode of 

“alternative life-styles," their membeis wete able to support the 

belief that they were building a new society that fulfilled the (re¬ 

vised) vision of the 1960s. 

Notes 

1. The psychic depression was noted by Newsweek Magazine 

in June 1970. They stated that college students saw Kent State not 

only as the expression of a corrupt system but also as a defeat for 
dissident youth. Since Woodstock in August of 1969, the "counter¬ 

culture” was showing unmistakable signs of degeneration: the 

defeat of People’s Park in September, the Altamont Fiasco in 

December, the uncovering of the Manson Family in early 1970, 
and, finally, the Kent and Jackson State killings. To top it off, 

there was no end In sight of the Vietnam War. Other commentators 
on the onset of psychic depression among youth in 1970 are 

Mehnert (1976) and Hendin (1975). 

2. Probably Abbie Hoffman (1968, 1969) was the best for- 

mulator of the freak vision of the 1960s. He emphasizes the 
anarchist-communard postscarcity view in his writings. More 

academic views of the 1960s vision exist in Roszak (1969) and Foss 

(1972). The postscarcity argument is made by Bookchin (1971) 

from a “serious" left perspective. 
3. We are quite serious about this. Two close activist friends 

of one of the authors committed suicide within six months of each 

other in 1973. Judah (1974) notes that many seekers claim that if 

they hadn't found Krishna Consciousness they would have died. 

Our own research indicates a similar level of desperation among 
devotees of Guru Maharaj Ji. J udah also cites a case of a young man 
who was in and out of the Haii Kibhnas and finally commuted 
suicide. During our study of the Divine light Mission, there were 

three suicides among ashram tesidents. The Statistical Abstract of the 

United States (US. Department of Commerce, 1975) shows that be¬ 

tween 1970 and 1973 the suicide rate for males between the ages of 

fifteen and twenty-four rose from 13.5 to 17 per 100,000 and that 



the rate of increase was double that of the pievious decade. Be¬ 

tween I960 and 1970 young male suicides increased at the rate of 

.49 per year, from 8.6 per 100,000 in 1960 to 13.5 in 1970. The 

average rate of increase between 1970 and 1973 was 1.2 per year. 

4. Theie is a rare unanimity on this point. All researchers 
cited in this work adheie to the notion that the groups they studied 

began in the late 1960s or early 1970s. Those who studied their 

groups over periods of several years note that the groups they 
studied stabilized between 1972 and 1973. For observations of 

Marxist sectarians, see O'Brien (1978) and Foss (1974); for Jesus 

Freaks, see Mauss and Petersen (1974) and Simmonds, Richardson, 
and Harder (1974); and for Hari Krishnas, see Judah (1974, 

p. 183). 
5. All observations of the Divine Light Mission, Guru 

Maharaj Ji. and his devotees come from Foss and Larkin (1975). 

6. The freaks evolved duiing the most radical phase of the 

white middle-class youth movement in 1968 and 1969. Also called 

freak radicals and “prairie people" within the Students for a Demo¬ 

cratic Society (SDS). they combined a radical critique of American 
society with cultural dissidence. A synthesis of the New Left and the 

hippies, they tended to live in communes, use psychedelic drugs, 
avoid work, and experiment with a wide variety of sexual in¬ 

dulgences while concurrently reading the writings of Mao Tse- 

tung, glorifying the heroics of Che Guevara, and rooting for the 

National Liberation Front in Vietnam. 

7. Judah (1974, p. 125) notes that most Krishna devotees 
acknowledge they were against aD authority in the late 1960s. Later 

on. he quotes a devotee as saying (1974, p. 171)—in response to the 

question, "You have no difficulty at all accepting the fact that 

(Prabhupada) b the supreme authority? And that he can tell you 

exactly what to do with your life?"—“No! No question at all! When 

you accept the spiritual master, it is understood that you will follow 
perfectly the dictates of the scripture." Judah interprets the will¬ 

ingness of the Krishna devotees to subject themselves to authority 

as indicative of the possibility that rebellious youth "were actually 
seeking an authority by which they might live" (Judah, 1974, p. 
127). Although he hedges his bets by advising against over¬ 

generalizing, Judah is at pains to explain this particular inversion 

of 1960s culture. Judah’s problem b that he accepts the devotees' 

redefinitions of their past at face value without analyzing the dev¬ 
otees' purposes in the redefinitions. As was the case in ihcprmies of 



the DLM, old sins were exaggerated and cultural inversions jus¬ 

tified on the basis of new means to old goals; for example, changing 

the world. Such self-serving redefinitions were, in themselves, at¬ 
tempts to bridge the life construction crisis described here, which 

Judah overlooked. 

8. From this, we do not in the least exclude the Marxist 
sectarians, for, while the latter claimed to be “mateiialistic" and 

“scientific," to use the “dialectical method," to be opposed to “an- 
tiiniellectualism," and to be striving for a proletarian class 1 evolu¬ 

tion on the material plane, they were faced with the undeniable fact 
that the working class resolutely ignored them. The proletarian 

revolution would therefore come about through the inevitable 

working out of the contradictions of capitalism, which for at least 

the immediate future are outside control of the sea members but 

which, when they should ripen, will make the working class prop¬ 

erly class conscious. For this reason, the Marxist sectarians' proleta¬ 

rian revolution had precisely the same subcultural function as the 

Jesus Freaks’ Second Coming of Christ—since the apocalypse 

could not be advanced through immediate action in the material 
world, it was best to preoccupy oneself with the attainment 
of the Marxist version of spiritual perfection—that is, true con¬ 

sciousness-through thorough assimilation of the sect’s version of 
Marxism, study of the sect newspaper and pamphlets, and rote 

learning of the writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao, Enver 

Hoxha, and Kim II Sung. True consciousness divorced from prac¬ 

tice and thus became an end in itself. 
We might add that the attenuation of conflict has been 

thoroughly documented in the literature. See Richardson, Haider, 

and Simmonds (1972), Kopkind (1975), Robbins, Anthony, and 

Cuitis (1975), Adams and Fox (1972), and Howard (1974). 
9. Although many sociologists seem to shrink from such a 

term as psychic pain, the teim describes quite accurately the subjec¬ 

tive experience of ex-movement participants in the early 1970s. 
The testimony in Judah (1974), Petersen and Mauss (1975), En¬ 

roth, Ericson, and Peters (1972), Adams and Fox (1972), and our 
own work (Foss and Larkin, 1975; Foss, 1974) all attest to the 
psychic difficulties of youth in the early 1970s. See also Note 5. 

10. This is an unavoidable consequence of all social move¬ 

ments, successful or not. For an elaboration, see Foss and Larkin 
(1978) 



11. Evidence for this assertion will be found in Gordon 

(1974), Petersen and Mauss (1973). Judah (1974), Robbins, 
Anthony, and Curtis (1975), and Foss and Larkin (1975). 

12. Our research indicates that the newer arrivals in post- 

movement groups tended to be more from working-class back¬ 
grounds, have a more rigid and doctrinaire approach to their 

beliefs, and had little knowledge and awareness of the revolt of 
the 1960s. 

13. Gordon (1974) notes that alternative identities are sub¬ 
sumed (or consolidated) within the newly taken Christian identity. 
Our position concerns alternative and contradictory reality systems, 

of which personal identity is but a part. 



Who pays? 

Demonstrators lured into drugs, sex 
By GLENN D, EVERETT 

Times 

Washington Correspondent 

WASHINGTON - Deputy 

Mayor Graham W. Watt o{ 

Washington has given the bad 

news to the nation's taxpayers. 

Efforts by the Mayday Tribe, 

under the leadership of Chicago 
Savon d.f.ndant Pi-t-il* TUuU 

to tie up the city with massive 

protest demonstrations and stop 

the government cost the city of 

Washington more than 

I2.W3.000. And the municipal 

government thinks that the 

taxpayers of the nation, rather 

than Just local residents, ought 

to foot the bill. 

The city of Washington has a 

valid point. The municipal 

government Is nearing 

bankruptcy and the bill for 

police and firemen's overtime, 

for hundreds of Notional 

Guardsmen called to duty, and 

for the thousands of extra days 

of labor put in by sanitation 
crews to Clean up the mess ten 

behind by those who camped out 

In city parks should hardly all 

be the responsibility of local 

citizens. 
In fact. Sen. Daniel K. Inouye 

(D., Hawaii > who Is chairman <A 

the Senate Appropriations 

subcommittee on the District of 

Columbia, has announced that 

he will ask the Senate to in¬ 

crease the contribution the 

Federal government makes to 

the city to $2>» million a year 

from Its present $133 million. 

'This Is not Just in place of the 

taxes the government would 

pay on all its buildings and 

Installations, If It were paying 

real estate and other taxes 

private industry bears.” said 

Sen. inouye. "This city has to 

play unwilling heat to thousands 
<A domomitrotors who rrm* 

here for the avowed purpose of 

disrupting It and the burden is 

becoming intolerable. 

The city of Washington is 

paying a high price for the 
demonstrations. Although 

police kept traffic moving and 

nearly everyone got to work on 

time despite the threat of the 

militants that they would make 

life "Intolerable" for the people 
who work for the government, 

private business In Washington 

is suffering heavy losses. 

The city's hole! association 

disclosed that during the first 

fexir months of 1911 the average 

rate of occupancy In its major 

hotels was runnlrg only 52 per 

cent. In other words, on the 
average night half the hotel 

rooms in Washington are 

vacant. One major downtown 

hotel admitted Its occupancy 

rate was only 29 per cent. 

Tourist trade, an Important 

source of revenue to local 

restaurants, theaters and 

stores, 13 down an estimated 

two-thirds this spring. This 

means that many residents are 

losing Jobs. It also mcons the 

District d Columbia Is lwlng 

revenue from sales tax on hotel 

rooms, restaurart meals, and 

sales to tourists,ae wcllas D.C. 

Income tax on merchants' 

profits and on their diminished 
payroll?. 

Since the city of Washington 

simply cannot meet the extra 

costs fee police and sanitation 

work, the taxpayers of the 

nation, as a whole, are going to 

be presented with the tab for 

Rennie Davis’ activities. 
A cogent Illustration c< how 

expensive some of the af¬ 

termath may be was given this 

writer by one of the city's 

leading medical specialists In 

the field of urokgy. 

"I wish I could have had a 

couple of you aewspapermen 
with me this morning," said the 

eminent physician. "They 

called me over to George 

Washington University Hospital 

at six o'clock to kelp them with 

the emergency. 

"There In one ward we had 27 

girls who were down in West 
Potomac Park and who had 

been talked Into taking some 

orange Juice tha: had LSD in it. 

But the LSD turned out to be 

laced with strychnine. 

"That Is a dangerous drug 
combination, especially for 

those who have never used It 

before," said the doctor. "I Just 

wished we cojld have had 

pictures of that ward with 

those girls strapped down, 
hallucinating and screaming. 

Some of them had pulse rates of 

over 200. Our medical studenta 

manned a tent in the park all 

night for the kids with 'bad 

trips' and, fortunately, we 

pulled them all through. 

•They asked me If Ihey 
should cither!tire them," he 

added, with a faint smile, "and 1 

said to catherltiie the whole 

bunch. I wont them to 

remember this episode and I 

don’t want them to repeat It 

And when they wake up, they 

aren't going to feel very good." | 

The medical professor added 

that be anticipated a wave of 

venereal disease In the wake of 

the demonstrations. 

"The ones promoting these 

demonstrations bring In the 

drugs and give them to the girls 

because they know It will 

hallucinate them and under Its 

Influence, they will have sexual 

inf«reou'«o with y main who 

comes along," the medical man 

explained. "I am convinced 

that the lure of 'free sex' is one 

of the real inducements that 

gets hundreds of young men 

Involved In the violent 

demonstrations and they have 

to get the girls to provide It." 

"Nearly all of these girls 

probably contracted syphilis 

and gonorrhea," he said. "Half 

of them will get pregnant and 

want abortions. Some of them 

will contract hepatitis and will 

have six months of intensive 
medical care arxl bear the scars 

ct impaired liver function the 

rest of their lives." 

"Only a couple of these girls 

were students at our univer¬ 

sity." he added. "Who’s going 

to foot the bill for aU this 

medical care' We are Just 
about out of money. Tne tax¬ 

payers arc going to have to - 

the people whose Jobs the 

demonstrators were going to 

interrupt. 
"Meanwhile, why didn’t your 

news media have TV cameras 

down In my ward?" he asked. i 

•They could really have showed i 

something." 


